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EDITORIAL NOTE

The History of Flight Support, Holloman Air Development
Center, 19U6-19$7, by Dr. David Bushneil of the Center
Historical Office, carefully examines from many approaches a
complex and constant problem.

A glance at the sources used

for this study will indicate that Dr. Bushnell has brought to
bear upon various aspects of the subject a wealth of documentary materials and the considered opinions of many persons
active in providing flight support for the multitude of Air
Force, Army and Navy research and development projects which
use the vast HoHoman-"White Sands test range.
This history, also published.as Book I of the first
volume of History of Holloman Air Development Center, 1 July
31 December 1956, has been issued under separate cover to
make possible a wider distribution than permitted the full
series of volumes concerning the broad history of Holloman
Air Development Center.

JAMES STEPHEN HANRAHAN
Center Historian ■

läf:?;'- gut«»»««*».-.
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FOREWORD

m

No detailed justification should be needed for a history
of air support operations at Holloman Air Development Center.
Since most actual development work in guided missiles and related fields is carried on by private contractor companies, air
support is pelhaps the most important single commodity provided
by the Center from its own resources.

In addition, air support

has been a "problem area" during recent years; its real and
alleged deficiencies have been a topic of controversy, and it
is thus all the more advisable to bring the relevant facts
together in accessible and accurate form.
However, the preparation of this study has presented
certain special problems.

Much of the available technical data

on flight' support of missile-testing is highly technical} and,

mf.

whether technical or not, there is far more available on some
:

fc

phases, of the problem than on others, and far more on the last
two years than on the previous background.

Then, too, as in

all monographs of this nature, it has been hard to strike a
balance between the wealth of illustrative detail that can give
a study its future value as a reference and the brevity without
iv

which few operating officials can be expected to skim even
hastily through its pages.
Individual readers and using agencies must decide for
themselves whether these problems have been resolved successfully.

First of all, however, it is necessary to acknowledge

the invaluable help that has been received from Army, Navy,
and Air Force officers, civil service employees, and contractor
officials in preparing this volume.

The final responsibility

for facts and judgments presented remains with the Historical
Branch, but factual data and interpretive comments obtained
through interviewing have been liberally used along with the
standard documentary sources»

So many individuals have been

questioned regarding different aspects of the air support
story, in fact, that it is literally impossible to list and
thank every one within the scope of this Foreword,
One group must be singled out for special appreciationi
Major John J. Anderson, Chief of the Operations Division of
.the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, and all the officers
and secretaries who serve in his division»

Because in its

functions it touches upon a broader array of air support
problems than any other single agency at Holloman, the members
of this division have been subjected to questioning and their
file cabinets searched at all hours of the working day.
Specifically, valuable data has been received from all the

vi

following officials, in addition to Major Anderson himself:
Captain Jack H. Patterson, who has served in the Operations
Division first as Plying Safety Officer and more recently as
Aircraft Allocations Officer; Captain Jacob J. Quintis, Chief
of the Operations and Training Branch ; Captain Kenneth E.

c

Harman, currently Flying Safety Officer j Mr. William A,
Stevens, who was Aircraft Allocations Officer before Captain
Patterson^ and Mr. E. A. Weston, Assistant Aircraft Allocations
Officer.
Assistance has been received at Center staff level from
üolonel Gregorio P. Martinez, Jr.? Deputy Chief of Staff for
Materiel; Lieutenant Colonel Ulysses W. Hess, Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel^ Lieutenant Colonel William F. Haizlip,
Inspector General; Captain Arthur G. Miller, Staff Maintenance
Officer; and Major Charles LaBarr, Director of Procurement.
Tarious officials of the 6£80th Air Base Group have also
provided information when requested.

Among these are Colonel

Thomas.C. Kelly, Base Commander; Lieutenant Colonel Oakley W.
Baron, Chief, Flight Test Division; Major Mahlon A. Steiner,
Chief, Flight Test Operations Branch; Major Hubert S. Williams,
Commander of the 6580th Field Maintenance Squadron; Cc-t-ain
Robert L. Hardie, Accountable Supply Officer, 6580th SupplySquadron; Major Freddy L« Steadman, Maintenance Control Officer;
Mr. John E. Tillotson, Assistant Maintenance Control Officer;

vii

Chief Warrant Officer Joseph W. Rynkiewicz, Aircraft Maintenance
Officer•
Beth Air Force and contractor officials in Holloman»s
restricted «West Area" have supplied data and comments within
their own technical specialties.

£

In the Directorate of Aircraft

Missile Test, help has been received from Lieutenant Colonel
Theodore B. Swanson, Deputy Director} Major Archer W. Kinny, Jr.,
Assistant Deputy Directory Major Kenneth A. MacAaron, Chief,
Operations and Plans Division; Captain Harley L. Grimm, Chief,
F-101 Branch; Captain Norbert D. LaVally, Chief of Technical
Evaluation, Air Defense Missile Branch; Mr. A. F. Lapierre,
Assistant Chief, Missile Countermeasures Division; and Mr.
William T. Fisher, Electrical Engineer, Drone Systems Test
Branch.

Elsewhere in the West Area, the following have supplied

informationr

Major William M. Stowell (united States Army),

Chief, Range Instrumentation Development Division, Integrated
Range Mission; Dr. Anthony J. Wilk, Chief, Multisystems
Application Branch, within the same division; Mr. Eugene E.

c

Crowther, Test Director, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation; Mr.
Edward E. Riah, Optical Physicist, Hughes Research and
Development Laboratories, and other Hughes Aircraft Company
personnel; and Mr. Lawrence V. Overell, Contract Specialist,
Alamogordo Air Procurement Office.
Still other Holloman officials to whom acknowledgment is

vüi

doe include Colonel John P. Stapp, Chief, and Captain Druey P.
Parks, Administrative Officer, Aero Medical Field Laboratory;
Major David G. Simons, Chief, Space Biology Branch; Captain
Grover J. Schack, project officer for sub-gravity studies;
Major John C. May, Chief, and Mr. James 0. Rogers, Assistant
Chief, Manpower and Organization Division, Deputy Chief of
Staff for Operations; Mr. Harry Clifford, who also served until
recently in that division; Commander Elton W. Bode, Naval
Liaison Officer; Mr. Gerald E. Hanson, Administrative Officer
in the Office of Deputy Chief of Staff for Materiel; and Mr.
John W. Carter, Chief, Management Analysis Division, Deputy
Chief of Staff for Comptroller.
Two tenant organizations at Holloman, the 3225th Drone
Squadron and Detachment 3 of the united States Army Garrison
at White Sands Proving Ground, have also proved extremely
helpful.

In the Drone Squadron thanks are due principally

to Lieutenant Colonel Dean D. Conard, Commander; Major William
W. Gray, Jr.; Captain Allan H. Hoover, Captain Milton R.
Roberts; Lieutenant James M. Shoemaker; and Master Sergeant
Fuller.

In Detachment 3 acknowledgements are due above all

to Captain Robert L. Kurd, Chief, Army Aviation Branch.
Full cooperation has also been received from officials
of all three services at White Sands Proving Ground, notably
including Lieutenant Colonel Wilbur D. Pritchard, Deputy for

ix
A±r Force, Integrated Range Mission; Mr. F. D. Moore, Range
Facilities Control Officer; Mr. Samuel R. Cooper, Chief,
Scheduling Section, Systems Test Division, "WSPGj Commander
T. C. Buell, Executive Officer, and Mr. G. Harry Stine, General
Engineer, Naval Ordnance Missile Test Facility.
One more officer must be mentioned here since he answered
numerous questions by mail and in person on topics entirely
outside the scope of the duties he was fulfilling at the
time:

Colonel William H.Baynes, former Commander of Holloman

Air Force Base, an* only recently retired as Deputy for Missiles,
Directorate of Systems Management, Air Research and Development
Command Detachmont 1.

This still does not complete the list of

persons who have helped in the gathering of data for the
present, volume.

However, of those Who cannot be included here,

a few more (though admittedly not all) will be duly cited in
the footnote references.

In every case, once again, the

Historical Branch wishes to express its appreciation for
assistance rendered.

O

CHRONOLOGY

19U2

Alamogordo Army Air Base is established
as a bomber training base»

19U5

White Sands Proving Ground is established,
by the united States Army, on a section
of the'Tularosa Basin adjoining the
bombing.range of Alamogordo Army Air Field«
German V-2 components are obtained for use
in rocket experimentation at White Sands*

19lj6

Alamogordo Army Air Field placed on a
stand-by
basis, following the completion
of i+* wartime training mission«

10 April

1 \6

After brisf period of inactivation,
Alamogordo Army Air Field is reactivated«
It is assigned a new training mission, as
well as a role in support of rocket experimentation at White Sands«

16 March

19U7

Air Materiel Command shifts the Air Force
guided missile program at Wendover Field,
Utah, to Jü.ara6gordo Army Air Field«

18 September 19U8

Ceremony changing the name of Alamogordo
Army Air Field to Holloman Air Force
Base• Original authorization for the
change of name was in a Department of the
Air Force Official Order dated 13 January
I9I48«

February

.9 March

19&

Department of the Air Force transfers
operational control of Air Force activities
at Cohdron Field, White Sands Proving
Ground, from Biggs Air Force Base to
Hollbmano However, Condron Field remains
ah Anay installation (until the integration
of the ranges in 1952/i and Biggs continues
to provide some air support to White Sands
projects (also until the integration of
the ranges)«

xi
September 1951

A drone detachment from Air Proving
Ground Command comes to Holloman Air Force
Base to Support both Hoiloman and \ttiite
Sands testing« It is the forerunner of the

present i^$i^:'I^lMJ:^aäa^n»

22

10

September 1952

Holloman and TOiite Sands ranges consolidated, Ordered by the Department of Defense in the
Internsts of economy aid to provide an integrated range for the development and testing
of guided missiles»

September

1952

General Order 30, issued at White Sands
Proving Ground, establishes rules for
operation of the iMegrated range and
assigns to the Air Force (Hoiloman) primary
responsibility for all air support needed
on the range by any of the three services»

October

1952

Detachment 3 of 9393rd Technical Services
'Unit (tow United Stages Army Garrison,
White Sands Proving Ground) comes to
Holloman to provide missile recovery
service for all users of the range»

October

1952

Hoiloman Air Development Center established as command.opgahiz ätions at Hölloman
Air Force Base, replacing the 6500th Missile
Test Wing»

1952

Joint Use Agreement signed between Hoiloman
Air Development Center and naval drone
detachment» 1 The latter becomes active about
1 January 1953 and continues service at
Hoiloman until June 1955»

195U

Fighter chase operations converted entirely
to jet aircraft»

1955

First F-i00 aircraft assigned to Hoiloman,
toibecome^ (ultijoaately) the basic chase type»
Early F-1Ö0 operations brought a severe rash
of maintenance and other difficulties»

1955

Center recr gahia at ion e s tablishe s, in
general, the present arrangement of air
support functions» Flight operations

1 December

Febra ary

3CÜ

(non-test ascwell asotest) are entrusted to
the Flight Test Division, while both
organizational and field maintenance are
assigned to the 6580th Field Maintenance
Squadron«
1955

Completion of first major improvements on
Holloman runways since World War II« Two
runways were lengthened to over 12,000
feet«

1956

Holloman has an accident rate of 62.3 per
100,000 flying hours, the worst in Air
Research and Development Conmand,

July

1956

Daily instead of weekly mission scheduling
instituted on the integrated range, in
order to cope with increased scale of
operations*

August

1956

Hollomsn aircraft in-commission rate sinks
to 36.2 for test support and 2U.1 for nontest aircraft*

1 August

1956

Eleven base-assigned aircraft placed in
temporary storage for lack of maintenance
capability.

Spring

o
13

1 September 1956

It. Col* William F. Haizlip, Holloman's
Inspector General, takes command of the
6580th Field Maintenance Squadron with the
special purpose of carrying out a general
squadron reorganization* The latter
continues after he leaves the command
(2 January 1957) and contributes to a
steady iimprovement in the maintenance
situation*

1 November

1956

Urged by Headquarters, Air Research and
Development Command, Hölloman requests
authority to contract with a private firm
for aircraft maintenance«

20 December

1956

Flying Safety Office, after numerous
organizational and physical moves, is
attached for administrative purposes to
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations*
The incumbent is assured direct access

xill
to the Deputy Center Commander«
21 January

1957

Plane belonging to the
service is caught in a
ending a sixteen-month
safety record for Army

Army recovery
telephone wire, thus
perfect flying
aviation at Holloman«

May

1957

1377 hours flown by base-assigned aircraft,
settiipg new record for a single month»

June

1957

One accident during the month spoils the
Center's flying safety record for 1957,
which had been perfect so far• Some consolation could be found in the fact that
in-cömmissiön time for test support aircraft during June reached 8l«0 per cent«
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CHAPTER I
THE FOUNDATIONS OF HOLLOM« AIR SUPPORT t

19U6-52

In the second half of 19£6 air support became a major topic
of conversation, correspondence, and staff studies at Holloman
Air Development Center«

Its deficiencies were dramatized on

1 August when eleven planes were put temporarily in storage
for lack of a maintenance capability,

and though the problems

associated with this one aspect of the Holloman mission—shortage
of qualified maintenance people, multiplicity of aircraft types,
difficulties of coordination betwoen scheduling and related
functions—were by no means new, they seemed all at once to
have reached a more critical stage«

The chief immediate cause

of this development was the growing scale of operations on the
Holloman^Hhite Sands Integrated Range, which in 1956 for the
first time became literally "saturated11 with research and
development missions*

Most features of the air support problem,

however, had their precedents in the early days of missiletesting in the Tularosa Basin starting ten years before«
The one time when flight operations loomed largest had
been World War H, when Holloman, then known as Alambgordo Army
Air Field, was a training center for heavy bombardment crews«
A training program, however, presented somewhat different problems from the later support of missile-testing, and in any case

it came to an abrupt halt when war ended. At the start of 191*6
the base was briefly put on inactive status, the remaining B-29»s
were ferried out to Qgden, Utah, and exactly one aircraft was
left assignedt

a humble C-U5 to be used for local proficiency

and administrative flights.

o

This one plane, with base commander

Colonel Kermit D. Stevens at the controls, was wrecked on a
routine flight in July I9I46 when a B-17 taxied into it,

Fortu- -

nately, a replacement was soon provided so that Alamogordo Army
Air Field was left only temporarily with no assigned aircraft to
2
fly at all»
Although the scarcity of base-assicned planes continued
for some time, the use of Alamogordo Army Air Field by outside
organizations caused the tempo of flight operations to increase
once again in the spring of I9I46.

For one thing, starting in

April, the wartime Alamogordo bombing range was put back into
use for a Tactical Air Command gunnery training program known as
the Frangible Bullet Project«

Aircraft and personnel in this

program were not regularly assigned to the base, but local shops
and related facilities had to service the equipment used; and
the more proficiency aerial gunners developed, the more repair
3
jobs had to be carried out on the P-63 target planes.
At the
same time, Alamogordo Army Air Field helped support the rocket
firings conducted nearby at the Army Ordnance Department1 s White
Saiais Proving Ground.

It played host to hordes of visiting

aircraft on V-2 firing days, when spectators came from far and
vide to see the show, and regularly assigned maintenance crews
proved insuffi, \ent to handle the workload*

k

In addition, there

were planes ac «a ally stationed at Alamogordo on temporary duty
or some other basis to support White Sands operations* Watson

.0

Laboratories, whose special mission was to provide and operate
radar research and tracking equipment on the White Sands range,
brought about a half dozen small- and medium-sized aircraft
(such as L-5>fs and C-Jtf's) for administrative and cargo flights,
tracking flights to test radar equipment, and missile recovery
on the range itself»
In order to assist flight operations on the White Sands
missile range, a supplementary landing strip known as Condron
Field was prepared near the headquarters or ,,cantonraent,, area
of the Proving Ground«

This field was used by the aircraft

stationed at Alamog or do and also by occasional missions flown
from Biggs Air Force Bade, EL Paso, Texas, in support of the
testing, program»;,;;;PUghtS'Cfl^

.

as recovery, liaison, and aerial survey$ they;usually cons is ted
(

of one plane at a time, although more would be provided on
firing - daysj

and they were flown not as "a regular function

but as requested,-on a day-to-day basis*

In response to

petitions from Army Ordnance Department, the first lieutenant
at Biggs who had borne the brunt of flying missions for

White Sands was reassigned to duty with the Proving Ground—
whereupon Biggs refused to let him fly its planes.

Biggs

continued to lend aircraft, but the Proving Ground pilot could
go along merely as a passenger, a problem wholly solved only
when the Proving Ground obtained its own assigned aircraft.
Condron Field was also used by an assortment of private planes,
VJ

some

belonging to »prominent civilians of surrounding cities»

and others to organizations connected with the Arroyo missile
program,

Douglas Aircraft Company, which as far back as 191+6

was conducting research and development on the Nike antiaircraft rocket, operated a biweekly freight and passenger service
with one C-li7 between Condron and its Santa Monica home
office.

Nevertheless, Condron operations, including those

actually flown from Biggs Air Force Base, remained small in
scale compared with operations of one sort or another at
Alamogordb Army Air Field.
What is more, the number of base-assigned planes at
Alamogordo, which had been exactly one in the spring and summer
oi I9I46, began to climb again in November I9I46 and reached
(

twenty-five, including thirteen P-63's, the following February.

7

This change followed the regular assignment to Alamogordo Army
Air Field of the Consolidated Gunnery Training School of the
Eighth and Fifteenth Air Forces.

The Gunnery Training School

took the place of (and in a sense absorbed Hhe Frangible Bullet

Project) and neither one had anything to do with air support of
missile tests*

But the new training program was short-lived,

lasting only from November 191*6 to March 19U7* "when the Alamogordo
base was transferred to the jurisdiction of Air Materiel Command
for use in the Mr Force's own guided missile program*

From

that time onward* flight operations at Alamogordo Army Air Field,
soon renamed Holloman Air Force Base* had only one primary
objective t the support of testing and development programs in
guided missiles and related fields*
The change in function and command jurisdiction was promptly
reflected in the base aircraft inventory*

Although the Watson

Laboratories1 aircraft detachment remained on a separate footing
ss before—and was not amalgamated with base-assigned aircraft
until some months later—planes belonging to the Consolidated
Gunnery Training School were removed and were replaced by others
required for the new iai88ic»n«-'''£ni;.^ril^''th'e first full month
of Air Materiel Command operations* the assigned inventory (i.e.,
not: including Wirtse«; S*^^
compared with February's twenty-five*

This reduction reflects

the fact that the amount of actual flying required for test
purposes was at first fairly modest*

The number of projects was

not great, and the flight requirements for any one project were
usually well spaced*

Colonel William H* Baynes, who commanded

the ba3e in 191*9-52, was able to write that flight operations

were "a minor part of the overall activity* at the base.

9

Nevertheless, by the tine Colonel Baynes» command ended, all
the basic types of air support were evolved that have continued
at Holloman down to the present*
The most common type of direct air support to missile
projects, including the earliest V-2 firings at White Sands,
v.

was range recovery—spotting an impact point, leading in ground
recovery crews, or even recovering the missile wholly by plane*
In this field the Ir$ was pre-eminent at first, but other small,
low-speed aircraft were also used; helicopters joined the
recovery fleet before long, although none were present originally.
A type of air support almost as widespread as recovery was
the chase function, which could be seen in perhaps its purest
form on high-altitude research balloon missions; in such cases
the balloon was escorted by Holloman aircraft throughout its
cross-country wanderings, and the same aircraft would participate in final recovery* More common, however, were photographic
chase and safety chase on the Holloinan: range itself.: A single
plane might perform both services, if both were needed on a

(

given mission, or one might be used for photography and another
for safety control, keeping a watch for any dangerous malfunction
during a project test and standing ready to shoot down the test
vehicle if conditions demanded* For either variety of chase,
fighter aircraft were normally best suited* However, the

8

photographic function could sometimes be performed without any
chase aircraft at all, simply by mounting cameras on a launch
aircraft«
Launch aircraft represented a slightly more limited category
of air support, since obviously no launch plane was used for a

G

ground-launched missile« On the other hand, neither was airlaunching used only for missiles in the strict sense, such as
the Rascal strategic bombardment missile and the Tarzon radiocontrolled bomb, which were among the earliest projects brought
to Holloman by Air faterlel Command« Air-launching was likewise
used to test parachute systoAS for thtf safe recovery of test
10
w
vehicles, and, starting in mid-1952
at the latest, for
dropping parachute targets«
As one would expect frcm the analogy with conventional
bombing, bomber aircraft were extensively used for launch
purposes« But for some projects—such as small missiles and
reduced-scale models of larger ones—fighters were equally
or more suitable'-and^were/use^frojr

;y

A launch plane might also conduct captive flight tests,
simply by not letting go of the missile« But captive testing
was susceptible of a great many variations, since the parts
of a missile system could be tested individually and the aircraft requirements in each case were not necessarily the same«
For instance, the Rascal and its reduced-scale version known

as Shrike always used one of several bomber-type launch planes,
but the guidance mechanism alone could be and was mounted in
F-80«s for captiTe flight testing.

Ta this case the F-80 was

accompanied by a B-17 (later changed to B-f>0) to give the
guidance signalsj the fighter acted as a simulated missile, and

o

the bomber as a director aircraft»

Indeed it was part of the

basic Rascal concept for the launch plane to be equipped as a
director and give signals to the missile over the first part of
its course after it was launched.

Thus, in a free-flight test

of this particular system, both launch and director support
were always required, even if performed by the same aircraft.
However, a more typical use of director aircraft was in drone
operations, meaning either the development of new drone types
or the operational use of target ^ipTOS^^'ads'sile-to'sting.
Operational drone flights at Hollomah really date from the
arrival in September 19^1 of a drohe detachment from Air Proving
Ground Coannand that has since developed into the 322J>th Drone
■.12.'
Squadron.
And^^
vas

o

the B-17, Which not only performed this function in the first
P-^O/Rascal tests but became a mainstay of the Drone Squadron
as well.
A final type of direct air support required in missiletesting was the tracking mission, in which an aircraft was
flown for the purpose of testing instruments on the ground.

10
The latter might be only the normal range instrumentation, or
the object tested could be the guidance mechanism of a missile,
to see if it would effectively "pick up11 a simulated target.
Just as a single plane could perform more than one support
function in the same test, it was also possible for a plane to

c

fly on tests in support of more than one project*

This was

taken for granted in V?9 case of recovery missions, for which
requirements did not vary much from project to project.

Launch

aircraft were not so easily interchangeable, because of widely
varying missile sizes and characteristics, special equipment
needed and so forth.

It was possible for one B-2? to launch

both the Tarzön bomb and a parachute recovery test vehicle for
13
Shrike,
but clearly no fighter-type launch aircraft could do
the same.

Chase aircraft fell somewhere between recovery and

launch aircraft with respect to interchangeable status.

Even

so, research and development inevitably required a larger number
of aircraft types in proportion to total aircraft that did, say,
a tactical or trajjaii^ idas
planes of April 19ltf were divided into eight different major
types; by October 19^2 the base had seventeen aircraft of ten
different types.

To be sure, test support aircraft were only

part of this inventory.

A few cargo and liaison planes were

always needed for administrative, logistical, and other non-test
flights which had to be carried out whether or not they had

11
any direct relation to the mission of the base.

Colonel Paul F.

Helmick, the first base Commander after the shift to Air Materiel
Command, personally took to the air on h July l^ltf to airlift
patients from Holloman to the Army's William Beaumont General
Hospital at EL Paso, Texas«

He likewise flew a C-U-7 in 19ltf«s

"Operation DDT," carefully spraying his own base for purposes of
^

insect control*
The aircraft totals mentioned above naturally do not tell
the whole story, since there were always numerous aircraft
stationed at Hollom*m that were not technically "base-assdgned."
If the planes assigned to Wa&son Laboratories, basically a
tenant activity, were included in the total for April 19I4.7 the
figures would be twenty aircraft of nine different types.

One

must also take account of planes bailed by the Air Force to
private contractor companies engaged in development work at
Holloman, for bailed planes began to appear very early in the
history of the missile program—e.g., a P-U7, the only one on
base, which was bailed to Bepublic Aviation Corporation for

G

use as a launch plane for the one-ninth scale model of Republic's
16
MX-773 ramjet missile«
Then, too, planes were occasionally
brought to Holloman on loan from other bases, usually to participate in specific tests»

an example of this procedure was the

loan of two F-80«s from Williams Air Force Base, Arizona, to be
used as safety chase aircraft in a test of the JB-2 jet-bomb

12
missile in July 19U8,
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However, records of bailed and loaned

planes are very inadequate, so that it is impossible to state
exactly how they affected the total number of either aircraft
or aircraft types»
By and large, the number of aircraft present was adequate
throughout the period under consideration»

In February 1952

and for several months thereafter the base had not one admini18
strative aircraft assigned,
but presumably planes coded for
other duties were diverted as needed, and there is no indication that major difficulties resulted.

Nor is there any

indication that Hollomon ever suffered a serious shortage of test
support planes,although a project might still be handicapped
temporarily by a delay in the scheduled arrival of a particular
type.

One of the many strokes of bad luck that have plagued

the Rascal missile system was a strike at the home plant of
Bell Aircraft Corporation in Buffalo, New York, which interfered with modification work on the first B-50 assigned to the
projectnand so held up the plane's arrival for many weeks«
Then, after the strike ended, the plane suffered an in-flight
accident during a preliminary test mission at Buffalo, causing
still further delay; when the B-£0 finally reached Holloman it
19
was a half year late.
Even after an aircraft, reached Holloman it was not always
available when needed.

For instance, the Martin Matador project

13
was grounded in September 19i0 for lack of both command
control (i.e., director) and chase aircraft to accompany the
missile on test flights«

In this case both the EF-80 and the

oi

F-8U aircraft normally used were out of commission,

20

and

naturally there -were other cases, too, in which aircraft out

o

of commission hampered the work of a project«
surprising that this did not happen more often«

It is even
Not only was

there a certain amount of aircraft modification work that had
to be carried out in the Holloman maintenance shops, as
project requirements demanded, but also the entire base
maintenance function labored under the handicap already
mentioned of a high ratio of aircraft types to total aircraft«
In this connection it is worth noting that the base was
partially responsible even for the maintenance of planes bailed
to mission contractors«

The original Rascal project B-£0,

which-was seemingly the f irst B-f>0 ever to alight at Holloman,
was bailed to Bell Aircraft Corporation but was maintained by
21' ■
the base«
A B-29'bailed to Lockheed Aircraft Corporation in
1951 was to be maintained seventy-five percent by the base and

( '

twenty-five percent by the contractor«

22

In certain other

cases the records do not indicate who performed maintenance,
but even if a contractor assumed full responsibility the base
could be called on to provide auxiliary supply services, which
was not always easy if a plane was of a type not present in

2h
the assigned inventory.

let despite these difficulties, and

despite intermittent conplaints of a shortage of maintenance
23
personnel --which was not, of course, unique with Holloman—
the record on maintenance was generally good.

Soon after

Holloman was transferred to the newly-formed Air Research and
Development Command, in 1951, Lieutenant General Earle E.
Partridge took time as Commanding General to pay tribute to
the "excellent" quality of »aircraft and equipment maintenance»
at Holloman as revealed by a special staff visit.

This record

was all the more notable, he pointed out, when contrasted with
the general inadequacy of maintenance at other installations
in the command.

The supply system also appears to have

functioned smoothly on the whole; indeed Holloman went from
December 1951 to June 1952 without a single plane out of
commission for parts.
Some trouble, but less than one might expect, was caused
by the assortment of occupational hazards that were faced by
all planes used in air support operations.

In April 191*9 an

F-8!i shot down an experimental OQ-19 drone, was hit on the
wing by part of its disintegrating target, and was wrecked on
26
crash-landingj
but this was quite exceptional. In the case
of drones, particularly operational drones, being shot at and
damaged was a recognized part of their mission, but the degree
of damage still varied.

A drone could often be repaired, or

1*
a •new" drone put together out of parts left over from several
others that were unrepairable«
had an enviable salvage rate«

The hardy QB-17's above all have
In any event, drone repairs put

still another burden on the maintenance shops, and sometimes on
other units as veil«

o

In the summer of 19£2 it was necessary to

build a road into the desert for the express purpose of hauling
out a QB-17 that was forced to land there after being hit by

a missile«

27

This vas apparently the first road built to order

for a drone, but it vas not destined to be the last«
Some cf the physical facilities available for aircraft
maintenance and the like also served at times as occupational
hazards of Holloman testing« In mid-195l a B-£0 vas set on
fire and suffered considerable damage as a result of an explosion
overhead among the hangar lighting fixtures« All these vere of
28
"conventional or incandescent, exposed-bulb type,*1 matching
the hangar buildings themselves which vere of semi-permanent
vartime construction«

For that matter, the concrete aprons

and taxivays vere also in poor shape* A November l?£l inspection
revealed an apparently complete lack of preventive maintenance
(.

since the time they vere büüt, vhich again vas during World
War Uj nev breaks and cracks had never been sealed, and the
original joint material vas badly deteriorated«

In this case,

and also that of the exploding light fixtures,needed improve29
ments vere authorized«
Jh addition, Colonel Helmick requested

16
an extension of the three existing runways on the ground that
their 8000 to 8U00-foot maximum length was likely to inhibit
„ 30
operations, but nothing was done about this until 1955«
On the
other hand, two subsidiary landing strips were prepared in 1951
in the northern portion of the Holloraan range•

o

for

C«4J7

Both were suitable

type aircraft, and were designed to offer quick access

to proposed instrumentation sites two or three hours distant by

land from the main area of the base«

31

Of all the resources needed for air support operations, the
pilot staff seeir3 to have posed fewest problems at this time
with respect to either quantity or quality«

Forty-nine pilots

•were assigned in August 1951 and sixty-four in May 195>2. Either
total was more than ample for normal operations, even though all
base-assigned pilots then had other duties besides flying that
usually demanded far more of their time. Moreover, the Drone
Squadron and probably several of the mission contractors had
32
full-time pilots of their own.
In a few cases there might still
be a lack of qualified persons for specialized flight-crew

ö

positions—Trizon bomb launchings, for instance, were cancelled
in September 1951 because the only available B-29 (launch
33
aircraft) engineer was suddenly hospitalized —but such
crises certainly were not frequent.
In addition to the conduct of Air Force missile tests at
Holloman, the base continued to provide a certain amount of

17
support to the similar operations of both Army and Navy
at the Array »s White Sands Proving Ground.

This support,

as mentioned above, had started before the Air Force brought
its own missile program to Holloman.

Though the total effort

required was never great until some time after the official
integration of the Holloman and White Sands ranges in the
latter part of 1952, the responsibility was already becoming
rather complex.
One aspect of air support for White Sands was Holloman1 s
growing involvement in the operation of Condron Field, the Army
landing strip located in the vicinity of Proving Ground headquarters.

Condron was used from the outset by at least some of

the planes based at Holloman, but any regular Air Force supervision over operations there was entrusted originally to Biggs
Air Force Base, which also granted landing clearances to transient
aircraft when needed.

Biggs likewise continued to give the Army

a certain amount of direct flight support«

in March 19k9 the

Tow Target Squadron at Biggs had five pilots and six Wo
performing search and recovery missions on the White Sands
(

range.

These L-5»s naturally used Condron Field, and when the

Proving Ground obtained a C-U7 (or C-liS—the documents give
both designations) and an AT-11 of its own they were stationed
there permanently.

An inspection of activities at Condron about

February 19h99 by a Strategic Air Command inspector, revealed

18
a long list of rather serious discrepancies.

Maintenance,

including hundred-iiour inspections, was being attempted by Armyenlisted men who were not current in -their specialties and
lacked qualified supervision; the two planes assigned to the
Proving Ground were being flown with incomplete flight crews
and were in "very poor condition"; and so it went.

The basic

trouble seems to have been that Condron, in the words of a
visitor from Headquarters, United States Air Force was "attempting to operate as a small Air Force Base, whereas it was
originally authorized...to be used as an emergency landing
■it

strip, and as a pick-tp and discharge point for VIP flights...."
Air Force headquarters accordingly prescribed and obtained
a radical reform in the methods of operating Condron Field.
The field remained physically under care and jurisdiction of
the Army, but final responsibility for all Air Force activities there—and likewise general supervision of flight
operations—was transferred from Biggs to Holloman.

The latter

was deemed better fitted for the task in view of the close
connection between its own mission and that of the Proving Ground.
(

All clearances would have to be made henceforth through Holloman;
and the two Army planes were ordered physically moved to
Holloman, where they could be properly maintained by Air Force
personnel.

Since it took scarcely longer to fly from Holloman

to Condron than to reach Condron by car from Proving Ground

19
headquarters, it was assumed that no serious delays 'would be
encountered under the new arrangement and that efficiency and
safety of operations would be enhanced«

However, after the

planes were transferred they had to be temporarily grounded
until overdue technical order compliances and inspections were
carried out*
Still more planes were brought to Holloman later for the
express purpose of assisting the Army at White Sands»

A B-26

arrived at the end of 19lp on 60-day loan from Langley Field,
Virginia, to conduct radar tests and the like in the Army»s
Nike program»

In due course it was assigned permanently, in

order to serve not only the Nike program but a variety of Army

and Air Force projects»

37

Another B-26 for the use of White

Sands Proving Ground arrived in July 19f>0, at which time a
meeting was held to work out arrangements for the combined
use of aircraft stationed at Holloman» Holloman officials
pointed out that they lacked maintenance capability to keep all
the aircraft currently on hand in flyable status, and that the

o

hours of operation for each aircraft were not sufficient anyway
to warrant maintaining all of the same type constantly in
service» Hence it was agreed that the White Sands planes should
be used, maintained and, when advisable, stored interchangeably
38
with similar aircraft assigned to Holloman*
Hollomaa still' did:aöfc ässumBr-awspt^iblia^ty lor assisting

20
White Sands recovery missions; the Air Force share in this particular task continued to be performed by Biggs Air Force Base
even after other support functions had beehJ&akBn over by
39
Holloman.
But Holloman did add one more service of its own—
drone target missions—after the arrival in 19^1 of the Air

o

Proving Ground Commandos Drone Squadron«

Army spokesmen sometimes

complained because there were not more drones to shoot at, but
the Air Force wouldhave liked:\nör„ey-ytböj/'aiid .the.'quality of
"'•■j.'viür; '.'■■■■" ho
drone support was apparently quite satisfactory.
On the whole,
in fact, Holloman could be rather well satisfied with the support
that it rendered in ail the years*from19li6 to 1952 both on its
own range and at White Sands«

The human and\ material resources

available to do the Job were not great in quantity, but then, as
Colonel Baynes had said, flight operations were »a minor part of
the overall activity.»

The great change in scale of air support

was still a few years offj and, before it materialized, the formal
integration of the Holloman ai}d White Sands Proving Ground test
ranges was to place the entire problem of air support into a new

0

framework»
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CHAPTER

II

AIR SUPPORT ON THE INTEGRATED RANGE*
DOEASIN3 SCAIE AND COMPIEXITY OF OPERATIONS, 1952 - 19$7

Air support at Holloman has changed far more in the five
years from 19!>2 to the present than in the previous five-year
period.

The broad types of air support offered to users of the

testing range have remained essentially the same, but all or
nearly all have become more varied and complex in their application*

Moreover, slowly at first but then steadily gaining

momentum, the indices cf tests performed, hours flown, and
aircraft in operation have all shot upward*

The number of

organizations jointly using the Holloman range has also grown;
and, meanwhile, the organizational basis of air support
operations both at Holloman and at its neighboring missile test
center, the Army's White Sands Proving Ground, has been considerably revised in order to cope with new conditions*
Range Integration and Air Support

c

From the time that the Air Force and Army both became
engaged in missile-testing on adjacent tracts of the New Mexico
desert they have liberally shared their problems and resources
in common*

The role of Holloman in playing host to aircraft

assigned for work at White Sands is only one example of this
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sharing, which was often accomplished on an informal basis, as
need arose« But as the tempo of range operations increased, it
became obvious that sooner or later some definite arrangements
would be needed. The first solution adopted by the Defense
Department, toward the end of 19l#, was to offer the Army full

0

control over both installations; the Air Force was to continue
flying planes for test support off Holloman runways, but would
do so as a service organization working for the Army, with tenant
status in relation to "White Sands Proving Ground and an expected
total of about fifty officers and enlisted men. Whether such a
plan would ever have bsön truly practicable is open to question,
but it was never actually carried out. Instead, after prolonged
inter-service negotiation, a new scheme was adopted allowing the
Air Force to retain Holloman as an independent test center and
providing for a careful division of functions and responsibilities on the White Sands and Holloman ranges, which henceforth were to be managed as ah integrated whole.
The revised plan %as really carried out. It was codified

f~~)

in General Order Number 30, issued at the Proving Ground on 22
September 1952 and serving ever since as the fundamental law of
the Integrated Range. Thereby the Army received ultimate
control of the range itself, including mission scheduling and
ground instrumentation, while the Air Force, logically enough,
obtained command of the air—or at least of manned flight
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operations and certain necessary related activities»

To be exact,

the Air Force was to »operate Holloman Air Force Base, air field,
aircrafts [sic], weather stations, and will provide such other
Air Force services as may be required for guided missiles and
aircraft supporting activities for White Sands Proving Ground.»»
The "other Air Force services" were elaborated a little more
carefully in Technical Operations Order Number 6, issued on 7
October, which also changed "air field, aircrafts" into "air
fields, aircraft" and thereby included subsidiary airstrips on
2
the range without necessarily excluding any planes,
Condron
Field, of coir se, had fo? same tiJjne been under the general
supervision of Hölloman Air Force Base, but only now did it
actually become an Air Force rather than an Army installation.
On the whole, the Air Force came out the junior partner
in the process of range integration/but at least its responsibility was relatively, clear-cut«

It was directed to provide

all classes of air support needed on the range, both for itself
and for the other armed services, while

time it was

relieved of such tasks as keeping ranchers and tourists off the
remote corners of the range.

There was just one qualified,

though significant, exception to this definition of the Air
Force mission»

namely, that under General Order 36 recovery

missions did not constitute, strictly speaking, a form of air
support.

Despite the fact that aircraft were used in spotting
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and retrieving missive s after impact, this one form of flight
activity was lumped together with "range control and ground
recovery services1* and accordingly assigned to the Army«

Hence-

forth neither Holloraan nor much less Biggs Air Force Base was
to provide recovery services, and the Army created a fully

G

•integrated» recovery unit of its own, physically based at
Holloman but serving all users of the range«

Or at least mis-

sile recovery was to be treated in this manner, since balloon
recovery—which frequently took place off-range—was shared with
the Air Force and thus constituted a partial exception to the
exception«
Units, Planes» and Ment
The Division of Laborlxt Flight Operations
Even t-dthin the framework of primary Air Force responsibility for air support on the integrated range, there were
several different units—including non-Air Force tenant unitsengaged in providing the services in question«

First and foremost

was the 6580th Air S^poriSö^adron, which took in all baseassigned pilots and aircraft«

This squadron had been created

only a few months earlier, through the combination of a flight
operations section that was formerly a part of Air Base Group
and an organizational maintenance section that had belonged
(together with field maintenance) to the 6580th Maintenance
Squadron of the 6580th Maintenance and Supply Group (see chart)«

Organizational Basis,
at Different Periods, of Holloman
Air Support Functions

As of July 195lt
Commander, 65UÖth Missile Test Wing

Commander^ 651jOth
Air Base Group

651*Oth Maintenance and Supply
Group

6£liOth Missile
Test Group

65lOth Maintenance Squadron

Range Operations

Plight
Operations

0:

1

I

Organizational
Maintenance

Field Maintenance

As of November 1952■ t
Commander, HADO'*

I

6580th Air Support
Squadron
—Flight Cjperations

6580th Maintenance
and Öupply Group

6580th Missile
Test Group

65^)tn Field
Maintenance Squadron

Range Operations
Office

-—Organisational
Maintenance
■—Flying Safety
As of February 1955*
iderJ HADC
Commander,

c

Commander, 6580th Air
Base,Group

T

Directorate of Test
and Evaluation

T

Flying
Flight
6580th Field
[Range} Operations
Safety Operations Maintenancei Squadron
Office

r~—

Field
Maintenance
Source r See footnote h»

i

Organizational
Maintenance
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Flying safety functions were also entrusted to the Air Support
Squadron, but it shared actual scheduling of air support missions
with Holloman1 s range operations office, located in the 6580th
Missile Test Group, and with the appropriate Army officials at
White Sands Proving Ground«

c

The latter technically had the last

word on range scheduling matters—with the notable exception, of
course, that if Holloman claimed to be unable to provide air
support on a given mission there was little the Army could do
about it*

h

Soon afterward flying safety was placed under the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Operations,

5

and later still the Air Support
■6

Squadron was renamed 6580th Operations Squadron,

but the basic

plan of organization was not changed until February 1955, when
the Operations Squadron itself was disbanded and its functions
divided among other units»

the flight operations section (since

renamed Flight Tost Division) was moved back to Air Base Group}
organizational maintenance was shifted...to the 6580th Field
Maintenance Squadron, which despite its misleading title was to
perform both levels of maintenance on base aircraft«

These

arrangements bore a close resemblance to those in effect before
the establishmentof the Air'Support Squadron«

They were frankly

designed to save manpower spaces, by concentrating maintenance
functions in a single unit, and they nave remained basically
unaltered down to the present»

The much-traveled flying safety
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office is a different mattert

in the February 1955 reorgani-

zation it moved over to Decome a special branch of 6580th Air
Base Group, but in December 1956 it returned again to the jurisdiction of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations.

The

Holloman range operations office has been a more stable factor.

o

Although it, and the larger Missile Test Group to which it was
attached in 1952*have since then undergone their full share of
the endless name changes that plague all Holloman activities,
its relative place in the total plan of the Center has remained
roughly the same.

Currently it is the Operations and Plans

Division (with Range Scheduling as a subsection) of the
7
Directorate of Aircraft Missile Test.
Throughout these repeated changes in organization, the
number of base aircraft was growing steadily.

In October 1952

the Air Support Squadron possessed seventeen planes representing
ten different major types.

At the end of 1956 its successor,

the Flight Test Division, had thirty-nine planes and eleven major
types (see chart).

The peak in aircraft strength had been

reached in May 1956, when Holloman listed forty-seven »inventorypossessed* aircraft.

8

■■■

To be sure, not all would be physically

present at any one time.

A 0-1*7 might occasionally be sent off
o
to Minnesota to assist north-country balloon launches, and a

part of the century-series fighter detachment was normally at
China Lake Naval Air Station in support of Project Sidewinder.

Aircraft and Aircraft Typest
Holloman Air Development Center

Type

Oct 1#2

B-17

1

B-25
B-26
B-29
B-U7
B-50

2
3
1

e-131
F-51
F-80
F-86

tf-8$

Dec 19&

2

2

6

Dec195$

Dec 19$6

5

5

i

Jvin 19$7

8
2

■ -:..:■. ■ .3. ■■:■

2

04*5
C-J*7

Dec 19$3

-..-■

..-■•3'---.:

1

F-9li
F-100
F-10U
H-5
2
H-19
H-21
L-li
Ir-5 .
1
Ir.16
Ir-17
tr-19
L-20
T-29
T-33
1
Total
Aircraft 17

•

•■

■

'■'■'.'

■:■-,-

l .

•--■:-.1 v . ■

•■

1

5
2

5
2

•■•■■■ ■■2-... ■■■.■

1
3

t

3
■

2

3

:\.-3,
:,;■■, ,5-

3

h

i*

■■■

u ■;-:.

■■•■/:-.2-^:..:
■■-■-V Iv^

-.

■■■:-*:?.■'.
■

■' ■]

""::■'-■<■<

:

2

■

•

-V 2

■■

ID

.-.,r^..<

6

5

11

12
1

.-'•■

l

1
l

• ;.^X'/:-

.

2

■ .-■. '1":-...:.

l
1
l
2

l
27

■

..:■..: 2 •'■'

■■.''■\%3ii-:..""--v

■:.,.->2-'-. ..-:-.■■
-.■ ■

2

V\"%V",-

1
2
1
■,,:.v-:-i
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2
1

2
te

Noter All figures except those in the last column are from the tables
of »inventory^ossesseoVaircra^
in each
month, appearing in. ARDC Reference Boofo Figures in the final
column «ere obtained from Aircraft Allocations Branch, Operations
Division, DCS/0, as of 18 Jwasl&li
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Holloman also came to have a roster of full-time duty pilots, a
luxury which had been lacking (save in the tenant Drone Squadron)
11
at least as late as June 19^2•
Their number was still small—
as low as seven, as of 22 April 1957—and was barely sufficient
to meet the requirements for high-performance jet support flying,

o

a job that Lieutenant Colonel Oakley W. Baron, Chief of the
Flight Test Division, was hesitant to entrust to any of the much
larger number of part-time pilots holding other positions at
Holloman.

For the sake of flying safety, and also as a matter

of operating principle, Colonel Baron was committed to the concept
of a group of highly-trained, specialized test pilots who would
as far as practicable fly all air support missions at Holloman,
However, non-duty pilots still perform a sizeable portion of the
total mission flying, especially when reciprocating-engine
12
aircraft are used, as on balloon chase«
Although the official titles might imply a narrower
function, the Air Support Squadron and its successors up to and
including the present Flight Test Division actually had charge
of all flying of base-assigned planes and pilots (duty or non-duty).
This naturally took in countless training, logistic, and administrative flights in addition to direct mission support flying.
Likely as not such flights had at least an indirect relation to
the testing mission, as when planes were sent to gather up
chimpanzees that had outlived their welcome at zoos around the
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country and bring them back to Holloman«s Aero Medical Field
Laboratory to go balloon-riding or perhaps try out new seat
13
ejection procedures.
Base-assigned planes and pilots.
also performed their full share of miscellaneous humanitarian
flight missions, whether airlifting suppliesi to the floodstricken Northwest during^ the C^isi^ holidays of 1955 or
giving directions from the air to firefighters (many of them
Holloman airmen and officers) in the nearby Sacramento
Mountains in April 1956«

lU

As already noted, under General Order 30, Holloman was
relieved of direct responsibility for missile recovery flights.
This service was entrusted instead to a Holloman-based Army
unit, Detachment 3 of the 9393rd Technical Service Unit, which
has recently been redesignated (for the first and only timel)
as simply Detachment 3, United States Army Garrison, White
Sands Proving Ground.

Detachment 3 came to Holloraan in

October 1952, and with its or^l^ h.eet of five L-19«s it
successfully recovered every missile fired oh the range during
the next five months.

That record has since been spoiled,

but the recovery service still ranks high for fulfillment of
its assigned mission.

Admittedly, it also has one advantage

in that the schedule for finding missiles is not quite such a
split-second affair as the schedule for firing them.
are also some hard-to-find missile^

let there
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recovered if not spotted at the very time of impact, and others
that require immediate recovery- for technical reasons«

Lockheed

Aircraft Corporation, for instance, attempts to land its test
vehicles on a thin nose spike and must get quickly to them before
'•■'■■". '* .' ■ :
■
'16
a gust of wind knocks them over and causes damage«

o

Detachment 3 oü its part has also kept pace with the growth
of range activity by increasing the size and quality of its
aircraft inventory, which at the end of 19J>6 included eight L-lQ's,
four L-20's, and six assorted helicopters, for a total of eighteen
planes.'

Moreover, while flying lS,000 hours from September 1955

to 21 January 1957 it managed to have the enviable safety record
of not one repörtabie äccideht« Wien that record was finally
broken, it was in a way that emphasized the unusual character of
the detachment's operation» an Army plane was attempting to fly
.; » .
18
beneath a telephone line and unfortunately got caught«
Although conceived primarily as a missile recovery unit,
Detachment 3 has performed certain other duties as well«

Indeed,

the Joint Use Agreement drawn up between Detachment 3 and

c

Holloman Air Development Center established an order of priorities for different types iplArayflying missions«

"Missile

search and recovery* held firstplace, followed in order by
tracking missions, "other missions«.«deemed necessary by the
Commander, HoUoman Air Development Center," Army Signal Corps
missions, personnel and supply airlift "within the Integrated

3k
Range,» and in last place »administrative and training flights
as deemed necessary- by the Commanding Officer, Detachment
19
in«««*»
Those missions »deemed necessary» by HoUoman's com20
raander have included, e.g., photo support of Air Force projects,
while administrative flights have in practice included cross-

o

country runs for the staff of the Commanding General, White Sands
Proving Ground«

Detachment 3 has also flown some missions not

covered even by implication in the basic directives, such as
helicopter rescue of lost visitors wandering among the dnies of
■ " V/.-^:-:- 22
White Sands Rational Monument«
There has been ready cooperation at all levels between Army
aviation and the base flying^organization at Holloman. The Army
...,:'■ . ■ :.■ ■
23
on occasion has offered its pilots to fly Air Force helicopters,
and at other times Air Force planes and pilots have taken part
(over and above their stated mission)ini the basic Army task of
■

missile recovery»

2l

v

■

Holloman has provided air passenger trans-

portation for White Sands Iroying Ground, supplementing the work
done in this respect by Itetachment 3j in^riew of the limited

o

resources possessed by Armyaviation^ Hqllomanls assistance was
almost indispensable for such purposes as carrying very important
persons in and out of Condron Field«

2$

•

In addition, simply as

a tenant organization at He oman, Detachment 3 is both subject
to overall Air Force supervision and control and automatically
entitled to a broad array of standard base support services« The

3*
Joint Use Agreement defines these services to include aviation
fuel supply but not aircraft maintenance or supply of aircraft
parts«

The latter ndgn%^be ^drroweja» at times from Air Force

stocks, oh,:;:a striciäy tinbffic^'-tiö^^;,t*it' come normally
through Army channels. ,^e Arny liJ^ise set up its own maintenance capability; at Holloman inC^^

G

field maintenance unit

which, unlike fo^

Squadron, does

not do organizational maintenance but does take responsibility
for servicing aircraft belonging to the New Mexico National
Guard and to Fort Dliss, Texas.

Since Fort Bliss has an aircraft

detachment comparable In sizi io that of Detechmeht 3, Holloman
officials have sometimes questioned the practice of performing
field maintenance on its planes, hoiiiig that even though work
was done by Army mechanics there was still a shortage of space
and facilities in the maintenance -a^a^
out that it would be both inefficient and againstArmy regulations to mount a full maintenance capability for no more planes
than belonged to Detachment 3 j Hollbman-gave some consideration
to providing full Air Force maintenance for all Army planes
&

regularly stationed at 1^e local airfield.

However, this was

not done, and Fort Bliss continues to receive field maintenance
support at Holloman.
For a tine Holloman also received assistance from, and gave
base support to, aNavy aviation unit.

This was a detachment
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of Utility Squadron 3, sent to Holloman from its home base in
San Diego for the express purpose of providing drone target
missions* Regular full-scale operations began about 1 January
1953* vith the naval detacn^ht prepared to serve Navy, Army,
and Air Force missile programs though in practice working mainly

o

for the first two«

5y and large, itsi tenancy arrangements at

Holloman closely paralleled those made vith the Army aviation
27
detachment»
It thus agreed to perform its own maintenance,
although it performed a smaller part of the total workload at
Holloman than did tLevArmy«Periodic inspections, for instance,
were accomplished by flying the plane back to San Diego»

never-

theless, from time to time asoistance was informally asked and
received from the Holloman maintenance shops, and there was
even one Holloman facility—the aircraft washrack—that was
used-regularly by the Navy, although Navy personnel did the
actual washing«
The naval aircraft inventory reached a peak of sixteen—
fifteen F6F«s, including drones and directors, and one admlni-

o

strative SNB5—in mid-19^

Just a year later, in June 1955,
'•■•30
the Navy flew its last drone mission at Holloman«
Its
aviation detachment had come originally to supplement the work
of still another tenant unit, the 3225th Drone Squadron of Air
Proving Ground Coramanjd, and by June 1955 the latter was prepared
to shoulder the entire task of drone operations on the integrated

37

range« Accordingly, the Utility Squadron's planes and fliers
returned to San Diego, and the only naval aircraft at Holloman
since that date have t>een on temporary duty. Among other things,
Navy planes atid flyers have^con» to fire at Drone Squadron
target drones in support of Project farrow and Project Sidewinder»

o

The 3225th Drone Squadron ha^

present at

Holloman ever since 1951» li has flownL ^^^ QF-80, and Q-2
target drones for projects sponsoredby all the armed services,
and has also performed B-17 tracking missions for projects at White
Sands Proving Ground« file latterdp not form part of the squadron's primary mission, save inso farw^ey "directly influence
future riullo fljg^,* ^

the extent that

they are heeded and have1 not interfered with drone operations«
The Drone Squadron sometimes lent a t^^-i» the Air Support
Squadron for photographic chase,

and it has performed its own

training and administrative flights« It provides its own airlaunch capability for'the Q-2 droned arid on 2k December X9$$ flew
a big red B-17 over Holloman to launch; $00 chocolate bars at

©

children waiting below—a type of Air Jorce ^

has

since been ruled out by Department of Defense directive« But
the squadron has riot been authorized to fly chase even on its
' "-3Ü •
own missions«
This last function—chase support—is reserved far baseassigned pilots, and Drone Squadron offleers have not been
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entirely happy with the limitation, feeling that on Q-2 missions,
at least, their* own unit would often be better qualified to provide chase support»

»Unoffieially," in fact, Drone Squadron

pilots on a few occasions have flown safety chase of the observationHaaonitoring variety though not the »hot gun" variety.

The

latter is actually the less\.^(pp^t;of-ffie:-t».Jf;':'fop it is
seldom necessary to shoot down an errant or crippled drone and
there is no guarantee of success even when -the maneuver is
attempted; as experience has shown, a drone may plunge off-range

35

even after it is shot at«

Hence the original requirement that

an armed fighter be airborne throughout a QB-17 or QF-80 nullo
mission was modified in October 19$5 to require »hot gun"
coverage only for the »hot run» itself/- latey still, the
requirement for an armed fxghter to be airborne at least at
firing time on all drone missions was quietly altered to permit
the firing to take place even if for some reason no chase aircraft
37
is available«
The Drone Squadron, too, has steadily increased its aircraft
inventory, which rose from modest beginnt
May 1955 (when the Utility Squadron was rea^y to bow out) and
thirty-seven in December 1956«

This last total included

f ifteen B-17 drones and directors; nine QF-80 dronesj two B-26«s
for Q-2 launching; ten T-33ts for both training and director
use (with the QF-80); and a single L-20.

Although it has a
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partial maintenance capability of its own, the Squadron has
made fuller use of the base shops than either the Amor or the
Navy tenant units» It has received help both on modification
work and on major repairs, the latter including such timeconsuming operations as the reconstruction of drones shot down

0

by missile fire» The eactreme case is probably that of a QB-17
downed on 18 October 1?52 which had to wait in Holloman's field
maintenance shops while a complete left inner wing panel was
shipped in from Albrook Air Force Base, Canal Zone« With the
help of nine mechanics sent on temporary duty from Kelly Air
Force Base, Texas, the drone was finally made reacfy to fly
39
again exactly 362 days and 6926 maintenance manhours later«
Similarly, the Drone Squadron has ma^

of Holloman

supply services, both fbr a±x^M ^a^ ai^ fcsr other items»
Sven at a time when tte Air Force assigned it the lowest supply
precedence of any unit at Holloman, the base supply organization was always prepared to stretch a point in order to serve
-the Drone Squadron, as the latter gratefully acknowledged»

o

Although not ^tenan-W* units^ in ihe usual seiise, those
contractor .eompiiE^s'^tl^.^yiB project aircraft bailed to them
stand in somewhat the sdiie relationship to HoUbman Air
Development Center as the Dtone Squadron or Army aviation» But
the terms of bailment, the use to which a bailed plane is put,
and the reason why it is bailed rather than base-assigned have

liO
varied from one case to the next*

Bailment is, essentially, a

device whereby a plane can be reserved for the use of a single
company on a project entrusted to it.

This might be done simply

because the base is not prepared to maintain aircraft of the
type needed, or it might be that required modifications make it

o

virtually inpossible to use the plane except on one project*
Or again a plane Can be bailed because it is the only one that
can cb a job and there is danger-that if used for additional
purposes it might be out of commission just -when needed for its
primary mission*

Since the testing program at Holloman began,

one or more of these conditions have been present most typically
in the case -of launch aircraft*

At the other extreme, they

almost never apply in the case of recovery aircraft, which consequently have not been bailed*

Neither are bailed planes

commonly used for chase purposes, although some instances do
occur.
In some cases bailed planes have remained at Holloman even
after they were no longer needed.

This is usually because of

special modifications t>;at would be difficult and expensive to
remove and yet make the plane less desirable for other possible
usersi hence AirMaterielCommand, which controls all bailment
contracts, will sometüoBS allow a plane to sit idly oh the ramp
for months on end while searching for a new user,

this has

happene'd to both B-£0 and B-36 launch aircraft bailed to Bell
Aircraft Corporation for its Rascal project^ once they were

la
phased out in favor of the B-ltf«

The B-$0«s were finally dis-

posed of after remaining virtually idle for a year.

The two

B-36»s, on the other hand, were ultimately put back to use on
a new version of the B-5f0 (B-l7)/F-80 project, in this case using
a B-36 launch aircraft as director' wi^ an F*80 that takes the
part of a simulated missile* The HiÄsile Countermeasures

G

Division then attempts to ji^

signals, and valuable

data has been collected. Obviously this is better than having
the B-36»s do nothing at all, but obviously, too, a B-36 is not
the most economicel aircraft for the program!
Wiether they wer* artuaÜylDei^g used or not, it is
impossible to state e^ctiy how many planes were bailed for work
at Holloman at any given time in the past; adequate records
simply have not been kept« However, a careful count made in
April 1957 revealed some thirty-five,

which is closely

comparable to the number of base«*assignedplanes.

Like mili-

tary tenant units, the bailment contractors supply their own
pilots, who are often highly- skilled in civilian test flying $
indeed they have to be^ if they are to cope with such emer-

O

gencies as bringing back and landing a "hot" missile after a
launch has been aborted or cancelled in the air* A pilot may
jettison such a missile if the danger is too great, but many
have been carefully brought back in order to save both the
taxpayers' ak>ney aM ti^

making

1*2
the missile.

1*3

At the sane time, baited planes uniformly obtain

Air Force fuelj use drag chutes repacked by base personnel} and
commonly (but not always) obtain replacement parts through base
supply channels*

If a balled plane is of a type not present in

the base-assignedinventory, Holloman may not even attempt to
keep parts on hand, while in those cases whbre the bailment
contractor is the same compa^ that ma^

the plane it

can provide more efficient parts service than the Air Force could
possibly offer»
The most obvious differences among bailment contracts
concern maintenance arrangements; for, as noted in the previous
chapter, the pattern ^varies from full contractor responsibility
to full base M^oM±l^iiyi:-T^th combined base and contractor
maintenance also possible.

Nor will every plane bailed to one

co ntractor alw ays be maintained in the same way«

Bell Air craft

Corporation once again offers a striking example:

its bailed

B-5ÖVS were base-maintained at the same time that its B-36's

o

and B-l*7's were (and ^

by

private subcontractors^((^nvaix-FortW

Aircraft

Company respectively)«

Outright contractor maintenance is

the most common solution, and the easiest from an Air Force
standpoint, but it is also expensive«

It is expensive above

all TKhen two contractors provide maintenance capabilities for
aircraft of the same type and yet do not require a great amount

U3
of flying from thenu

The Bell B-ltf's and two similar B-ltf

launch aircraft bailed to Radioplane Company for Project
Crossbow are maintained by separate contractor organizations,
but neither pair of B-Jtf^s is flown enough to make the fullest
use of maintenance staff or facilities.

c

Such a case is far

more likely to arise now than in the early days of missive testing,when relatively few planes were bailed to a mere
handful of contractors*
In addition to base-assigned, tenant, and bailed aircraft,
there have been occasional groups of aircraft descending at
Holloman for temporary duty on behalf of outside organizations.
Two instances, relating to Navy test projects, have already
been mentioned.

But probablythe most important example of

this sort has been the program siarted in November 1956 by
the Air Force Armament Center of Air Research and Development
Command»

The Armament Center needed to test certain fire

control systemson century-series aircraft, an assignment that
could best be carried out on the Holloman range; it therefore

o

brought pilots and planes frcn Egli^ Air For be Base, Florida,
where the Armament Center is located, and some maintenance
people besides.

But it relied on Hplloman for photo chase,

dropping of parachute targets, and certain related air support
services*

Hence the visitors from Florida, who kept hard at

work well into the spring of 1957» not only absorbed substantial

hh
amounts of range time bat placed an obvious strain on Rolloman1 s
air support capability*

hi

In still another case one of Holloman* s tenant units, the
322$th Drone Squadron, played host to ä temporary influx of planes
and personnel sent to New Mexico by Its own higher headquarters

o

to get ready for Project Upshot, which fijiadiy

place in

April 1953», This project was :aseries of atomic tests in the
Nevada desert, in no way related to the primary Holloman mission»
However, the test program called for flying mice and monkeys
through an atomic cloud in drone aircraf|bf and Holloman became
a scene of training activities and other preparations for the
drone phase of the project«

Although to ese preparations did not

call for air support of the usual type from Holloman fs Air
Support Squadron, they did put a strain on certain other base
facilities*

For one thing, there was a run on base supplies

of jet fuel, compelling Hollomah to line up an alternative
1*8
supplier*
A rather different type of flying activity by off*base

0--:)

aircraft—worth mentioning chiefly for its nuisance value—has
been the growing use of Holloman and also Conctron fields by
light civilian planes owned by the mission contractor companies
or chartered to fly on their behalf•

In one extreme case Felix

Flying Service, a private firm, went so far as to obtain a state
franchise from the New Mexico Corporation Commission to act as

air carrier in and out of Holloman, intending primarily to offer
the contractor companies a charter service to up-range installations. The firm claimed further that its franchise gave it
"exclusive" right to make chartered flights from Holloman airfield, although this claim was naturally rejected by base

o

officials, and in the end Felix Flying Service did not set up

. . -"Vr';.'-: c'.,:"
-hg
regular operations even on a non-exclusive basis. ' Continental
Airlines, by contrast, was actually invited to begin scheduled
passenger service from Holloman starting 1 September 19$h»
However, it is hoped that ultimately an improved Alamogordo
municipal airfield will be able to accommodate not only
Continental's airliners but also the numerous light planes
used by contractor companies, which constitute a definite
safety hazard when mingled with jet traffie at the same field.
Continental Airlines was Invited to Hoilömän for the
indirect assistance that its service could give to the research
and development mission. Jn other cases aircraft have been
borrowed from differed

direct air

support. When unable to obtain a base-assigned C-131 for
(!

tracking missions, tfce Hah^e totrumentatibri Development Division
of Integrated Bange Mission, W-!k^;.iüiit;''''ä^^hing at Holloman,
solved its problem by borrowing a Beecncraft all the way from
Aberdeen Proving Ground^ Maryland. This was made possible by a
considerable stroke of lnckt namely, that the plane's pilot

kS
at Aberdeen had a hankering to go vest on temporary duty«

He

went back east again for Christmas leaving the assignment not
quite completed, bat it was finished enough*

Then, too, a

specially-modified B-29 with bomb bay removed was brought from
Edwards Air Force Base on two separate occasions as part of
Project Cherokee, sponsored by Lieutenant Colonel (now Colonel)
John P« Stapp and the Aero Medical Field laboratory»

This

project involved experimentation with new seat-ejection procedures, using chimpanzee subjects, and the plane in question—
which had already won fame as mother, aircraft to the supersonic
X-l—was unusually well fitted for the task«

It also posed

some maintenance problems, because the last base-assigned B-29
had disappeared before its first areivalj but then maintenance
problems are a fairly normal occurrence when it comes to
borrowing aircraft, since a plane iä not often borrowed if
Holloman already has one of the same type*
In any case, borrowing began at an early stage of the
Holloman testing program, and has actually been very common*
During the two -months of July and August 19$$ Holloman was using
&

the B-29 borrowed for Project Cherokee aid another B-29 borrowed froÄ Headquartersj Air BAseaTcih and Development Command
for Project Whoosh; an F-8?D with firing error indicator,
borrowed from Air Proving Ground Command in support of the GAR-1
program] and various. B-U71» (another aircraft type of which

J

1.7
none was then present at Holloman) borrowed for two different projects and from four organizations--^!* Force Special
Weapons Center, Hew Mexico j Air Force Flight Test Center,
Californiaj Wright Air Development Center, Ohio; and Biggs Air
Force Base, Texas*

o
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In some cases borrowing has meant that the aircraft is
actually flown from a »foreign» baise for a particular test,
taking off intin»to makeconnection with Hblloman support
aircraft and returning home as soon as it is finished*

This

procedure eliminates the problem of maintaining borrowed aircraft, but it is not entirely efficient, and it is very unreliable if the aircraft to be borrowed is a scarce and much
sought-after commodity such as the B^57 high-altitude light
bomber*

Eolloman was instructed by higher headquarters to

borrow a B-J>7 elsewhere in the command^ when it proved in^ossible to assign one directly to the Center, but in April 19^6
Colonel Otto R* Haney, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations,
explained that this procedure simply had not worked.
/ \
v -

In fact it

**• taught us a rathe*eXperaivetiessbnj that required
sttpport cannot be; provided &;-tn* B^Ift is to be flown
from a Base other to
tive mtosions were a^^
test operation* Difficulties in transporting and
loading the parachutes at locationsremoved'from
Hblloman, project launch equipnent*äifficulties,
communications^changes, »holds,1 slides in the
range schedule and the unknown Status of the B-$7, ^
all argue against the efficiency of such a set up* 55
Admittedly, this is an extreme case, and under normal circumstances

kB
borrowing (at least «hen the plane operates from Holloman)
probably offers fever difficulties than adding an entirely
nan type to»thebase inventory. However^ the mere fact
that Holloman has been forced to attempt e^edients such as
those described by Colonel Haney is evidence of the changing
tempo of air support operations.

©
Growing Scale and Complexity of Operations
This change in tempo involved both quantity of missions
flown and. more elaborate requirements in all the basic categories of air support services* is the mere increase in number
of aircraft will indicate, flight Operations have now become a
major rather than a minor part of total base activity« The same
trend Is reflected in the total hours flow^

base-assigned

aircraft, rising from $$71 in fiscal year 1953 to 7896 in 195U,
10,119 in 1955, 11,816 in 19$6 and $,0$1 in the first half of
- ,

fiscal 1957*

$6

■

Hours directly labelled in each case as test

support flying were 3?30ili6^1,
much non-test support flying was also closely related to
^

missionrequirements«* Moreover, the apparent decline in
flying in July-December1&56 was both temporary and somewhat
misleading« It reflects among other things a rash of difficulties that beset air support operations at about that time,

1*9
all of which will be considered in the next chapter, but even
so the Flight Test Division reported at the end of 1956* that
"traffic at this base, especially jet traffic, has increased
to the point «here the field

JB
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occasionally saturated."

In the following March operations at HoUomah set a new record
of 259 major test missions;:eö^^'t64^:'^''na^öri'j^r requiring
some kind of air supportjinL Hajf 1957 another record was set
when total flying hours for the month reached 1300, inc lading
over 600 hours of primary mission jet timey;
This increase in number of missions required, among other
things, a greater proficiency initlmüig» Support aircraft would
most likely climb to mission altitude during the preceding
mission, then it^\9^-'.riii6^-:J^1^'^iB following mission so
that they could be ready to fly agfin as Soon as possible j and
a delay at any point could:'w^-''j^'iM:,^t^9'%Bat:Bf^63^
for the rest of the day«

The ^

likewise required more careful attention. Originally representatives of tlM Air <Fo^g äi^^ and Navy, worked out a schedule

m

for joint use of the Integrated^ Range; iii a Weekly meeting and,
though changes repeatedly had to be made after the schedule
was drawn up, this posed ho great problem as long as the number
of missions was not excessive and there was ample range tin»
to go around* However, as therangebecame saturated, these
constant changes led to serious inefficiency; it was especially

50
bad when needed range time went to waste as a result of late
cancellations or just plain confusion* Hence effective 13 July
1956 a new system was adopted, with a daily conference at 1100
hours by intercom network talking the place of the Weekly personto-person meetings« Last-minute problems still occur, but the

o

percentage of scheduled tests actually completed has risen* A
further innovation is that Holloman now has only one representative at scheduling sessions, whereas formerly the Air Force
range scheduling officer might be accompanied by observers or
advisers from such units as the firone Sqraadron and Flight Test
Division« These units now must make known their exact capabilities to the Air Force scheduling officer prior to the daily
■ 60
session, so that he can speak in their behalf«
The quantitativeincrease in air operations has been
reflected further in expansion of ph^ic^ facilities« New
hangars have been built, including one for the Drone Squadron
.

■

that was finished December 19ü>6»

<$1

Similarly, a program of

lengthening and strengthening thei ruriways was completed in the
spring of 1955» This was v&e firsV major work done on the
runways since World War p and 1^
epuippedt of the four basic ra
feet, two were lengthened to over 12,000«

8000
The change was

especially helpful to the Drone Squadron, whose operations
require extra room to move around and thus had been sorely

$1

hampered by the previous dimensions*

63

Longer runways were also

necessary for maxi mum performance of large aircraft such as the
B-36.

6U

However, as these examples clearly suggest, the length-

ening of runways and similar improvements have been designed to
meet qualitative changes in air support as well as the sheer
quantity of flying missions«

These qualitative changes result

both from the ever greater variety of projects

air support

requirements —for'seldom do any two projects require exactly
the same performance from support aircraft—and from the normal
progress within any one project after it begins development«
Such factors are difficult to measure, but a good indication
can be found in the array of aircraft types (see chart), which
have not increased appreciably in number since 19^2 but have
changed constantly in the direction of newer, higher-performance
aircraft«
The change in aircraft types becomes even clearer if one
considers the category of bailed aircraft, including those
that are not technically bailed but are especially assigned to

o

a contractor on some other basis and treated as bailed«

Planes

of the more advanced types usually make their appearance somewhat faster in the contractor than in the base-assigned
inventory«

In the bomber class, for instance, the base inven-

tory from 1952 to 1957 w*s stripped of B-17«s and B-29*s while
adding B-£Ö*s and B-ltf^but these two types had both been

52
bailed earlier to Bell Aircraft Corporation (B-50»s since 1950,
B-ltf^ starting in August 195b)•

Bell likewise received two
66
massive B-3o,s, which the Center itself has never had«
As
for the B-57, this was a type that Hölloinan was seeking for its
own inventory as early as November 1952** but command headquarters
did nothing until September 1956^ when it could offer only the
B-57A model that Hollbman did hot want because of expected
r
' .67
maintenance difficulties and therefore refused to take«
Among
the contractors, however, Hughes Aircraft Company brought in a
bailed B-57 even before the command made its unsatisfactory
offer to Holloman, and since then Northrop Aircraft Incorporated
has acquired a bailed B-57E«

Similarly, in the fighter category

F~101*s were bailed to McDonnell Aircraft Corporation and F-102's
assigned to both Hughes and Convair while the Flight Test
68
Division was still limited to F-lOO's.
The appearance

of Bell's B«36*s and B-ltf's represente <,

specifically, a shift from preliminary work (e.g., the lighter
Shrike prototype of the Rascal missile) to actual launches with
a full-scale Rascal from planes that Were intended to serve as
■69
operational carriers»
In the field of launch-type operations
there was also a relative increase in the dropping of parachute
targets, a trend due in part to the inability of conventional
target drones to reach sufficient altitude«

This was one reason

why the B-57* with a capability for both high altitude and slow

to

airspeed, was ardently desired at Holloman.

70

Hughes used a

project B-57 to drop high-altitude parachute targets for
its Falcon missile, but the Flight Test Division had to use
fighter aircraft for tasks of this nature«

F-89's, F-9Ms,

and F-100»s were all modified to drop -the high-altitude Pogo-Lo

0

parachute target speciallydeveloped for"the Navy's Talos
program at White Sana>^ 'M

a major

facet of HoUomah^s total ',8^i^t^or;.;Äi^\ JSaiada Proving
Ground, at the same time that Vnite Sands projects in general
were steadily increasing th.eir demands on Holloman for air
support»
A further change in the general area of launch operations
was the relative increase in launching of fighter missile s
such as Falcon as compared with bombaraWnt missiles like
Rascal» Arid just as 1heRascalprogram finally began to
launch from the B-36 and B^-ltf* the Falcon program, which for
a while accounted for over half the +otal Air Force tests at
Holloman, had to keep up with the development of the new
fighters from which Falcons would be fifed operationally.
('

The F-100 and F-1Ö2 were brought into the picture in 1956,
and separate programs were established (known as the F-101 and
F-102 Projects) for perfecting the fire control systems for
those same aircraft when used noi only with Falcon but also
72
with other fighter missiles*
In all these cases the basic

5U
launch aircraft were bailed to contractors, but Holloman was
still called on to provide other types of air support.

The

F-101 Project received least support,-simply because Holloman
had no plane that could keep up with ihe F-101 idien the latter
was flown at or near maximum performance,

0

therefore the launch

plane itself provided photographic coverage, by means of an
array of cameras externally mounted; Holloman at most would
send up some other jet to stand by fbr a possible post-firing
damage inspection, in which case the F-101 would have to slow
down at least enou^ to be looked at.

The F-101 Project also

brought with it some unusual^safety problems. The first
mission involving a triple salvo of Falcons, attempted 13
September 1956, resulted irii/-a. collision of missiles just forty
feet ahead of the aircraft, which very luckily escaped harm.
3h those instances where chase support was actually
provided—photographic, armed^ or ptherwise--there were farreaching changes ^Ä;^:.ato«a^"'.t^iB-;;mä\.''±tt'' the exact uses
to which they were put. The last nqn-jet fighter chase airr-

J'

craft, an F-5l, disappeared in^ 195U, but >ven in the jet field
itself -Ute basic types of chase aircraft have been constantly
changing. The 4et^ohä^./^tM^.in.4!$2-5li consisted of the F-80
(or Its trainer version, T^3), ^86, and F-^9, of which the
latter appeared rather late and neverassumed a very large role.
1955 saw a conscious specialization in F-9U«s, and 1956 In the

55
F-100. The coming of the latter type was, of course, the really
basic innovation, signifying that test operations were now shifting from subsonic to supersonic. The very first Holloman F-100
arrived early in 1955* j^

support for

the recently^stablishedF-102Project. But for some time it

0

did not do much flying^Since(among other things) as late as
December of that year Holloman still did not possess a proved
maintenance capability
for it. Only in 1956 did the F-100 really
:
■.■-' WV^^:w,-'<:-.::r;:'.
come into its own.
To be sure, even the ii»si supersonic of projects may require
subsonic chase aircraft £or some purposes* The Lockheed X-7 is
a supersonic ramjet test vehicle capable of such high speeds
that no form of chase is even attempted during the main part of
its flight.

It does require chase support up to and including

the launch phase, but a supersonic fighter would actually be too
fast to stay with the^B^
ever greater numbw^
which by o>f ir^ioh'Ä

an
supersonic chase,
supersonic aircraft»

Slowerplanes can at best .offer*an ine^^ien^ Substitute, for
instance attempting 1^ d^ficiilt maneuvers to intercept a supersonic mission at just tie right ?mriaK^
of a particular phase» ?y:^(^ii»<aml^B;']B0e. not always reliable,
for obvious reasons* ^t pi^ this, bu
one of the characteristics for^ /tfcicli centtiry^series aircraXfc were

56
needed» High-«ltitude capability was also essential, and the
F-100 vas the first fighter assigned atHolloman with a normal
ceiling above 50,000 feet, :?iifa'tt^B&Bonlo. atedrati could
sometimes manage to do the work öf faster types, there was no
conceivable way in which a planewith l&jÖOO-foot ceiling could
imitate the performance needed to fly at 50,000.
The F-100 still vas not the best solution for all Holloman1 s
chase requirements, for theideal is usually to chase a plane with
another plane of the same type« However, Holloman has never had
the physical or human rw

the perfect

aircraft for every t3npA.röf'''jn^.s^ra^l^;'th"iw settled on the
F-100 as the best all-around choice» its most glaring limitations have been in photographic work,since only the F-100F
trainer model has two seats» in standard, one-seat models a
pilot obviously cannot performliis own prima

safely

and at the same time take^ö&quatepictoes with a hand camera,
although this feat has been attempted by Holloman pilots»

In

order to escape this difficulty^ the Center decided fa mount
cameras in the noses of F-100 aircraft, which was finally
accomplished in December i°56, after many delays and still on a
limited scale»

The hew procedure proved .^cellent for some

projects, e»g.y the Boghes Falcon program^ which^seeks to photograph a missile in its course after launching and can nowjdo so
easily by following after in an F-100. (On ^the other hand,)nose

57
photography is not very satisfactory for catching an actual
launch, when the mis silo of test vehicle normally drops away
sharply from the laanch aircraft before setting out on its
appointed course* This is still another reason why the Lockheed
1-7 program, which requires photographic coverage of the launch

o

but not of the subsequent flight, does not find the F-100
entirely suitable« For launch photography as well as for
covering the launch aircraft Ätuclng its climb to position,
Lockheed much prefers^ the t^33i^Bu^ ittwili also settle for the
two-seated F-9l*i vhich:V-;.>äf/fixo^a-täartii;öf"--_Jl^57"' cö^liLäined■ "to play a

■ '■■•'.':,'

^:-v-;:;r^.-V. -:..^''-:-: ::--V:'--^6-^^^'.::vV'. "'';.:.". '■■""■ 78

major role in photographic if not all other forms of chase«

The F-100 is also unsatisfactor^r for chasing an F-101, for
the reasons already suggested. It is at least limited in its
usefulness for high-altitude parachute drops, although the
latter is hot strictly a chase function! and still other limitations could be desCTibed«^ But at least the F-iÖÖ is mar e
satisfactory than/^

it will remain

the basic chase aircraft until outdistanced by the steadily

p

advancing requirements ofXthe testing program» -Then it will
go the way of the F-flO, F-86* and other earlier types $ to be
replaced by either the f-ÜOI or ifoJ-ZSk. The first:F^ipU
was supposed to arrive in May I9f>7 in si^ort of Inject
Sidewinder« It did hot show upi on tlme^ but the lirst group

*8
of Holloman maintenancepeople had already completed a factory
. . :.■. 70 7
training course on thei F-lQb by 1 April»
This was one case in
■which the base inventory *as obtaining an advanced type sooner
than any of theV contract
Ini the preceding tocussibn; nothing has "been said about

o

balloon chase, whose req^^ements are so different from ordinary
chase support that tteyhave llAtle or no bearing on any
consideration;vo&$heprbs and cons of M.00 and other jet
fighter aircraft» Hajor David G» Simons, Chief of Holloman's
Space Biology Laboratory and a leading consumer of research
balloons, has suggested that a T*33 could be very helpful in
balloon work because of its ability to go up to and over cloud
formations, and in. actual fact both T-33 and F-89 jet aircraft
have been used for balloon chase in Minnesota though not at
Hoiloroan*

Even so, there have been changes in balloon chase

operations at Holloman since 1?52»

One change is the passing

of the B*17, which was once 8tand^^

tracking

and recovery of balloons, but which fell prey to an Air Force-

£

wide move to gather up the remaining examples of this famous
type and modify themfor drone operations»

The B-17 has been

replaced chiefly by C-J*7*s and L-20's—the former for longdistance flights, the latter for snotft flights and sometimes
also for monitoring the ascent of cross-country balloons»
For both chase and possible emergency recovery or rescue

$9

on manned balloon flights the helicopter also comes into play,
and it is hardly surprising\that helicopters, too, have undergone an evolution "toward iar^r: a^ newer ^

The H-5> has

been replaced by the H-19, and it in turn by Ike H-21, which
was urgently requested because of its ability to carry heavier

o

loads and reach higher altitudes in the surrounding mountains*
The fact that one of follom^

wrecked in the

latter part of1956 helped1 speed ÄJ transition to a newer type»
Needless to say, Holloman has used its helicopters for a wide
variety of purposes, ^st «id non-test, in addition to balloon
missions* And if one is needed;for a balloon ascent on the
plains of Minnesota^ it will be borrowed from a local air base
' 81
rather than brougit all the way from New Mexico*
One of the most striking developments since 1952 has been
in the field of Captivei;inii^t^8^^»;-:'f.-Öie; sub-gravity studies
directed by Captain Oroyer J* Sctack of the Aero Medical Field
Iibipra^ry bear li^

tests of

the conventional ^t^^ bnt^that is- essent&ily what they are~with both aircraft* components and people as the subjects tested*
Primarily, this is a biophyWcai research program designed to
study the effects of zewgwit^ on ■human b^
',•*—.-
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flying an a^
the normal pull^of^
overcome, and originally an F-Ö9 was used. When the project

60
aircraft crashed, the studies were resumed with an F-9bC.

The

latter could be counted on to fly about thirty seconds in a
zero-gravity trajectory toot,' unfortunately, odd things happened
to the plane under such extreme operating conditions» Oil
pressure kept falling to zero, hydraulic fluid leaked out, and

o

so forth* These difficulties slowed down the program, but they
were finally brought undsr control or, as in the case of collapsing oil pressure, shown to be of no significance during the
brief period that a sub-gravity run lasted* Even so, the
capability of the F-9fr itf lifted, and Captain Schack therefore
hopes to shift xrrer ultimately to century-series aircraft« The
F-100 could give a sixty-second trajectory, although for subgravity studies even more than for launch photography the twoseat F-100F isI essential! the F-lOli, better still, would offer
eighty-two seconds*

":

There were also novel requirements in the tracking function«
The Army's Hawk Project cane forth with a requirement for tracking
missions at liOOO feet measured from sea level, something that
could not possibly be done at Holloman (altitude I4O9U feet) but
@

could just barely be accomplished in the vicinity of Coridron
Field (altitude 3930 f$e^)^.^
against flying below 500 feet above terrain were not merely
stretched bxit waived <x>mpletely« Since this coincided with other
special requirements for; missions below $00 feet—e.g., to give

61
photo coverage for ground launching of the Matador missile—
permission to make exceptions was granted by Air Research and
Development Command on 18 January 1957»

(Later still, the

Hank Project began actual launches^^ against drone targets at
similar altitude.^*)

o

Tracking missions vere also the ones

chiefly benefited by a relaxation of weather restrictions on
test support flying*

The KLight Test Divisions*s Standard

Operating Procedure 2$ was revised provisionally on 9 April
1957 and definitely on17 Kay to permit them to be conducted
both in and above anbvercwti^ereas other test missions
were still normally forbidden within/an overcast and were
allowed above one subject to somewhat stricter limitations«
A refinement on the tracking function that has gained
in importance ever the last few years has been the use of a
monitoring aircraft to receive and analyze rather than singly
to reflect signals«

Ifeiveiop^

system, which aims to seek '|iÄi^jin^:-^strby radar installations,
was hindered by guidance irregularities that project officers

o

suspected "nere due to stray radiation from off-range sources»
But this hypothesis could not be tested until, after some delays,
a specially equipped B-2S> was sent aloft in December l$$h as
a frequency laonltcrih^

confirmed the presence

of stray radiation and thereby enabled the project not only to
cope with this one difficulty but to isolate still other

62
irregularities that could not be accounted for simply on the
basis of strayirädiatiön»
Whether'^acki^ is ^

variety, the

most elaborate Aeslbhs^
«test-bed» o* »flying laboratory? a^cra^i The first C-131's

o

•were acquired in ■^j^S^:';,öniiB>''-.i'bip- tlie''Wi±"te^Sands'•■ S3en*>3L Corps
Agency and another for Holloman1 s own Missile Countermeasures
Division, which had it specially modified for aerial reconnaissance and jamming of missile guidance signals«

At the

end of 1956, a T-2?. essentially similar to the C-131, was
brought in for use in the Army ^Vulnerability program.

Alas,

C-1311 s have presented one «wkward problem in that they are
just too big and comfortable and so are highly preferred for
croas-ccuntry flights. Jtoim^

in the summer of

1955 became alarmed over their use for such purposes^ not so
much because the Holloman mission was suffering-^the planes in
question still had not been fu^ modified for test use at
that time—but simply for fear of unfavorablei reaction in

ö

Congress*

As one Hollpman officer expressed it^ C-131* s had

landed at various bases ^th low rank oh board and the
criticism has come from/General Officeräi of other Commands -who

•

V

have been unsuccessful in getting VC-131' s« • • ••

88

Hence a

ruling was laid down to the effect that C^l's should not
normally be flown except to other Air Research and Development

63
Command installations»
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This did not quite endtthe06ML31 ,

problem, sines a later reproof was issued by Center headquarters
as a result of ä C-131 be^ used to öaxTy ^

and

showtime troupes» in and out of:.Bur bank, California,ih apparent
90 :'
violation of Center poliQr*

0

However, there wer^ also some far more serious problems
faced by the airsupport function at Holloman, notably in the
course of calendar ye ar i95oY i'or a while these problems
attained almost crisis stature, and they must be examined in
more detail in Ike following -chapter.

KOTES
CHAPTER
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1,

Historical Branch j HADC> Integration of the Holloman-»White
Sandg Ranges 19l7-19^2 (April 1957) I Interview« Col»
William H^ Baynes, Deputy for Missiles, Directorate of
Systems" Mii^ero^^^
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3«
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Cf. Operations Division, DCS/0, »Historical Data...1 July31 August 1955."
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Flight Test Division, "Historical Data.. .1 July-30 September
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Holloman AFB Reference Book. June 1952, p. 17a.
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by Dr. Bttshnell, ^Mar^i9$7l interview, Col. Baron by
DrV-Bushheli, 22 April 1957$ interview, Capt. Norbert D.
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OfficerAerö Medical Field Laboratory, by Dr. Bushnell, 30 April
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15.
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The string of successful recovery missions may very well
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16.

Interview, Eugene^E. Crowto^
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17.
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18.
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20.
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21.
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30.
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32.
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Hq., VSPG, subj.f "Alke B Hignti Traclsing Mission.»

33.

DCS/Ö, HATJO^Jstaff s^dyr »^
Altitude, Higib Performance Aircraft at ÖÄDC,» 26 January
1953.
'.■;."

31*.

Interview, ^cr:W^
Hoover/ ai^ other Drone f^
men/by\Dri Bushn^
(^1. J)ean D.Xoriai^, Goidr., 3225th 33rone Sq., by Dr.
Bushneil, 10 Kay 1957. CD. the subject of chocolate bars
see 3225th Drone Sq., »History ... 1 July to 31 December
1955,* p. 17,: and for later policy on ^ch matters, iTO
Hq., ABDC, to Hq., HADC, subj.* fHoliday Stunt Flying"!,
U October 1956.
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35«

Interview, Major Gray, Capt. Hoover, et al., by Dr. Bushnell,
27 March 1957$ 3225th Drone^ Sqii "Hisüoiy".». X July to 31
December 1955, pp. 21-22, and «History ••• 1 January to 30
June 1956/ p. IbY t

36.

Memo of telephone epnferehc^^
Hq., ARDC,
subj .t "Aircraft Requirements at HADC^» ID December 1955.

37«

Interview, Maj.vOrayi Capt. Hoover,- et al,, by Dr. Bushnell,
27 March 19>7* ;This la si procedare 3s iTili to be regarded, however, as exceptional. For the basic operating
procedure on safety coverage of droi» aiissionsi see Appendix D.

38.

DCS/Cj Stat Brief j 31 Maty: 1955 and 31December 19561 telephone interview, Col. Conard lay Dr. Bushnell, 10 May 1957.

39»

6580th Maintenance and Supply Gro^^ ■Historical Data ... 1
May thru 30; June 1953"and »Historicäi Data ... 1 September
thru 30 October, 1?53»" M »ödi^ation?work, cf. 3225th
Drone Sq., »«History ••► 1JaMary^-30 June ^l^L* appendix

1*0.

3225th Drone Sq., «History ... 1 July to 31 December 1951»."
pp.37-38.

Ill«

Ibid.; DP, Maj• Edwin C. Bucjhanah, Cmdr., 6580th Field
HaTntehance Sq*, toDCS/0, subj.i «B-50, S/N 111 (Bell),»
9 March 1956; Missile Cou^rmeasures Division, «Historical
Data ••• 1 October:•'-December 1956.« See above, p. 9 , for
the B-17/F-80 program.

ii2.

See Appendix E for£the list made by Aircraft Allocations
Branch, Operations Division^ DCS/b.1

2*3.

Interview, l^» Cr^

W*.

J3CS/Ö staff s^

^er Heo>ipementr :^
by Dr. Bushnelli l^ri^^^57*

.

Maj. Kinny

h$m

Operations l^ision^^ft^b^icai Data, 1 April 1956 - 30
5<^embOT 19%
Assistant Chief. o^MaintenahceV 6580th Field Maintenance
Sq.^ by Dzy Buduiell, ^

Ii6.

Operations Division, »Historical Data ..^ 1 October 1956
thru 31 December 19§6."
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U7.

Telephone interview, Maj . JCinnybyDr. Bashnell, 19 March
1957.

JU8•

6560th Maintenance änoV Supply Group. "Historical Data •. » 1
September thru 30 October1 2$&i*i3225th Drone Sq., »»History
••• 1 January to-30 Jux» ^
Maj. Gray,
Capti Hoover* et valt^^ty Dr^Bushnen^27 March 19571
interview,-Lt^Jam^^^
3225th
Drone
Sq^,
by I^/fias^li^ 20: March 1957«
■•
.
'
• -'v"
•••.'-.
V" ■ . •■' .■'-■•:■•*•:■'.".. .',"•■ .;.■ •!•■■ ■•.'..: :V- •'■ '.•'"'•
:

1*9.

50,

Capt. Jacob J* ^dintis,/ Chief* v^rations and : Training
Branch, C^erätions Division, :vDt^pfS^Stuäbi;.''Cm; Xd^t^^
Civil Aircraft Operation at HADC*» röu£h draft as of March
i957f
;:\
V:--'v--':-'- •/'■'?.;iv;v^,
Mainögordö-'News^ 2 SeptemberJ95Ur Quintis , »»Study on
Light and Civil Aircraft' Operation.» r ;

51«

Interview, Dr. Ai^hony J^ Wilk^ Chief, .Multisystems Application. Branch,) Rang«v^Iil^tz^tfxttalilcäi. j)ienreloinienb Division,
IHM, by Dr. Bashnell, 9 .Äp^i957* ^
,

52.

Interview, Col. John P. Stapp^ ;0iief, Aero Medical Field
Laboratory,. HADC, by Dr. Bashnell, 30 April 1957.

£3.

Operations Division, »Historical Data • ♦ • 1 July - 31
August 1955*"

5U*

On two separate ckscasions ^
from the Boeing plant ^far^a^^hi^
yithl.
a Crossbow missive for i^j&al i^
Holibmah
range (GAM-67 Bran<$,vHJU)C,'^^:^^^^^$v.jamj-j^6)m
This appears to set son» kind of aUst^(^
record fc>r a
Holloman launch mission, but it?3JB;|I;;rj^er^.special- case
since the B^7 was-bei^m^
assignment (bailed) to Radioplane Company, the Crossbow
contractor, at Holloman. Hence the^plkne' was. »borrowed»;
not only to provide needed project wa but £o demonstrate
in actual testing whether the nbdifications were acceptable ,

$$•

Ltr., Col. Haney to Cmdr., AFFTC,subj.* »B-57 Aircraft
Support,» 21* Apri3^ 1956^.

$6»

HADC Reference Book, passim»

57.

Flight Test Division* «»Historical Data >i • 1 October .-. 31
December 1956.»
-^':>/7 ■;■ ,■"■':
':'^r':i;,.;,;
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58.

Operations aal Plans Division> Dir. of Aircraft Missile
Test, »Historical Data .W 1 January - 31 March 1957]
Operations and Plans Division, Daily Range Schedule,
March 1957 j toaft of citatibir honoring Maj. Freddy L.
SteadmanV aircraft Maintenance
Inspector Generai»s^Qffice^ H^

59.

Ift^Col^Ahthb^
•ReporVon Air Support Cfrerat^

60.

OperaÜonajawi^^

July - 30 September1956}* tele^Öne:^erview, Mr.
Ralph £ron* Frequency Coordinator/ Operations and Plans
Division, byu^

: .

61.

Interview, Kaji Gray, Capt. Hoover, et ^
27M^1S57*1

62.

Datacard
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63.

CT. itr^ Coli DonR^ ^trand^Cmdr^, HA^^ to Lt« Gen.
EarteE. Partri^
on Activities], 20 NOVA
extra safely prec^^

6U.

History of Hollomari Air Development Center; 1 January

65.

See Apjtendix F' for a summary of air support requirements

66.

DCgA^i ^at^Br^
»Monthly
Historical Reportwjüigaaths$li^ } The latter indicates
that 1fce ?ir^ W
195U—^er^as Stat foj-ef does not begin to list it until
the neit Felsriiary* ^ Ki^rÜ^^a^s ihV d^fTicuity of
finding^ reiiafct^

67. Ltr.,^C61. ^hard C. Gibsön^DCS/6i to Cndr.^ ARDC, subj.s
._ ?Sui^on.P^
October 1956.
Üßs leiti^^
G.
6»8.

It. Col« Bony, »Re|k^ on Air^
. list^tfibaii^
The; Gönv^
•coi^itiohally
accepted^ by the Air Fcr
:
. to .^0'^cp^angr^tp; be used a^iniilnfca^
(Telephone interview, ^
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Specialist, Alamogördo Air Procurement Office, by Dr.
Bushnell/ i8':JW^5ti)^^::.81ni3jRr' arrangements have been
made in other cases too, bat available data give no
indio«tion^:;-; I '-./^ '-■;

69.
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Holloman Ajr^^^
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■70..

Ltri^Col.-Hanepto Cm^yJÄK
. iircxaft,*:-26!;Janui^

71«

I** Cbl.-Mony^ »Report onA^Öuppo^
ltr.. Col.; Gibson to Crndr^ ^
Su^or^ for i^o^ Tar^^
witht2irt in^.*-C&.^
Missfielest'FaciÜ^^
.MaJ. Kii^^viXr. Buslinell| 19-i^olivl9S7«

-,:

-y--\ ;---^j^ ";^:-;^

72«

Falcon^
l^^äM »Historical
1956$" inteiHriew^ lü^^
1957..
,
.
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73«

TU.

75.
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F-101nBranchV;»MstpriJcal Daia^.«.l Januaiy - 31 March
1957, appendix «FfcicoriK^
CäptvHarley L. Grimm^V Cnief^ ?P-1D1 ^ancn, by Br. '
BushneU; lOHay^^T.! /
AR3DC Reference Boole»y:pas8M|:\feli9cph^Tä,n,thi-,;Ho:.. ARDC,
v'subj** »Aircraft Requirements at HADC, 10 December
■■•■•
.?-:-• .
-.--..' .--•■.-> "
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DCg/fo' BADC A^^
Half Year
gorecasTTX" July -1950^p.^yg^$i > inieygieVTl^apTr"
;;.;./_ Patterson ^^g>Büßlrneli| ^Ä^1^|6V
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76»

l&jor lUow^n^
Chief, FlyingSafety
Branch^ Hq.> ARDCi "Staff visit I^crt Ton HADCl^B-16

%rl?$6.«

;_'

■TOfct''tf^Cöl^^,gahey^?to' Lt. Col» Louis W. TribDett,
XEIef, Missile Test?"StancLlMvision^ sdbj. t "Report on
CameraAbdication/ MÄ) Jdrcraft,« 13 ;«July 19$6j
Itocua^tary Riotographie Branch, »Historical Data ... 1
October:-^1 itecember^l9^6.^
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interview, Mr, Crorther by Hn Bushnell, 2 April 19$7i
interview, Mr> Edward ;E. Rich, Optical Physicist, Hughes
Research and Development Laboratories, and other Hughes
personnel, by Dr*^
79.

Ltr., Col. Gibsonto C^^/Jtf^^ subj.» »Request for
F-10i|B Type Aircraft,«31: January 19$7f memo for record,
Capt..Arthur Oi Milier> Staff^Maintenance Officer, DCS/M,
subj.t [F-lGl; Maintenance]^1 April 1957«

80.

Ltr., Col. Elder to Cmdr.; AH3)C, subj.» »HADC Projected
Aircraft Inventory," h October l?5#iinterviews, Capt.
DrueyParks,Administrative Officer^ Aero Medical Field
laboratory, ,hy Dr* ^
19^7;
interview,"Maj. .David 0. Simons/ Gi&ef9\$pace Biology
laboratory, by Dr. Bushnell,;lU Ka^>L957«

81.

I^.,(tol. Gibson:^ ^
and Request for B§21^e^Aircraf$$ 1$ October 1956j
interview, Maj. Sinbns by Dr. Bäshnell, Ik May l?$7j BF,
Col. Gibson to Gen. Pavis/su'bji•;■«Recommended Action on
Aircraft assignments,? ÄC^Cb^i956.

82.

Interview, Capt. Grbver^J. Schack,Project Officer, Subgravity Studies, by Dr* ^hnell* ;3P April 1957.

83.

TWX, Col» Gibson to CnÜr., \}-JiikK9/B\&Sit-'^^q^st-'-toT
Permission to Fly Below $00 Feet], 17 January 19$7$
answering TWX, from Hq.,V-JU3ipC^ l8 January 19^7•

8lt.

Interview, Haj. John J. Anderson^ Chief, Gx arations
Division, DCS/0, hy Jfcv feonnell^ 1$^!ay 1?56^

85.

See ippehdix H for the versions ^;this directive as of
19 December 19^6 and 17; ^
similar exceptions iri;Jthe'^case of missions »involving
the use" of C-131 and T-^ typet aircraft^" but9 äs indicated
below, thesetwo types are used primarily for tracking
purposes«

86.

project Crossbow. Weekly Test Status Report, 13 December
195$, 21 December 195U>• '3FJänuary 1955«

87.

Missile Countermeasures Division^ "Historical Data •. . 1
July - 30 Sept^Bber 19!^
F.
LaPierre, Assistant C^f, Missile C^
Division,
by^» Bushneli^ 3 8^^
by
Dr. Bushnell> 3 Mayi 1957«
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88.

Memo, MaJ« jtöd^o^
Operations,V7 September
the problem
was aggravated A^the^Ac^
VC-ltf assigned especially;Xo*firan^p^|at^
ranking ^ersöhne*;(^
snbj.t
•HAK Proiec^;|3jOTJ^

89.

A DCS/0 .direc^v>lbn^& sirtject is inclu
Similar terms ^are laid down in theFlight Tes^>Bivision« s
Standard ^erati^
C-131
AlrcraXt^v3rÄ«bÄafe

90.

IF, Col. Haney *b Cmdr.i HAFB^subj|i; »Operation of C-131,n
22 May 1956. ;
;£■,:;

HI.

FAIHJRES AND FROBISM AREAS

As the scale of test operations on the Holloman-White Sands
range Increased, the number Of casesi in which Holloman proved
unable to deliver air support when requested increased also» For
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a time, in fact, Incidents of i^-^uppori appbar to have multiplied much faster than the number of missions completed» This
last conclusion vould be impossible to prove mathematically
without an undue expenditure of research manhours, but there
was little doubt among .tue üsew Of air support services, who
found ample room for complaint daring 1955-56.
There had always been'-sonsca^es of both non-support and
partial support (such asi providing one chase plane when two
«ere needed«) A certain numberof human and materiel failures
will occur intest supportJoying as in any operation, and
not always in time to be remedied before scheduled takeoff•
However, about the start of 1955 if not before, such failures
began to occur with undue frequency. Brigadier General (now

':}

Major General) Ifii^töh I« 2M
Development::'vCeÄiteriy:jnN>liö' -t|iaV'cptoÄliicinB:-Jl ' •
■ ^ri^j^fo^I&cte^
■ : :.K^?air#a^i:asJB||Md^
F^^;air«ai^'^|iü^ea^
excessive maiirte^^
aircraft have doubled within the past year and
during this period we've löst bneFroNS«

Air

7k
General Davis went on to e^>laih that out of eight F-86, F-89,
and T-33 aircraft assigned only one; was. in commission, and that
in the previous -Becemb^
tests had been\eajioeil^^
'•:■'.; .
'_;
D

■

Eighty

hours more simply had not been scheduled for the same reason*
■-■•..' /^'-Y-vrl5lf^v^
■':
In the first three1; m^
■
■:■:;■:v^^^;^t^:^■^••:^^^;■<^^vy:■■■. '•••
2
»incidents» of lack of support,; conplete or partial. In
September and^Öctober/^ ^

Count, around

thirty ids sionsver^
l.V.T'-'.V-

lack of chase aircrafty ^
'

*■' ■■ ;'.'■■ •■*■.'. ■.;'■'.
•■:'.■'■.■■■:•■ ■■--■ '•■••.;;■".

;

■

'-•> \ ■„ '■-.■ ■"*"■■'> »'-'w-' r.* •.".':-^ -..■*'■'.• ;•■:■;-■■•.'•-.
-: *'?;- -■v--^-:,"^/ •'^'.■./■;','..f-.:/.\i
v' - ■

flown irith partial suppöH i^Vl^

-. " :
■ -.■*-• ':•.• ,

.

To be sure, cancellation figures" and the like must not be taken
too literally. The mo^ flying

the more chances

there are for aircraft; malj^ctipns to develop, and the sooner
periodic inspectiora^^

support

rendered n^ ariäally ^
record may showsevW separate^ consecutivecancellations for
a minor project tl^^

Q

eighth try with no• re^ harxJship resn^

delay.

the other hand, neither does the record show all the times
that a project does not even attempt to schedule, knowing the
effort would be useless«^Cfcftainly^
appeared i^al enough to the units oUrectly affected, such as
Recovexy Systems to

On

'•'■:■ ';:.'■■ -V-&' ■■' .-'■"■■'' 'I'..':";'■.■'' :';:v-■ ''
5
had no B-26 drop aircraft available for parachute tests*
The following year$ 1$56, produced ä similar batch of
statistics on nonsuj^brt. ;':^)-^^^'^iF.f,j^^Gpy''7^ooh Project
:■•
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• '.'

scheduled some fifty^-eight; missions• )'^Ot:: these, eleven were
cancelled or aborted ptfma^
(including drones) Were unavailable or malfunctionedj twelve
were cancelled or aborted because bf^oject,, (bailed)
aircraft, andtwenty-four for bliier^reasons^ in some cases
because a project decided the test vas not needed. Thus the
failures due to süppcrt aircraft were^rpughly one-third as
■
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many as the total missions coi^letedi In that same month
Rascal Project did not lose a single ndssionfcr reasons of
air support, but then it had only scheduled six.

In August,

the number pf cancellations for all projects,including those
that did not require air ^
were traceable to support a^CTa^^8^ two to lack pf drone
support.

This presented a more favorable picture than did

the Falcon totals for July; butinalVidüal units continued
haviigotheir troubles« ;to
Recovery Systems Branch (formerly^^PiVisipn) alone had twenty8

three; cancellations^^
One of the nor^^

the air support

situation was the fact that under the terms of range integration
both Army and Navy suffered along with the Air Force

76
itself* Spokesmen for the Armyjs Ordnance Mission, White Sands
Proving Groundy"Herei fcspeciMiy unnappy over lack of drone
support for Äike ^8^

"'"■; ■•.'■-. „■>■-.■ '■i----".v '"•.lV". •■ "* -*v
.*•.'-'. .;.'."* :. •■ :'* i* ■/•.•/
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the 3225th BronSSquad^^

concerned
""-'•■■*.■■■.
-■/■/■"-

. ■ .v

' .-■-*' '■-.*;■,• o \ ,.-

;.'

was

spared most pf th^ criiteiÄ
port organisation» ^e ;Ä

in vhich drohe

support was *refuie<dP from 9^
nine more from II October to^
■ •

•-.'■■
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■ ■■;■.\

- -..■•".■■•

; :■-■:

and
.9

■•,A'i->':;:^--;;?•?■■;■'=.■••/• ^ *■■'' .**■:•.■,■.•;-..•• ^

noting
-v >";
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■'"■

that some of these cases "involtea;^
.'■■',"'.;•:••' ,-::;v--7 ' ':.'~('M*-':•:■ '^>:v'"':-',;.yi^'^•:>'-•>'"';■ ■•''..■'•>,v :- 7"<•;.'.•■=■' •

as when the Army charged the Drone Squadron with nonsupport of
a mission, ^ile records at Rolloman indicate the same mission
vas cancelled by project orders» In still other cases "cancellations" . appear to have been lumped loosely together with
mis sions refused by the Prone;; Squadron for technical reasons,
e.g., because a;raqrö

latter

was not authorized for
the project.;; Indeed
the squadron
:
: ;f ;
■ •■•,••'■.■ •'■' , \^—-.' V; >',' ^vi-,;k ■■ ^"^-^ -. "-"- - t

Itself claimedTthat^

; • - •..•>—'"■'■"■''

•

oh£ authorized

-'■ -:\':'- "• :•* :-::^'V:i^:^ ".*^Ä ^-^r ^""-:- ■':■''" "*" r\';-- V ■

request' for drone^suKk^

and that it repeatedly finIJä||dl• ^tö•Jfl^ra^^thA":'inlssians'-'-If'-'iriui
capable of becaase sufficient requests were not even niade.
:
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This last remark -suggests that ozones may well have been ready
to go when not needed—and sometimes were not ready when requested,
Instances qXmls^üf^^
operating lÄVe^^or to to
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Headquarters, Air Research and.Development Command called
Holloman to ask whether."'the Army had been"refused" additional
support for^iKJ«i ; ijacli
.:■

'•■■'. -. ;,\';'-.v.is .'-•.'•'■.''- ". '^^'•:^^'>,^:V.V'•l'^'';:';;i^-^•'■v^Ä;v7.A>:i>•fl^^•' ■'. •;'•*■.•'..■'■-•-'■'

tracking purposes; in April a^Dep&rtoen^

for

■]■■'.'.

Army memorandum

reached Holloman formally requesting that Alis support be
■ provitedj ;'^&re^

had been

provided by Holloman since the previous January.

But even

if the failures; bf* air sui^o^^
than real; the -problem^ stilliieatiswdi :; '
'■ ..-
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Jhs^rfav^;^
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^although .

'•sV-;,^-.:-.rs

it was better^satilif^&*
and reserved its,£ire chiefly J^

come

throug^ on ^go^-*^

July to mid-

^tember 19I& 1^

drops from

F-100 älrcraH ^

only eight times could

a ndssion actually be sc^edoled, and only once was it successfully com^^d^^^

case

occurred ©n^20: December/^w^^
x-

:• scheduled; wi&;*n/ip^^: ^
F-3XX) turned up instead. ' Portunatol^vthe Ka^ Vai prep
?

' forJ'sucl^.aa^veh^

neces^ary;;equlj^ht'

to be used with either plane/ ^

packages; were

duly mounted, cm being a spare^^j^
"'•-*'■ ''.'...•'■vv.v5-..= '' .-A ^ ;' •-':-'>

•••■;.'•. •-f'.;J i,;. y".i. v.'^^.v^ •;*FriJ!o,;YJ?;:'--:''.' >.'-/.-'.y-v.:: ■•; ^; ■■•,

for the Hughes Falcon project;was substituted for the spare

«?•.-■■■'■'■'■■'■
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Pogo package^ the remaiiüag Pogo failedlto-work. after v,fche.;plane
reached launch 8ltitafo||^v^

to make

way for a Hughes parabomb (whlcn -:lSAe^^d:iwi8-'-iJ^-:-'iaanohed'
after all) the day-ehdediixi ^tal^ttälure^? 5
The Navy was also cr^

consi-

dered excessive caution o^
through, over and around ^

recent

modification of -the Jlight>te1&J)^i^^
Procedure on this sttb3ect{abbve^;p. ÄL) promlsest^^rpa^ce Iftwy
' " • ' >.i6'^^';;W^^
complaints«
With some exc^tioris^mbreb'^^
;■■■>..■: -'t

■<.

Navy spokesmen have ^cofcn^

the

same quality of air::Süppc^£::gbo&
services, and was not discriminating against tteir projects
■17^'^v-^;^

in favor of its own« v
out this conclusion.

V^

&^

bear
of

the missions scheduled!b^ Nav^and i&t&ce vistäd the range»
and BO% of Army atesions^fbr *^6eii^nE| ,'fe^'iD*\-}tee--^aig^r ? and' i'AJy■
Force missions reached ^ ^
The fact that 10QJJ äÜ'n^^^Äraiigervw
much more thin simply cteficienc:^^

due to
However, the

latter were to blame often enough» ^Jpperations and Plans
Division of Holloman18 mrectorate of Aircraft Missile Test at
the end of 1556 hot only admitted that theia^p^a^cratt
situation was unsatisfactory 1^ 8^
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for improvement in the »near future" was for mission contractor
companies to »fly their own support, i.e., photo chase.
f-trcraft Allocations
Superficially, nach of the trouble could he traced to lack
of sufficient aircraft at Holloman.

Missions were repeatedly

cancelled, or refused for scheduling, because the base inventorylacked a specific aircraft type—for example, a B-57 for
certain high-altitude parachute drops that could not be accomp20
lished by F-100.
Most of tjie borrowing of aircraft from other
installations Fas due to the same cause, and, as pointed out
in the preceding chapter, this procedure was not wholly satisfactory.

Even when a needed aircraft type was represented at

Holloman, there were not always enough for backup purposes, and
instances of non-support, or merely inadequate support, naturally
resulted.

The Aero Medical Field Laboratory's chimpanzees had

a valid requirement for C-131 travel, with its air-conditioned
comfort to protect their physical and mental well-being prior

o

to important research tests* but for lack of enough 0-131»s they
21
had to settle for a 0-1*7.
Aero Medical officers also pleaded
for an F-9I4C to be assigned exclusively for their subgravity
studies, noting that many missions had been cancelled because
aircraft modified for this purpose incurred a need for maintenance
while flying for other projects.

Bat again there were not enough
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to go around, and the request "was turned down.

22

Indeed

almost any project would prefer not to share its support aircraft with anyone else, but with the increase in support
requirements this has become almost impossible to arrange save
through the technique of bailment to contractors«

o

According to standards set by higher headquarters, Holloman
actually needed no less than seventy-two assigned aircraft as
of October 1956, if the Center was to meet its air support
obligations.

This was roughly two-thirds more than the
23
Center possessed.
By the following March the number theoretically required had grown to eighty-one, but the number
assigned had not increased.

2k

Since Holloman lacked a high

Air Force priority in obtaining aircraft, it was doubtful that
allocations would ever equal requirements. When new planes
did come to Holloman, they commonly arrived later than
promised.

And they were often second-choice types, or »off»

models of a desired type—in extreme cases "junk," as expressed
by Lieutenant Colonel Oakley W. Baron, Chief of the Flight Test
Division—so that other types and models might be reserved for
2$
tactical Air Force units»
Although aircraft use rates at Holloman are not exceptionally
high, there was little chance of increasing them appreciably
and thus getting more work out of the assigned inventory.

Test

support planes are inevitably kept idle during many of the -
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day-time duty hours as a result of project delays and preparations.

Opportunities for night and weekend missions are also

limited, except in the case of training and administrative
flights that would simply hasten the arrival of inspections and
malfunctions and would thus tend to lessen the availability of
26
the aircraft for mission flying«
The lack of sufficient aircraft made it necessary to
ration flying hours among both Holloman and White Sands activities«

It was thus unfortunate that the Flight Test Division,

by general agreement, came under poor management at the very
time in late 1955 and start of 1956 when the scale of operations
was hitting its peak and late-model aircraft were arriving to
support more advanced test programs«

A special problem, as

stated by Operations Policy Guidance Number 1, issued 3 January
1956, was the "continuing history of instances in which test
and test support aircraft have been dispatched on cross country
flights resulting in cancellation of missions«»

Command head-

quarters consequently advised that such flights made with a
r"

test-support coded jet would be reason enough to transfer
the plane away from Holloman,

Nor were jets the only planes

involved, as the C-131 troubles described in the previous
chapter will indicate«

However, this situation was soon reme-

died, in large part, by a reorganization of the Division«
Colonel Baron, who assumed control in February 1956, was a
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higher-ranking officer than any of his three immediate predecessors, and in addition was given two majors as assistants«

Quite

apart from the experience and ability of the officers in question,
this imposing array.of rank was in itself of considerable help
in warding off requests for improper use of primary mission air27
craft«
Aircraft Maintenance and Related Problems
As a matter of fact, more aircraft could have been obtained
for Holloran without much difficulty, even if not the exact
number and types desired«

However, the Center would not have

wanted to receive the planes that conceivably might have been
made available, nor would higher headquarters make them available,
so long as the base maintenance capability remained inadequate
to take care of them«

Maintenance was, in fact, a more basic

problem area than aircraft allocations, at least from the standpoint of the base-assigned inventory.

The Army recovery service

by comparison appears to have had rather few maintenance problems.

The Drone Squadron was also relatively well off, having

generally fewer types to maintain in proportion to total aircraft, no late models, and a large .stock of familiar, trusty
B-17'8«

Drone modifications and repairs were still a major

undertaking, but responsibility for theinorexdifficult -jobs was
shared with the base maintenance shops«
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In the early 1950«s maintenance had not been a serious
problem area even for base-assigned aircraft» At that time each
plane generally supported fewer projects, use rates were lower,
and in-commission rates (the normal standard for judging maintenance effectiveness) were correspondingly higher»

In fiscal

1952 the overall in-commission rate was not quite 7<#, a very
29
satisfactory figure»
Subsequently the rate fell, although
the decline was mostly gradual if one Considers only year-around
averages» in fiscal 1956 the rate was 6(# for test and Q\% for
30
non-test aircraft.
However, such average figures can be
deceptive.

In a single month the in-commission rate might

still fall below 5<#, as it did, say, in September 1955 for
test support aircraft)

31

MS

while in the month of August 1956 an

all-time low was reached of 36.2£ for test support and 2h.l£
,32 .
for non-test aircraft»
What is more, it did no good for a
plane to be in commission during nori-dnty hours, or between
scheduled missions, however much that might help the statistical ratings» What the test program required was for planes
to be in flyable status at the very moment they were needed for
a mission, and all too often this was not being accomplished»
Also serious was the fact that the planes most critically
needed were sometimes the very ones most frequently out of
commission»

Airing the first ten months of 1955 in-commission

time for piston aircraft varied between 72$ and 8Q5», whereas

8U
for jets it varied from 72% down to 32*. Within the jet field
itself there vere farther variations, with the T-33 making a
generally good showing and later-modeljets a poor onej periodic
inspections on the F-89B were then averaging seven weeks! This
last figure was a little unusual, but it was only natural for
newer, less familiar planes to take longer in inspection. The
^

newer types were also plagued with more frequent modifications,
by and large, and it took longer to build up adequate base
33
stocks of parts and supplies.
The worst problems of all were
posed b;- the arrival of the F-100, early in 1955, which was
destined to becaue Hollomeu^s number one maintenance headache*
The F-100 was the first supersonic type at Holloman, and one that
gave trouble at other bases, too, when first introduced«

The

fact that Holloman received a sizeable contingent of F-lOOA's,
which were even harder to maintain than other models, did not
help matters» A final complication was that the F-100 had been
selected as the basic chase type at Holloman and therefore had
a relatively high use rate. Early in 1957 the average F-100C
was flying three test missions a day when in commission—and thus
went out of commission all the more often.
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Boor in-commission rates at Holloman have often been
biased on the supposedly excessive number of aircraft types in
the base inventory*

However, this can be accepted only within

certain narrow limits«

The number of types is no doubt greater,

in proportion to total aircraft on hand, than in a tactical or
strategic bombing unit, but it is definitely less than at some
other Centers in Air Research and Development Command«

35 A

slightly better excuse might be found in the nature of the flying
accomplished« With certain exceptions, aircraft use rates are
not especially high, but a large amount of flying is of the stopand-go variety ox? short test missions, which means that aircraft
36
get more wear and tear per flying hour«
However, the exact
importance of a factor such as this is almost impossible to
measure«
A factor that is simpler to isolate, and has varied
greatly in importance over the years, is Hack of parts«

The

percentage of test aircraft awaiting parts—d«e«, conventional
■AOCP" plus the relatively minor category of Aircraft Not Fully
Equipped because of Initial Shortage (ANFl/lS)—was 3.0 in
July 1953, 0«2 in September, and then remained at zero for the
last quarter of the year«

It was slightly higher for non-test

aircraft, but this was not ae serious«

On the other hand,

during fiscal 1955 the rate for test aircraft was nearly
thirteen—the worst in the entire command«

In September 1955

86
the all-time record was reached of 21«U for test aircraft.

37

These figures, like so many others, are slightly deceptive, if
only because maintenance personnel had been labelling some
planes out of commission for parts even when they could have been
made flyable without the parts in question, or were out of

c

commission for some other, more important reason as well»

This

procedure allowed Holloman to obtain the best rating in the
command for maintenance effectiveness at the same time that it
had the worst rating for aircraft awaiting parts, since planes
in the latter category were not charged against the maintenance
function but rather against supply*

Yet the parts situation

was not good, and one reason appears to have been precisely a
lack of cooperation between the maintenance and supply functions
at Holloman.

Another cause was a recent, sharp increase in .

flying time, while the fact that Holloman generally had few
planes of any one aircraft type meant that the base could not
normally keep on hand as full a stock of parts for each type
38
as would have been possible otherwise*

c

Fortunately, the parts situation was soon brought under
control* By April 1956 the rate for test support aircraft was
down to 1*7 per cent*

One reason for the improvement was the

introduction of thrice^reekly, scheduled logistic flights from
Holloman to Tinker Air Force Base, seat of the Oklahoma City
Air Materiel Area*

Other scheduled flights were made to Kelly
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Air Force Base, Texas (i.e., San Antonio Air Materiel Area), and
to Biggs Air Force Base at El Paso, Texas»

The fact that

Holloman was not on any regular Air Force logistic supply routes
made these flights appear all the more necessary, but unfortunately they vent against standing Air Force regulations that
prohibited scheduled domestic flights by military aircraft save
under very special conditions»

For this reason, and also for

lack of sufficient C-ltf's to keep up the service, it was
39
abandoned in mid-1956*
The number of planes awaiting parts
promptly went up again, although it never approached the level
of September 1955*

Indeed for all of calendar year 1956 as

contrasted with calendar 1955 the percentages of aircraft out
of commission for parts (this time not including *AFNE/lStt)
were 3»It and 8*5 respectively«

This striking improvement

reflected greater efficiency in both supply and maintenance,
and better cooperation between the two functions«

One of the

most notable advances has been in preparing for the arrival of
new aircraft types« HbUoman's performance had once been

o

rather poor in "this respect, but in getting ready for the
Center's first F-lOb the local Supply Squadron abandoned the
usual requisitioning routine and directly contacted Edwards
Air Force Base, where the plane had been undergoing tests, to
find out what parts were most likely to be needed«

On the basis

of Edwards' experience, HoUoman then put in a generous lump
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order for some 2000 items, which were on hand several weeks
before the arrival of 1he aircraft itself.

Base Supply was

admittedly overstocked in some respects, but this was better
than having the plane out of commission, especially when there
liO
would be more F-lOb's coming along later to use up any excess»

c

By and large the most critical maintenance problem at
HoUoman has not been parts but rather the shortage of maintenance manpower«

This shortage has been severe only intermit-

tently in the case of tenant units, and back in October 195U the
base maintenance organization led the entire command in number
of maintenance people per aircraft possessed«
slightly over ten per aircraft.

There were

Yet even then the backload of

work in the base maintenance shops was causing concern, and
since that time the aircraft inventory has increased by onethird while the number of maintenance people has inched up
far more slowly«

By February 1955 Holloman had the lowest

ratio of maintenance people to aircraft in the command, with
eight per aircraft; in ipril 1956 Holloman was still lowest with

o

only six per aircraft«

The fact that many of the newly-

arrived planes were complex, high-performance models made matters
worse.

la

The shortage of manpower spaces was admitted and deplored
at command headquarters, but little was done about it«

Usually

new manpower spaces were assigned after.,rather than before;a
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new plane, If any additional spaces were assigned at all«

The

people to fill them came later still, were likely to be
specialists in the wrong skills, and then might be ordered
overseas just as soon as they iiere retrained»

One interes-

ting case occurred following the assignment to Rolloman of a
role in Project Sidewinder.

The Directorate of Manpower and

Organization of Air Research and Development Command explained
late in 1955 that the resulting aircraft maintenance requirements should be met by diverting three officer and'forty-one
airman spaces out of a group of sixty-two spaces that were to
become available to Holloman as of April 1956» General Davis
promptly wrote back that these sixty-two spaces had been
granted earlier on the recommendation of a review team from
command headquarters that found a valid need for ll£ more
spaces simply to handle the current workload, with no Sidewinder
included»

To which command headquarters replied in turn that

Rolloman must use the three officers and fortyt-ene airmenas
indicated, diverting them "at the expense» of other (unspecified)
1*3
activities»
The command was not being arbitrary in its treatment of
Holloman, but was doing the best it could in the face of commandwide, in fact Air Force-wide, manpower ceilings. Military
mechanics were in short supply throughout the armed services,
which found it hard to compete with civilian wages and working
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conditions] uniformed maintenance people tended to be either
beginners serving their apprenticeship or older men approaching
retirement» Moreover, Air Research and Development Command
had a military maintenance manpower priority of only twentysecond in the Air Force as a whole, on a scale ranging from one
to twenty-six«

Civilian mechanics were more plentiful, but

their hiring was restricted by government manpower ceilings,
and their usefulness was limited, up to a point, by inflexible
civil service regulations on such matters as overtime work«
The Fe*)ruary 1955 reorgan^ation that combined all levels
of aircraft maintenance at Hoilomah in the 6580th Field
Maintenance Squadron (above, p«29 ) was some slight help, in
view of the scattered spaces saved by ending unnecessary duplication of services«

But this was more than offset by the

impact upon the Holloman maintenance function of Project Home
Front, the Air Force-wide manpower conversion program launched
in September 1$$$ to replace military with civilians.

Command

headquarters ordered 152 such conversions in the 6580th Field
Maintenance Squadron, which was hard put to find civilian
technicians within a reasonable; period because of local isolation and similar factors«

Even when these difficulties were

duly explained to higher echelons, the command agreed to
re-establish only eight of the abolished airman.spaces«

Hence

the Center had to struggle merely to hold its own in maintenance
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manpower, 1st alone obtain all the spaces that were needed«
To be exact, the Pleld Maintenance Squadron as of 30 Jane 19$6
had 35U spaces authorised and 1*09 persona assigned. These
totals (which include administrative overhead) contrasted with
the figure o*!^
if Air Research and Develop jnent Command manning standards «ere
to be followed in practice. '
The situation was critical enough to call for drastic
measures* Accordingly, on 1 August 1956 eleven base aircraft
wei^ pat in tmporaiy storage on the ground that Holloman was
unable to »ÄintddJi its ent^
These aircraft included one F-100^ one fr-9U* two B-26»s, three
C-l&'s, two L-20<8^ one T-33, and one H-19» The F-100 and
F-9l* categories were cut much less proportionately than the
others, since as of 31 Jul^ ^Uoman possessed eleven F-9U(s—
the outgoing basic chase type—and six F-100 »s—the basic chase
piano that was just then being phased in»

The cuts were thus

designed to interfere as little as possible with the Center

G

mission, and of course the planes were to return to flyable
status as soon as practicable. Even so, the cuts were felt.
Among other things, this retrenchment tanporarily shelved
Holloman' S plan to establish a military airlift schedule between
the main base area and north-range installations, and paved the
way for the unsuccessful scheme of Felix Flying Service to meet
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the sane requirement by means of an exclusive private charter
■.-.to

service (above, p.ltfi).

-

At the same time, despite the opti-

mistic prediction of lieu

S. Power, head

of Air Research and Development Command, that this "expeditious
action ... should contribute materially in alleviating your

o

aircraft maintenance problemsj •

these problems did not cease

overnight by any means*

At one point in mid^August the jet. 51
aircraft available for mission support consisted of one F-9ijB.

Retrenchment even added one new problem, the considerable drain
of mtjhburs required merely to prbces^^

aircraft into

storage.

However, by the end of August the overall in-commission
52
rate did show a slight though definite improvement.
The storage policy was really just a beginning.

For some

time, in fact, officers at Holloman and at command headquarters
had been thoroughly convinced that in view of the Center's
maintenance difficulties it was essential to reduce the aircraft
inventory, and in particular the number of aircraft types•

Hence

from July 1956 to January 1957 there was a net reduction of nine

r.

planes, including a^: ofvHÖlloma^
as a lone B-50A.

as well

in addition« two out of three B-50D!8 were lost,

as a further step toward excessing all B-$0 aircraft.

Three new

types were added in the same period, but of these the T-29 was
basically similar to the C-131's already on base, the B-l;7 was
essentially a replacement for the B-50, and the H-21 was a

~
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replacement for the H-19, which was also slated to be phased
out entirely*
The result of these measures was to cut the aircraft
inventory veil below the total actually 'needed for mission
support.

As Colonel Baron put it, "We're operating by the

skin of our teeth,»

and numerous suggestions were made to the

effect that the mission itself should be cut back for want of
aircraft maintenance people«

During a visit by General Power

to Holloman in July 1?£6 one ofhis staff observed that this was
the only" apparent solution,
to explore it .further.

and Holloman was quite willing

Colonel Richard C. Gibson, Deputy Chief

of Staff for Operations, subsequently outlined a possible
"Aircraft Support Austerity Program" that among other things
would cancel Project Crossbow and eliminate all drone fighter
escort.

later still, a letter signed by General Davis recom-

mended outright the elimination of Rascal Project—which Holloman
officials were anxious to abandon oh other grounds as well—and
redirection and/or reduction of several Others as a means of
$6
lightening the air support workload.
The campaign to reduce aircraft numbers and types led
General Davis to suspend Holloman's earlier request for a VC-5U
especially for use of the conmanding officer,

l

and it caused

a reconsideration of bailment agreements specifying full or
partial base maintenance of balled aircraft.

Holloman officials

9U
objected to the action of Air Materiel Command in extending the
75* base-maintenance clause in Lockheed's B-2? bailment contract
"without ascertaining our present^^maintenance capability,» and
also in bailing a C-i»5 to the Martin Company for use on the
Army's Lacrosse Project at Wiite Sands* In the latter case, as
it finally tamed out, the plane was not technically bailed but
rather loaned to the Army for use by Martin; evenvso, Holloman
was expected to provide maintenance, at the same time as the
Center wa* grounding and then excessing all three of its own
C-l^s« However, Holloman protests did have some effectt in
the end arrangements were madeif or ma^tenahce by Martin
employees, with "very limited field maintenance support» from
Holloman«^

Similarly Lockheed, which had been using B-£0's

as well as B-29's with partial base maintenance, began building
up its own maintenance icapabilittesi^

the day

when Holloman would finally succeed in divesting itself of
responsibility for either type«'
Fortunately, the measures adopted or considered for improving
the maintenance situation were not solely designed to cut back
Center activities« Impelled in part, at least, by the sudden
storage of eleven aircraft on 1 August, command headquarters
granted the first substantial increase in maintenance manpower
spaces since the shortage became critical« In September 1956 six
additional airman spaces were granted outright by the command,

9*
and eighty-four more were provided indirectly from Home Front
conversions—i.e., neu civilian spaces vere created to replace
eighty-four airmen elsewhere at Holloman, releasing that number
of military spaces for maintenance activity,

thanks to these and

other changes, inc3nding reshuffling of local resources, the
total spaces authorized in the Field Maintenance Squadron rose
from 3Ä In June 1956 to 1*87 in January 1957, and the persons
actually assigned from 2*09 to 1|66» These figures indicate, to
be sure, that assignments did not keep pace with authorizations*
Nor were *he latter sufficient even now according to command

manning standards»

60

Command headquarters had hoped at first to make still more
61
spaces available*
However, this hope was soon abandoned, and
instead command headquarters urged Holloman more and more
forcefully to consider contract maintenance as a way out*

62

The

suggestion appeared attractive at first glance, since funds -with
which to pay a private contractor weTOrMädi^bbta4nal»ae*?while
funds and manpower to do the same job properly with Air Force
resources were not« This possibility had been mentioned
occasionally by command officials before, and had been the subject
of a serious studfcr begun at Holloman late in 1$$$$ when various
private parties were invited to prepare rough estimates of what
they would charge to provide maintenance on a contractual basis«
Six separate estimates were received» Nothing further was done
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at the time, bat on 1 November 2$$6: General Davis did request
authority, in general terms, to ■employ contractual services
of one qualified firm to perform pre-flight, post-flight,
periodic and field maintenance, exclusive of shop support •••on
all assigned aircraft and subsequent gradual integration of
test aircraft [i.e., including those currently bailed] into this

O
v
-

centralized maintenance concept•*

63

What General Davis had in mind in the last part of this
proposal was that bailment to the various mission contractors
should be largely discontinued, all aircraft normally flown by
Air Force pilots, and all maintained by a single maintenance
contractor*

The Air Force would thus be relieved of paying

for the duplicate maintenance facilities currently operated by
different contractor companies; it would also cease paying
for contractor pilots who sometimes flew as little as once a
week yet collected full pay the year around*

6U

Even without

the «integration* of bailed aircraft—which could be counted
on to arouse considerable opposition among the companies. *i<

O

A

using them—a maintenance contractor would have the advantage
of immunity both from levies for overseas service and froa
sudden hiring freezes of the sort so annoyingly common in Civil
Service» Finally, although civilian mechanics were not as
scarce at the present time as they had sometimes been earlier,
a maintenance contractor

(like the contractor companies already
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operating at Holloman) would be able to attract more and betterqualified applicants by holding out the possibility of incentive
and dislocation pay and other extras that Civil Service could
not give«

6$

Unfortunately, all these extras vould constitute a major
additional expense on aircraft now maintained by the base«

It

«as even taken for granted.that thisadded expense would more
than outweigh any savings on other aircraft that might be
effected by including them in a•centralized maintenance concept11
as proposeA by General Davis» Some bailment contractors were
now paying aircraft mechanics as much as $10 a day over and
66
above their basic vage scale*
A single maintenance contractor,
thanks to his monopolistic hiring position, presumably would
not pay as much, but he could be expected to offer more than
Civil Service, and far more than military -wages. He would be
easily tempted, like many of the present bailment contractors,
to establish a more lavish organization than -was really needed
and pass the cost along to the government. He would also want
a comfortable profit for himself• Cost, therefore, was the main
objection raised against contract maintenance. The belief that
it was necessary to preserve Air7Force' teSdinicalsskllls, posöd
still another objection, and it was thus with considerable misgivings that General Davis asked authority to contract for
aircraft maintenance in Hovember 1956«

Indeed Holloman was
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frankly hoping that this would be done only as a last resort;
and even after Air Research and Development Command clearly
indicated that it would approve any reasonable contractual
arrangements, Holloman officials were reluctant to take the
final plunge* Colonel Gregorio P. Martinez, Jr., Deputy Chief
of Staff for Materiel, -was willing to go ahead, but among his
(^ )

fellow officers there were many who basically preferred stalling
for time»

One compromise proposal was to contract for only
67
the maintenance on newly-assigned aircraft»
Such an arrange-

ment did not appeal to command headquarters, although it might
conceivably* be tied in nith still another proposal that was
receiving separate stufy from both Holloman and Air Materiel
Command, the final authority on bailed aircraft t namely, to
set up a central maintenance pool in the hands of a single
contractor for all bailed planes at Holloman, but without
necessarily ending the control of the present bailment contractors over them« Such a scheme would affect base-assigned
planes only if some were added to the pool by special agreement,
but it could save great sums of money for the Air Force, and it
v

was under very serious consideration as of June 1957*
The policy of stalling on contract maintenance was justified^ up to a point, Jbx ^
effectiveness in the 6£80th Field Maintenance Squadron, which
resulted in turn from a thorough reorganization of that unit
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begun back in September 1956*

It was generally agreed, in

fact, that poor performance in the maintenance area had been
due at least in part to |>oorrmasagement and inefficient organization«

The vague functional relationship among different

sections of the squadron and lack of clearly defined lines of
authority meant that workers «ere being approached for job
assignments by several different supervisors and even by outside
agencies*

They might be pulled off one job before it was

finished in order to accomplish another, less important task*
The overall result was a certain amount of confusion, which
aggravated (and vas aggravatad by) a related condition of low
morale*

There were honorable exceptions, yet a standard

complaint was that the maintenance organization all too often
lacked a sufficient sense of urgency to keep right on working
on a plane until it was ready to fly the next day*

Not even a

full eight-hour day was being turned in according to some
accounts, with workers putting up their tools ahead of time for
69
lack of both proper "motivation11 and adequate supervision*
The first step toward a radical reform of these conditions
was the appointment of lieutenant Colonel William F* Haizlip,
as of 1 September 1956, to command the 6580th Field Maintenance
Squadron*

This assignment was in addition to Colonel Haizlip »s

normal duties as Holloman*s Inspector General, and was for the
express purpose of carrying out a needed reorganization*
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Colonel Haisslip sought first and foremost to streamline the
arrangement of sections and subsections within the Squadron,
eliminating duplicate functions in some cases and in others
defining with more precision the mission of a particular unit»
For instance, periodic inspections were henceforth entrusted to
separate docks that were to do nothing else, whereas previously
there had been no one section responsible and mechanics might
be unpredictably drawn in from almost anywhere to lend a
hand«

To make sure that his reforms were being effectively

carried nut, Colonel Haisslip held weekly meetings with both his
staff officers and senior uon-commissionedcofficers« In addition,
he ordered the first tool crib inventory in four years; and to
tie the various units more closely and quickly together, he had
a FBI telephone switchboard set up especially for the Field
Maintenance Squadron*

This last measure allowed instructions

to be dispatched without first waiting for an extension of the
overburdened base telephone service to become available*

A

direct line from the new maintenance switchboard to the flight
operations building was a further help in giving immediate
attention to minor difficulties that developed just before a
70
mission takeoff*
The effect of these and other changes could be seen in the
reduction of periodic inspection time from an average of ten or
twelve working days to an average of five or six*

The overall
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in-coramission rate rose fron 3U*2 in August to an acceptable
62.1 in December*

Naturally all such improvements were also

due in large part to the increase in squadron personnel and
reduction of the aircraft inventory; but the work accomplished
by Colonel Haislip was enough to earn him a Commendation Ribbon
after he stepped down from command oT the squadron on 2 January
71
1957•
There was still much to be done, and fortunately the
vork of reform did not stop on 2 January« It continued under
the new regime of Major Hubert S* Williams as squadron commander
and Captain (soon Major) Freddy L« Steadman as Maintenance
Control Officer*

Periodic inspections were speeded up still

further by <*n improved scheduling system; a Tire Shop was set
up in order to have a stock of built-up tires always on hand
for all assigned aircraft, cutting üie down-time due to delays
in repairing tires by about UO per cent; and the first steps
were taken toward obtaining jet engine minor repair and test
facilities for the Field Maintenance Squadron*

In order to

fulfill a long-felt requirement for greater supervision and
coordination of the maintenance function at Center staff level,
Captain Arthur G« Miller took on the duties of Staff Maintenance
Officer, in the office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Materiel«
And the in-commission rate continued to rise, over then December
72
level/* c :-.i-
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Flying Safety
Closely connected with the rash of maintenance difficulties
that beset Holloman was a very poor showing in flying safety*
This situation had developed gradually.

The accident rate for

the entire first half of 1953 was zero, but it rose sharply in
the third quarter*

In 195U the accident rate was slightly—and

in 1955 very definitely—above that of the command as a whole*
Then, in 1956 (with seven reported accidents, all major), the
accident rate per 100,000 flying hours was 62.3, giving Hciloman
undisputed possession of last place in Air Research and Development Command*

The rate for "avoidable* accidents only was 26*7«

The number of nonreportable •incidents" was exceptionally high,
and the need for some radical improvement was thus dramatized in
much

the same way as the storing of eleven aircraft called
" 73
attention to the Center*s maintenance problem*
It should be

noted, however, that this poor showing in flying safety was
based on flying done by the Center itself rather than by tenant
units or mission contractors*

Army aviation at Holloman flew

roughly the same number of hours as the Center in 1956 with no
accident at all; and the 3225th Drone Squadron, though it had
some fairly serious trouble when first getting started, has built
7li
up a generally excellehtc record in recent years*
To be sure,
there is one variety of •accident» affecting the Drone Squadron
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that the squadron has no control over and "thus cannot properly
be charged against its flying safety performance t. namely, when
a project schedules a near miss in order to save a drone for
further use and hits it broadside by mistake«
Some of the accidents, incidents, and related troubles
affecting base-assigned aircraft are also due, in part at least,
to the peculiar conditions of test operation.

In 1953 an F-86

vas damaged in flight by the explosion of a violett smoke
75
cannister attached to the plane's wing, while in September
19$6 a Holloman H-19 landing on the range beside a missile
impact point' accidentally inflated the missile parachute, vhich
in turn struck the rotor blades and did serious damage to the
76
plane although not to either pilot or crew«
Balloon missions
take Holloman aircraft into out-of-the-way and often hazardous
locations» much the worst accident of recent years vas the
crash of an L-20 into an Arizona mountainside killing all
three persons aboard, which occurred on a balloon chase in
77
1955*
And certainly the most bizarre accident was on a
balloon mission, on 7 December 19^ when another Hollöman
L-20 collided with an automobile while taking off from a Hew
78
Mexico highway«
And yet the Holloman mission has never been
the primary factor in determining the accident rate«

There

are hazards in other operations too; and at one point it vas
brought out that in Air Research and Development Command as

lOli
a whole •personnel error" in accidents had been far more
frequent during combat readiness training than in mission
flying.

It is also interesting to note that whereas on one

occasion a B-£d launch aircraft was seriously damaged by a
missile explosion on the ground during pre-launch preparations,
some time later a missile attached to ah airborne B-50 caught
O

fire prior to launch and 1he pilot still brought the plane
80
back undamaged, with missile attached.
This appears to
suggest that many of the special hazards that do exist can be
successfully offset by pilot skill--just as the H-19/parachute
and L-20/autoinobile accidents noted above are attributable in
8l
considerable part precisely to error in pilot judgment.
The maintenance difficulties already described were
naturally another contributing factor.

This point was made

both by General Davis and by Haj or Raymond V. Latham, Chief
of the Flying Safety Branch at command headquarters $ and it
was not merely aircraft maintenance that was faulty, since
one cause of a rash of blown tires on Holloman aircraft was
" 82 ■
the littered condition of Hollöman runways.
Then, too,
part of the trouble may have been plain bad luck.

It just

happened, for instance, that the first two times an F-100 turbine blade broke off it had to be at Hollomanj yet a special
F-100 survey team from Air Force flying safety headquarters at
Norton Air Force Base could find nothing in what Holloman was
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doing with its F-100»s that would have caused the turbine
On

blade mishaps.

Finally, one source of trouble at Holloman

was probably a lack of sufficient emphasis placed upon flying
safety.

There is conceivably some significance in the fact

that daring July-September 1956* when Holloman was having
three major accidents with base-iasslgned aircraft and untold
•incidents," the attendance at flying safety meetings was
6l£, apparently the lowest figure on record.

&V

Whatever the precise cause* ofHbllomah»s flying safety
record, that record was bad enough to call for energetic
action»

The L-20 and automobile crash above all attracted

attention to the problem, not only because the accident was
so unusual in itself but also because of the controversy
resulting from indications that supervisory error had played
a part—!••• 9 failure to lay ao*n clear instructions in
■ 85
advance for the type of situation that the pilot faced«
However, the reaction really started even before this one
famous accident»

o

The officer primarily in charge of carrying

out needed reforms was Captain Jack H» Patterson, a helicopter pilot, who took over the Flying Safety Of flee provisionally on 1 October 1956 and permanently f^
1956 until 22 April 1957« And ther Center's desire to emphasise flying safety was clearly indicated by an organizational
change, as of 20 December 1956, shifting the Flying Safety

106
Office from Air Base Group to Center staff level»

Hence-

forth it «as administratively attached to the Operations
Division of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations, but
with the special privilege of free access at all times to
the Deputy Center Commander, Colonel Hubert S* Judy, Jr«

f i
v.
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The organizational move—which had long been recommended by
87
higher headquarters —was accompanied by a physical move,
from the base operations building to Center headquarters*
Both moves gave the Flying Safety Officer greater independence
in making recommendations and greater prestige for seeing
them carried out*
Captain Patterson managed to revitalize the Flight
Safety Council, which was required to meet regularly by
command regulations but in practice had held its first
meeting on 26 July 19£6 and then had not met again*

It is

now meeting every month, with representatives from every
unit directly concerned with flying safety problems (such as
Hospital, Drone Squadron, Air Installations)«

Over and above

these meetings, General Davis on his own initiative began a
('

■

■

■

-

series of more or less informal weekly conferences, with
higher-ranking officers primarily, to discuss long-range
problems influencing flying safety«

Captain Patterson also -

Instituted regular meetings with the civilian pilots flying for
the mission contractor companies, in order to coordinate l

:r
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their activities more closely with those of Air Force pilots
and to draw on their accumulated experience for the benefit of
88
all flight operations at Holloman«
One amusing—but effective—aspect of the new emphasis on
flying safety vas the posting of Flying Safety magazine as
reading matter in the officers* lavatory at Center headquarters,

C

on the special initiative of Captain Patterson«

Another aspect

was the introduction of monthly flying safely awards as a means
of granting positive recognition to superior flying instead of
merely reprimanding deficiencies«

Finally, certain additions

have been made to base facilities for the sake of increasing
flying safety, such as new crash barriers and jet runway overruns«
All these measures taken together brought a distinct improvement t
in the first five months of 1957 Holloman had not one reportable
accident, nor even an "incident,* despite a definitecincrease in
89
flying time«
That record was finally spoiled in June; but
at least the worst is past«
Pilot Strength
Although pilot strength has never been an air support problem
in quite the same way as maintenanceseM*fl3nin^^
growth of flight operations in recent years it can no longer be
taken for granted«

The Air Force Sidewinder program, for instance,

which was wholly operated by the Air Force itself and thus used
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no contractor pilots, vas handicapped by a shortage of project
officer pilots who were both qualified to fly century-series jets
and qualified to monitor the program as it developed at Holloman
and China Lake*

Moreover, as of mid-Apr£l 19^7 the Bomber-Cargo

Section of Flight Test Division vas left with no assigned duty

c

pilots as compared with an authorized total of seven» This was
less serious than the same condition would hav* been in the Jet
Flight Section, as it was easier to recruit bomber-cargo pilots
from among the non-daty pilots stationed at Holloman»

Bat with

more misiion flying requiring jet than non-jet aircraft, the
seven jet duty pilots (out of nine then authorized) were distinctly
overburdened» 91 On a slightly different level, when a new H-21B
was recently assigned to Holloman it was necessary to borrow a
crew from Air Force Special weapons Center to pick it up from
Middletown Air Materiel Area, since Holloman was momentarily down
to only one helicopter pilot—the same Captain Patterson who was
92
also serving as Flying Safety Officer.
One factor that made it more difficult to take füll advan-

o

tage of pilots present at Holloman, whether duty or non-duty, vas
inadequate training facilities. In the first quarter of 1957,
with one of the Center's two T-33ÄA away for; depot inspection
and repair, Holloman had a jet pilot to jet trainer ratio of
fifty-to-one, as against a desired ratio of ten- or eight-to-one»
This was only one example of a shortage of trainer aircraft that
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has been a constant source of complaint, while the fact that
Holloman possessed only one operator for Its two Link trainers
made it difficult for pilots to obtain the required amount of
93
instrument training»
There was a direct connection between the maintenance
problem from which Holloman had suffered and at least some
aspects of the training problem«

For instance, the notoriously

poor in-commission rate of F-100 aircraft in the early days of
that one type at Holloman was an obvious handicap in checking
"■' 9k ' ■
out pilots to fly It»
Similarly, although two RF-oOC's vere
promised to Holloman in May 1956 for combat readiness training,
they had to be given to another Center instead since Holloman*s
maintenance difficulties made it doubtful they could be kept in
flyable status« Only in the second quarter of 1957, when the
maintenance situation was already much improved, were two TF-80's
actually delivered for this purpose«

There may also have been,

conceivably, some connection between the inadequacies of the
training program and Holloman's poor flying safety record through

o

the end of 1956«

In any case, it is clear that while pilot

strength and pilot training never became truly critical at
Holloman, there has often been (and there still is) room for
improvement«
Administrative Weaknesses
Something has been said already concerning defects in

no
organisation within the various units concerned with air support,
and the steps takento remedy those defects* However, a broader
problem area—and one in which remedies are generally harder to
find and carry out—is that of poor coordination and/or cooperation
among the various units themselves« -Hany of the loudest complaints

a

over the quality of air support have in fact centered upon the
seemingly excessive number of agencies that snare responsibilities
in this area* and the apparent i^uädterstand^ and failures of
communication that occur among them« %^ch com^

have come

from ortside observers* Ijicluding staff visitors from command
" $6

headquarters,

■■■:;'>:'/>v

as well as from the users of air support services.

A Havy spokesman at W^t#.v8aii(to.::^ving'Qröiaid complains that
he must see twelve or more people'-at Hölloman to obtain action on
a single request, e«g«* ^ ach^

a ifcone Squadron

B-17« -He adds that everyone is ax^ous W^
end a good job is turned ontj but he would m^
with aSingleagency onall air sujiport matters«

One solution is

sometimes to go direct to "tiie lower-echelon personnel who will
do the actual work, but in such a case higher-echelon feelings
may get hurt»

:^ Army range official., in a similar vein, com-

plains that conflicting i^ti of aircraft in commission have been
submitted on the same day

officer at

Hollomanj that a mission has even been cancelled because the
driver of a fuel truck was eating lunch when he should have been
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servicing the mission aircraft) and so forth»

A certain number

of such human errors are inevitable, but the official in question
feels they would be less common if a single person possessed
final responsibility for all air support operations and had either
to assure nunrjmnm performance from everyone else or tell the

o

reason why.
Air Force officers at Holloman have also complained of poor
coordination.

Colonel Baron, head of the Flight Test Division,

reports that he has taken off to give photo coverage for the F-102
?rojeCw only to discover once he was airborne that the contractor
company (Conyair) had sent up one of its own pilots to do the
99
same«
On another occasion, 30 August 19£6> Colonel Baron got
reader to fly support on a Falcon mission, sat in the cockpit for
twenty minutes past scheduled takeoff, and then was informed that
the project [bailed] aircraJEt *%a^i just landed1* from a previous
fligit. He quite naturally concluded that project and range
operations personnel in theDirectorate of Aircraft Missile Test
Bust have known in advance that the mission would be delayed and

c

could just as well have told him earlier*

In Colonel Baron's

words, "Hot meeting the scheduled take-offs is a daily habit, but
■ 100
today was the straw that broke the camel»8 back..*«»
He
further implied that the project had not even intended to meet
Its assigned schedule—a charge heatedly denied by Colonel
Leonidas Baker, head of the Directorate of Aircraft Missile Test.
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Colonel Baker night also have pointed out that Hission Control,
the particular sub-unit of his Directorate^ Operations and
Plans Office that could have saved Colonel Baron from mounting
101
the cockpit when be did, was currently understaffed«
One of Colonel Baker's favorite suggestions for improving
coordination between his own organization and Flight Test Division

O

has been for pilots to become better acquainted with the complexities of the projects for-whichthey fly* He would actually
prefer to see Air Force project officers assigned to his
Directorate do more of the support flying for their own projects;
and, short of this ideal solution, has repeatedly urged the
Flight Test Division's duty pilots to pay more attention to premission briefings«
Tet briefings have been another sore point between Division
and Directorate*

Colonel Baron not only doubts the wisdom of

project officers regularly flying support for their own.projects,
but considers briefings all too often a mere waste of time*
Indeed, no one denies that a pilot can sometimes learn all he

o

needs to know without attending, and that it would be physically
impossible, for lack of time, for all pilots to attend all
briefings« The question is siaply where to draw the line, and
so far the only thing everyone agrees on is that the present
system is unsatisfactory« A. third party, Deputy Chief of Staff
for Operations Colonel Richard C. Gibson, has aptly described

U3
present pilot briefings

AS

consisting of »numerous individual

communications passing out third-hand and incomplete infer102
mation«»
The system Is especially unsatisfactory when for
some reason there is a later change made in the original requirements.

c

In such a case the pilot may veil find himself airborne

without pressure suit on a mission supposed to exceed 50,000
: ? :
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feet, or otherwise unable to do the job expected«
The occasionally strained relations between Flight Test
Division and Directorate Of Air craft His sUe Test have their
parallels in difficulties that have arisen between Flight Test
Division and the 6j>80th^^ Field Maixjtenahce Squadron, or between
Field Maintenance and Base Supply«

Sven with a sincere desire

to cooperate on the part of all concerned, it will be impossible
at times to understand one another's problems, and there is no
one officer who can hand down a decision binding on everyone
save the Center Commander himself, ifao normally would not be
expected to monitor daily operations«
Howe'-or, some Improvements in coordination have been effected
over the past year simply by the institution of daily (rather
than weekly) mission scheduling, which involves a complete
rechecking of everyone's capabilities and intentions just a day
before the mission itself, and by the publication of daily
mission summary reports, which make it easier to define responsibility for failures«

Past experience had shown that constant

Uli
p**t*rini to find tho oauaa of aUaion dalayo and eanoallationa
it * aalutary influanoa, but this policy haa not altayi boon
10b
oonoiatantly fbllowad through«
for a long-ranga aoltttien *o*a official* hirt faiorad th*
creation of a alagla organiiation at Holle»anf paralleling tho

o

Intagritad Ui«t l^iie© at llhitt iandf FroTiai Ground, with
final oontrol ow aii
Th* head of euch an agency would oonnend flight operation!,
organiaational nalnt*ninooj niotion control» tho Air Force rolt
in r«*a aohadulinit ^

function*

aa tho preparation and «arnoi* of paraehut* target«« Tho Drone
Squadron «ould obvionaly need llaiaon roproiontotion»

Thoro

la at preeent no intentioni';|o midertak« anything quite so draetiOj
bat a oonavhet reduced tereion of the •«■* aohene bee received
approval of tho Center Co*»tnd tr , Oonoral Paiic# and «ill
apparontly bo attempted«
Tho preeent plan ia to giro the Flight Teat Divieion it*
camerfenijettonai naintojiaaa* oapabUity for t**t aupport

o

aircreft~ju*t w the to »u^
than inert' Ji ere^niaali^^
Aree? to beeone a pert of the Itoeotorate of to
Toot» 9n> ooaSbinatioA #f thate three eleMenW offtff oejFtodA
obTioua edvantagee» Jeheduliag and briefing problene ehould bo
ainplifladV **** duty pilote, proJeot effieera, and rang* »
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operations people all located close together and belonging to
the same Directorate» It «ill be easier to cross-train Air
Force officers in both missile and aircraft specialties, and
with organizational maintenance under

as flight

operations there will be less excuse than ever for misunder«standings as to in-comniision 8^»^ ior job prioritiBSt The
■

Field Maintenance Squadron, on its part, can again become
basically what its name implies, although it will still period
form organia ational maintenance for non-test aircraft •
The rain disadvantage of the proposed arrangements is that
they would be »ore costly« There would actually be a small
saving in aviation fuel, since^ the ^st irea» is closer to the
main jet runway and less taxii^
additional facilities must be j^Tä^d on the west side of the
present airfield, and more personnel w|3a^ heeded, chiefly
in the maintenance area« These; drawbacks are enough io insure
that implementation of the proposal mill be gradual, extending
over a year or more« It has not yet even started, pending
completion of detailed plans. V^^Hpijais and Programs Division

1

-

of the Deputy Chief of S^aff forQj^rattois»

106'

'■'

The Present Outlook
Sven without the pending move of Flight Test Division,
measures already taken have brought a tocided improvement in the
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air support picture. With few if any exceptions, Army, Navy, and
Air Force spokesman agree that air support, after hitting bottom
107
in the second half of 1$56 has been getting steadily better*
With range missions and flying time at a high rate, with aircraft
maintenance satisfactory or better, and with flying safety
distinctly improved thus far in 19$7 over the previous year, the
number one problem facing the integrated range is no longer air
support but range instrumentation«
To be sure, there is still ample room for improvement, and
there are likely to be new problems constantly arising*

As

already noted, HcUoman was prepared veil in advance for the
arrival of its first F-lOli, but there is no guarantee that the
ultimate changeover from F-100 to F-lOU or F-101 as basic chase
aircraft may not bring a rash of special problems just as did
the advent of the F-100«

For one tiling, both F-lOU's and

F-101* s require more maintenance spaces per aircraft than the
108
F-100, and maintenance spaces are still hard to get*
Then^
too, the first B-$2 is tentatively scheduled to start work at
Holloman later in the year, and though it would be bailed to a
(

contractor for operation and maintenance, Holloman runways
and taxlways must still be improved if it is to operate to best
109
advantage«
The trend toward increasing use of the north end of the
integrated range has also compelled Holloman officials to
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consider basing at least a few recovery aircraft at uprange
airstrips and establishing dally personnel flights to the
planned uprange control center, in Tie« of the "enormous loss
of valuable technical manpower if alow surface transportation
110
were employed*"
This is one reason why Holloman welcomed
feelers from White Sands on the possibility of the Army
reas8uming control of Condron Field, for Holloman might then
.
HI
concentrate on improving the auxiliary airstrips uprange«
Thought has also been given to ways of increasing the yearround use of the rangej with additional runway lighting, radar
surveillance, and ihe like^imissdjDnfctabuW
hours a day, without regard to weather» Such measures are
out of the question for the moment, because of limited funds
and manpower, but they are perfectly feasible, and if adopted
would have an obvious impact on the scale of air support operations*
However, the immediate problem is simply to maintain the
present level of air support and continue improving its
quality little by little* This requires constant attention to
all the factors that affect support flying--maintenance,
parts supply, flight safety, scheduling, and the rest—since
past experience has shown that innumerable things can go wrong
in all these areas« As experience has also shown, things
sometimes appear to go wrong in all areas at once; and there
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obviously is no single cure for all the problems that can befall
so complex an operation as Holloman air support.

There is in

fact no complete cure for any one problem taken separately, so
long as human beings remain fallible*

Even so, the worst

troubles that have occurred can be attributed in large part to

o

the unusually rapid growth in air operations that took place
during 195U-56. That Hölloman suffered from growing pains in
this period was only to be expected, and not merely in air
support«

By the same token, with growth now proceeding at a

eomewhct calmer pace, onei may confidently expect the worst is
over.

Certainly the history of air support at Holloman since

19U6 is, on the wholes a history of very great and significant
service renderedj and if another period of breakneck expansion
should come upon Holloman in the future, the lessons of past
difficulties may be of some help in keeping the very same
failures from occurring again«

O
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Aircraft Ir.rentory,» li March 1957.

27.

DCS/0, HADC, Operations Policy Guidance Bomber 1, 3 January
19571 interview, MaJ. Archer »*• Kinny, Jr., Aast. Dep.
Dir. of Aircraft Missile Test, by Dr. Bushneil. 19 March
1957.

28.

interview, It. Janes M. Shoemaker, Historical Officer,
3225th Drone Sq., by Dr. Bushneil, 20 March 195$.

29.

Chart in "CO. Botebook F.T. ,53,"' in HADC Historical Archives •
The chart.does not specify whether both test and non^tes^oorb
aircraft are need as a basis j presumably both categories
are used.

30.

AHDC Reference Book, passim.

31«

HADC Reference Book; 11 June 1956, p. llu

32«

ADC Reference Book. 31 August 1956.

33«

It; Col. Mony, »Report on Air Support Operations,» p. 2-5,
Tab I| ltr., Col. Otto B. Haney, DCS/Ö, HADC^ to Cmdr.,
AHK, sub j. Y "Request for F-100 Type Aircraft,»- 29
December 1955# Jfependix P,.sub34r »F^IÖOC Supply Support
Requirements.»
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3I4.

Interview, Lt. Col» Baron by Dr. Bushnell, 22 April 1957 j
BF, Lt. Col« Baron to Col. Kelly and Col« Gibson in turn,
subj.r "F-100 Support,» 26 March 1957«

35.

See ARDC Reference Book, passim.

36«

Interview, Capt. Arthur G. Miller, Staff Maintenance Officer,
by Dr. Bushnell, 8 i^ril 1957*

37.

HADCReJ^n^
TcTTane 1955«

38.

Interview, Capt« Robert L« Hardie* Accountable Supply
Offieer^bgr Br» Bushnell.29 May 19$7i HADC Reference Book,
Deceiifcer 195U* P« 59;
It. Col* Mony, »Report on Air
Support Operations,11 p. 6.

39.

HAPC Reference Book. 11 June 1956^ p. lkj ltr., Col. Haney

July 195U

_„_, eirc^ar D*^ 1^?^
of
TräiaiHjrtaiiioi^lsubi.t
Flights by
Military lircraft,» 23 ipr^
Hall, Chief, Priority and Special Ejects, 6580th Supply
Sq>, to HDBV T * identity not certainly subj«* »Justification for log-Air Feeder Service,« 2Ü April 1956;
telephone interview,: Capt«Bardie by Dr« Bushnell, 23
Aprill957.
ho.

IF, Base1 Supply Section to Cmdr«, HAFB, subj.t »Accomplishment Record/ U January 1957* interview, Capt. Hardie
by Dr. Bushnell, 29 May 1957»

l^l.

Operations Division, »Report on Aircraft Maintenance
Manpower Requirements at HADC,* n.d., Tab G) ltr., Col.
Clarence T«. nder, DCS/0, HADC^ to Ctadr«> AHDC, subj. r
»Manpower Re^ireoents for Aircraft Field Maintenance,»
18 Moveaber 195li»^ 1^
Elder
to Cinclr., ARDC, 16 February 1955•

li2.

Interview, Maj.John C. May, Chief, M & 0 Division, HADC,
by Dr. Bushnell* 12 April 1957.

1*3.

Ltr«, Mr. Harry i. Roberts, Acting Director, Dir« of M & 0,
ARDC, to Cmir.,. HADC, subj« t "HADC Support Requirements
for" Project Sidewinder,» § December 1955j 1st ind. to
sane, Gen« Davis to Cndtr., ARDC, 23 December 1955J interview, MaJ. May by Dr« Bushnell, 12 April 1$>57* See also
Appendix J: for a list of manpower requests made by HADC«
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Interview, Capt. Byron F. Knolle, jr., Chief, GÄi-67/Q-U
Branch, 3 April 1957j interview, Lt. Col. Ulysses W.
Hess, DCS/P, HADC, 23 ipril 1957.

U5.

l*th ind.. Col. Elder to Cadr., ARDC, 16 February 1955#

1*6.

The role of Hblloman in Project Home Front, including the
impact on maintenance Manpower^ is treated at length in
Book Two of Volume 1^ History- of^Holloman Air Development
Center^ 1 July «31 December 1^6.

1*7.

M & 0 Division. Tentative Manpower Status Report. 30 June
1956j Operations Division, "Report on Aircraft iteintenance
Manpower Reqttirementsi» Tab I* The figure given in the
tea* for requirements may not be wholly comparable with
the others cited; e.g., it may include certain maintenance
spaces existing outside theFisid Maintenance Squadron
itself. However, suchdiscrepancies
would not seriously
f
äffest the total picture.
'

2i8.

Operations Division, »Historical Data ... 1 April through
30 September 1956j» ARDC Reference Book. July 1956.

U9.

Capt. Jacob J. Quintis, Chief, Operations and Training
Branch, Operations Division, »Stuö^ on Ii^t and Civil
Aircraft Operation at HADC/draft as of March 1957«

50.

Lfcr., It. Oen. Thomas S. Power, Gadr., ARDC» to Gen. Davis,
snbj.r. rCurrent HADC Activities], n»d. but about midAugust 1956.

51.

IF, Maj# Archer V. Kinny, Jr., Chief, Operations and Plans
Division, Dir. of Aircraft Missile Test, to DCS/0, sub^.t
«•Air Support,«: 22 August 1?52»

52.

IF Conment fc; lit* Cöl» lioliaÄ
6580th
Field Maintenance Sq., to Col. Gregorio P. Martinez, Jr.,
DCS/M, subj.* »AirSupport^" ^

53*

Operations Division, »Historical Data .... 1 October 1956
throng 31 December'1956.»

5h»

Botes taken by Dr. Bushnell, daring a conference on air**
craft reduction at HADC, 1 March 1957«

55*

IF, Col. Kelly to Col. Haney, DCS/0, subj.» "Maintenance
Capabilities,« 16 July 1956.

121*
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56.

Ltr., Col. Gibson to Cadr., ARDC, subj.r "Aircraft
Maintenance Problem at HADC,* 9 November 1956, incl. 2;
ltr., Gen. Davis to Cintaw ARDC, subj.r »Reduction of
the Aircraft Inventory,« 4 March 1957•

57.

DF, Col. Hubert S. Judy, jr., Dep. Cmdr., HADC, to DCS/0,
subj.r »Commander's VC*5U ^oraft,* n.d.

58.

Operations Blviiioni "HistOTical Data . •» 1 April 1956
tiirough 30 September 1$56|*^
••» 1
;
i
January 1957 through '3Üt-'- |^^Wiwi??^i--P»äi »#- HA130*
to ö^i^AWr Ä
1956.

59.

Interviews^ Mr. Bugehe JS. Proper, Test Director,
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, by Dr. Bushnell, 2 April
and 18 June 1957*

60.

DF, Maj • May. to öol. Haney, Chief of Staff, HADC, and
1*;. Col. Hess, DCS/p, subj** -JSt^^fn^rM^orizAticia for
Aircraft MaIntenahce/^6 Septeilber3^6^ interview, Maj.
May by Dr. Doshneli, 12 Aj^ 195^
Tentative Manpower Status Report. 30 June 1956 and 31
January 1937« ^See also J^pendix J.

61.

Ltr., Gen. Power to Geh. Davls^ subj.t ("Current HADC
Activities^.

62.

Gklst ihd., Col. Wallace R. Jordan, Chief, Test
Operations Division^ ARDC| 17 October 1956> to basic ltr.,
Col* Gibson to Cndr., ARDC, subj.t "F-iOOC Aircraft
Support for P0&0-& Tar^e^ ^TO
5 October 1956.

63.

o

Ltr., Gen. Davis to Oadrv^A^
Services for Aircraft Maintenance," 1 Noveniber 1956. The
: cohtri^:iudJit«Ä
' the.g^eneral^te'^
■ cited1 iri footnote'; ^^

6U.

As General Davis observed ■ in his letter oX: 1 JJwmber^
some had a■■:■*.stable of pilots flying one project only.»

6*5.

Interview, Lt. Col. Hess by Dr. Bushnell, 23 ipril 1957 j
interview, Capt. Arthur G. Miller, Staff Maintenance
Officer, by Dr. Äishnell, 8 Aprp ^

66.

IF, Capt. Orin V. Parduh, Chief, Alamogordo Air Procurement
Office, to Col. Gregorio P. Martinez, jr., DCS/Ü, subj.r
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»Information Relative to Contractor Bailed Aircraft,
HADC,» 25 Karch 1957* It is interesting to note that,
ftf.rwrrt^wg tft C«pta-tn Pardray some contractors were rather
secretive about the exact amount they paid over and above
normal wages*
67.

• Interview, Col» Martine* b^ fife Bushnell, 8 April 1957 j
memo, Maj* Anderson to fcU Col« *enn*rti*;fy Jsnaafrarg,
Asst» DCS/0, snbj»r >^
about 1 Karch lcjftjf b&e^ ini^
above, dealing
•with maintenance problems«

68.

Hotes taken by Dr. Bushnell, at HADC Staff Meeting, 13
June 1956*

6?.

Cf. memo* fcd* V* ** McCu^
Division, Directorate ;#^
0*
Jackson^ Jr.| Ittrector :&Q0ps^
to Brig» Gen,
X*' HU landon^ Ifcfr^
•Staff Visit Beport HADC,» n«d» butreferring to ireek
of 19 Hovamber I956j interview, Capi* Miller by Dr*
Bushnell, 8 ifcrtt 195tpin^^
Haizlip, Inspector Gcnera^aiuXjÄ^
Capt.
Miller, as a relatively new arrival at Holloman, spoke
primarily of conditions eMijbiliig5at'■ tße■$3me of interviewing! but the weaknesses he mÄib^d can usually
be projected back^ in ag^avaiäd formV to the prereorganis at ion period*

70.

M & 0 Divis ion, Organization and Functions» 1 June 1956
and subsequent revisions; interview, Xt* Col» Haizlip by
Dr. Bushnell, 11 March 19^7; memo^ Col» McCulicugh and
Col* Jackson to QenOilndon, subj • t »Staff Visit Report
HADCJ» 6^80th Field Maintenance Sq», »Historical Data ...
1 October1956 «31 Dsoemb^ 1^6»» i

71.

See Appendix K, "Citationto Accompany the Award of the

72•

6580th Field Maintenance Sq., «^torical Data •«* 1
January 1957 - 31 March^l^^
HaJ. Freddy L» Steadman, p^eparec1 in In^ctcr General's
offlee, HADC, May 19£Tj interviews,^
Williams, Cadr«, 6580th Field Maintenance Sq., by Dr.
Bushnell, 23 March and lli June 1957* interview, Cap t.
Miller by Dr. Bushnell, 8 April 1957r interview, Mr*
Gerald Hanson, Administrative Of ficer, DCS/M, by Dr*

rsy^nAa+Ar* MKhnn th -iHtoinfry; flaialin J»
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Bushnell, 18 Jons 1957*
73*

ARDG Reference Boote, paasint interview, Lt. Col. Haizlip
byTSr. BushnellTT^nw'ch l957l interview, Capt. Kenneth
E. Harmo^ Flying Safe^
U June

?lu

Interview, M^
Allocations Branchy-tl^aÜ
25 March i£57j DFyiJit« ;Col» Jra^&lSbaipe, *ice Gmdr.,
HADC> tb Col» r^
subj.t
•Aircraft ^eiö^
On
Army Aviation see Chapter 2, above.

7$.

History of Hollomsn Air Development Center« 1 June 1953 31 December1953«EPT&^U
"

76.

Flight" Tesi iiv^ion« «Historical Data..a July 1956 - 30
September 1956i«:

77.

Flight (^ration» Branch^ «Historical Data.,* 1 July 1955
thru 31 Octs^Wf 1&&*

78.

Fligit Test JÄTision^ »Historic
31 December i#6«»

79.

Flying Safety Division, •Historical Data ... 1 September
195U thru 31 Ctetober I95l£»

80.

History of Holloman Air Development Center, 1 January
lSJU -3TJune IMkrZ: ldj Flying SaW*ränch, *
«tü^oricaITS&^
§ 30 Juxia J£56.

81.

Interview, Lt. Col. Baron by Dr. tohnell, 22 April 1957.

82.

Ifessagaform, Gen. -DaviivrtO' Cmdr», ARDC, subj. r ^Maintenance
Problems]« n.d.j Maj. Raymond C. I^tham, Qiief, flying
Safety Branch, ARlfci «$taif >\^ifc
to
period 8-16 May 195OJ interview, Capt. Harley L. Grimm,
Chief, F-101 Branch, by Dr. Doshiioa^^
The
major portion of Maj» Latham's report is reproduced as
Appendix L.

83.

Interview, Captain Jack H. Patterson, Flying Safety Officer,
19 April. 1957.

8U.

Flying Safety Branch, «Historical Data ... 1 July 1956 - 30
September 1956«*

... 1 October 1956 -
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85. Flying Safety Office Xiles,
86.

Interviews, Capt. Patterson lay Dr. Bushnell, 19 April and
11 June 1957 j IF, Maj. May to WB/Coaqptroller, subj •*
»Organiiational Reass^^
Safety Function,»
■ 19 December 1956.

87.

Cf. Maj. I^am* »Staff Visit Report.«

38. Interview, Capt. Patterson by Dr; Bushneil, 19 April 1957.
89. Interview, Capt'. Patterson lay Dr.Bushneili 19 April 1957j
Flight Test Division,»tostorical Data ♦.♦ 1 October 195© 31 December 19$6,« and;»His^arieai^Data ... 1 January
1957 - 31 March 1957J"draft of: citation honoring MaJ •
Steadman. .
/■ ■

■
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90. Operations Division^ \ »Historical Data *• • 1 April 1956
thru 30 September 195^*
91. Interview, It. Col. Baron jay fcr. fiushneli, 22 April 1957«
92. Operations Division, »Historical Data ... 1 January 1957
thru 31 March 1957.* 93. Operations Division^ »Historicai Data w* 1 January 1957
thru ;& March 1957j^ Fli^
cfJmeeting, lU Fetouary 2957$ tele^one inte*view> !fr.
Stephen Miles, Link trainer operator, oy Dr. Öus^
5
July 1957.
9U. »pilot Training =itoq!DüttttntB;'a8:vaTtom4t' of F-1COC
Assignmentsj» Appendix £ to ltr., Col. Haney, DCS/0, to
Cralr., ARDC,. subj •* »Bequest for F-100 Type Aircraft,»
29 December 1955*
95. Operations Division, »Historical Data ... 1 January 1957
thru 31 March j^j« wall chart in Aircraft Allocations
Branch, Operations Division.
96. Memo, Col; Mc&ollou^^
subj.t *Staff Visit Bepprt HAÖC.»
97. interview, Cadr. T. C. Buell, Executive Officer, NQMIF,
USSQ, by D*V Busnneli, 29• Aprill957.
98. Interview, Mr. F. D. Moore, Chief^ Range: Facilities Control
Office, HSPQ, by Dr; Bushhell, 21 March $957.
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99.

I»,:it.':'.Col.:.iarbn'-.to:lto3» Anderson, subj.t »Mission
Support," 28 May 1956.

100.

IF, It. Coli Baron to Col. Lobnidas Baker, Director of
JürcraXt Missile Test^ subj.» •Delayed Take-offs,» 30
August 1956.

101.

Conn»nt 2, by^^
to DP cited
in previous foötnötej Conmentv 5 fto ^ different document],
Maj. Anderson to •<te«-"^iBiir^ '«ib3i»' "Reconnnendation for
Definition of Mission Ras^^

102.

DP Coniaent ii, (^
Col. Kel^,s4bj.t »Missis
January 1957.
Cf• Maj. Anderson's comment oited above and IF, It. Col.
Baron to Cnrir.,HAJ3, and Chief of Staff, HADC, subj.t
»Flight Test Direction,»i/lt August I9$6i

103.

rnfcervieTr, Mr. Stine by Dr. Bushnen, 26 March 1957*
intcrvisv, It. Col. Bar^ by 1>r. Bushnell, 22 April 1957.

10U.

Intervite*, Maj. Mnhy^fe^ushnell, 19 March 1957 j
interview, Mr. Moore^^ b^Dr;^^ni a March 1957*

105.

Memo, <fc>l. Gibson to Gen^
sation,»n.d.; Conraent $» ^U Anderson to Gen. Davis,
subj.t i»Re©c-^itfation for; Definition of Mission
Responsibility,» •$ Septeabw ^
Maj. Kinny
by Dr. Bushnell/2l4^^UG»-l957«

106»

DFV C&^SsÜsr to Gen. BaviS^su^^
Effectiveness,» 30tlngtts£i956^
■HistoricaXJBata i;* a ^
1956» and\»HistoricaX Data V.« 1 January 1957 thru 31
..March- 195t> ^"S^P:^ ^\-'■<'■+.■ -'^f^'-..:'■:'

107.

Interview^ Mr. Samuel R* Co^r^CMef, Scheduling Section,
Systeos Test Divi8i<m, WSPG, by Dr. Bushnall, 29 ^ril
i9$7|y^ephÄ
: Marclr 1957|'-tJ^x^Sui^^t^SfiJ^ Division, »mstorical

s

108.

Ltr.y Col. Gibson to Cod>^
"Request for
P-1QÜB Type Aircraft,» 31;:;j;anuary 1$??} telephone interview,
Mr. Jc^ E. Tillotson, Asst, Maintenance Control Officer,
by Dr. Bushnell* 8 July 1957.

109.

Operations Division, "Historical Data ... 1 October 1956
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thru 31 Decentoer 1956* and "Historical Data ... 1 January
1957 thru 31 Harch 1957.»
110.

Operations Division, "Historical Data .., 1 April 1956 thru
30 September 1956» and Preliminary Staff Study, subj.t
[Uprange Operations], 1956*

Ul.

Capt. Jacob J. ^uintis, «Study on Light and Civil Aircraft
Operation- at HADC," March 1957, and interview, by I*.
Bushneil, 2 Hay 1957*

QLOSSAKT

-AJLACS

Airways and Air Communications Service

JLAAF

Alamogordo Army Air Field

AF

Air Force

AFAC

Air Force Armament Center

AFB

Air Force Base

AFFTC

Air Force Flight Test Center

AFHTC

Air Force Missile Test Center

AMC

Air Materiel Command

AHFE/IS

Aircraft not fully equipped/initial
shortage

AOCP

Aircraft out of Commission for parts

AFGC

Air Proving Ground Command

AHDC

Air Research and Development Command

Aast.

Assistant
-C-

CG

Commanding General

Crndr.

Commander

CO

Commanding Officer
JD-

DCS/C

Deputy Chief of Staff, Comptroller

DCS/fc

Deputy Chief of Staff, Materiel

DCS/O

Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations
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DCS/P

Deputy Chief of Staff, Ärsonnel

Dep.

Deputy

XF

Disposition Fora

xur#

Directory Directorate

OÄM

Guided Air Missile

QJR

Guided Air Rocket
-H-

HIDC

Bollonan Air Development Center, HbUoman
Air Force Base, Rev MudLco

HAFB

Holloaan Air Force Base, New Mexico

Hq.

Headpjaarters
-I-

Incl«

Inclosure

Ind.

Indorsement

XRM

Integrated Range Mission
-K-

KAFB

Xirtland Air Force Base, N. Max.
-L-

Ltr.

latter

M&0

Manpower and Organisation

MV

Missile Test Wing

n.d.

Mo date

Aberdeen Proving Ground

An Army Ordnance Department test
installation, about twenty-five
miles east of Baltimore, Maryland.

Air Force Armament Center

One of the Centers of the Air
Research and'Development Command.
located at Eglin Air Force Base,
Florida, it is engaged in testing
of armament, including fire
control systems«

Air Force Flight Test Center

One of the Centers that make up
Air Research and Development
Comand« It is physically located at Edwards Air Force Base,
California, and is primarily
concerned with the testing of
new aircraft types«

Air Force Special Weapons
Center

One of the Centers that make up
Air Research and Development
Command« It is located at
Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and is the
primary Air Force agency for
development of atomic weapon systems«

Alamogordo, lew Mexico

The closest settlement to Holloman
Air Force Base, Alamogordo is
located at the edge of the
Tularosa Basin, about ten miles
to the east of the military installation and ninety miles
north of EL Paso, Texas« Founded
In I898 as a railroad waterpoint, it grew slowly until after
the establishment of the
Alamogordo Army Air Field (later
renamed Hölloman) In 19l»2. It
is the county seat of Otero County
and has a current population of
about 18,000«

131*
Alamogordo Army Air Field

A Military installation ten
miles from Alamogordo, which was
foanded in 19l|2 as a training
station for bomber crews but in
2$kl began a new program of
guided missile development« At
the start of 1°1*8 it was renamed
Holloman Air Force Base*

Albrook Air Force Base,
Canal Zone

An installation along the Panama
Canal which serves as headquarters far the Caribbean Air
Command»

Biggs Air Force Base

A Strategic Air Command installation at EL Paso, Texas*

China Lake laval Ordnance
Test Station

Naval installation, near Inyokern,
California, engaged in missiletesting and other military
develöpment projects* Holloman
projects have sometimes made use
of China Lake test facilities,
and China. Lake projects have also
used the Holloman-Wiite Sands
integrated Range*

Condron Field

Small airfield, under the jurisdiction of Holloman Air Force
Base but located in the vicinity
of Headquarters, Wiite Sands
Proving Ground and principally
serving activities at the Proving
Ground*

Edwards Air Force Base

Air Research and Development
Command installation, approximately seventy-five miles northeast of Los Angeles, California*
It is the site of Air Force
Flight Test Center*

Eglin Air Force Base

An installation at Valparaiso,
Florida, where Headquarters, Air
Proving Ground Command is located*
The Air Force Armament Center is
a tenant unit at the base*

13*
Fort Bliss

An Army installation outside EL
Paso, Texas, ¥hich has direct
control over military range land
extending into southern Hew
Mexico and joining the land included in the HoUoman-White
Sands Integrated Range.

Holloman Air Development
Center

A major unit of the Air Research
and Development Command, formally
established in 1952 and located
at Holloman Air Force Base, New
Mexico» Its mission is chiefly
related to guided missiles, upper
atmospheric investigations, space
biology, and biodynamics*

Holloman Air Force Base

Known until 19b8 as Alamogordo
Army Air Field, Holloman Air Force
Base is located in the Tularosa
Basin ten miles southwest of
Alamogordo, Hew Mexico* It is
now the location of Holloman Air
Development Center«

HoUoman-Vhite Sands
Integrated Range

A military testing range that
occupies a major part of the
Tularosa Basin* It was formed
in 1952 by combining the range
of Holloman Air Force Base with
that of white Sands Proving
Ground and part of the ranges
belonging to Fort Bliss, Texas«

Kelly Air Force Base

A major installation at San
Antonio, Texas* It is the site
of Headquarters, San Antonio Air
Materiel Area*

langley Field

An installation whose full name
is Langley Air Force Base,
Hampton, Virginia» It is the
site of Headquarters, Tactical
Air Command*

Middletown Air Materiel Area

An air materiel area that takes
in all the northeastern section
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of the United States* Its headquarters is at Olmsted Air Force
Base, Middletown, Pennsylvania«
Norton Air Force Base

An installation at San Bernardino,
California, vhich is the location
of Headquarters, San Bernardino
Air Materiel Area and Office,
Inspector General, United States
Air Force« The latter office Includes the Air Force's Directorate
of Flight Safety Research«

Ogden, Utah

Utah* s second largest city, and
site of Hill Air Force Base, an
Air Materiel Command installation.

Oklahoma City Air Materiel
Area

An air materiel area that takes
in, basically, the west-central
states« Its headquarters is at
Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma
City.

Sacramento Mountains

Range of mountains constituting
the eastern border of the
Tularosa Basin« Their highest
peak, Sierra Bianca, rises over
12,000 feet«

San Antonio Air Material Area

An air materiel area that takes
in the states of New Mexico,
Texas, and part of Louisiana« Its
headquarters is at Kelly Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas«

Tinker Air Force Base

Installation at Oklahoma City,
which contains the headquarters
of Oklahoma City Air Materiel Area.

Tularosa Basin

The northern extension of the
Chihuahua Desert, this broad,
flat basin was formed when the
entire region sank some eight or
mare thousand feet along parallel
geological faults running along
the present San Andres and
Sacramento mountain chains« Within

C
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this basin are the Fort Bliss,
HoUonan Air Force Base and White
Sands Proving Ground ranges« The
flatness of the basin floor, the
many convenient instrumentation
sites on surrounding peaks, the
ideal testing climate and the
sparseness of population make the
basin unusually valuable for
military research and development
programs*
Vest Area

One of the three principal, noncontiguous areas into which
Holloman Air Force Base is divided.
This three-area arrangement was
adopted from the outset, according
to'specifications of the Royal
Air Force, which was originally
expected to use the base, in World
War H, as a British overseas
training installation. The West
Area at present is the site of
the three mission Directorates
of Aircraft Missile Test, Ballistic
Missile Test, and Research and
Development»

White Sands national Monument

A recreation area, famous for its
dunes of pure gypsum, in the
middle of the Tularosa Basin*
Operated by the National Park
Service, it is wholly surrounded
by the Hollöman-Hhite Sands
Integrated Range*

White Sands Proving Ground

A military testing installation
in the western part of the Tularosa
Basin* - Established by the Army
in l$h$9 its facilities are now
shared with both Navy and Air Force.

Williams Air Force Base

An Air Training Command installation outside Chandler, Arizona*

Wright Air Development Center

The largest of all the Centers in
Air Research and Development

L
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Command; located at WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio«
Its research and monitoring
functions touch upon virtually all
aspects of the development of
weapon systems»

INDEX
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Mi*,
1*5-1*6
Administrative and liaison
flying and aircraft, 3-5i
10-12, 16, 18, 31, 33-3**,
37, 63, 72, 79, 81, 91, 117.
See also Chartered plane
service*
Aero Msdical Field Laboratory,
HIDC, 32, 1*6, 59, 79» See
also Space Biology Laboratory, Sabsravity studies*
Air Base Group, HADC* «*~
6580th and 651*Oth AirTase
Group*
Aircraft accidents! 12j AAAF,
3; ABDC, 102-10li; Army
recovery service, 33, 102;
Drone Sq*, 102; HiDC (and
H1FB), 1Ü-15, 59-60, 102105, 107* See also Flying
safety*
Aircraft allocationst AAAF,
3-6; HADC (and HUB), 6,
10-12, 19, 28, 30, chart
following 30^ 5lr52, 58,
79-82, 92-93, 109j multiplicity: of types, as HADC
problem, 2, 10* 13, 85, 92;
tenant units, u, 11, 32-33,
36, 38;USPG, 5-6, 17-19.
See also Bailed aircraft,
B^rro5eo! aircraft, and
various aircraft types,
e.g*, Bomber, Helicopter,

I*»
«3.

Aircraft in-corowiasion statust

13-15, 19, 71*, 83-85, 92,
101, 109, US; not fully
equipped because of initial
shortage (XFHE/lS), 85,
87; out of conänis8ion for
parts (AOCP), ill, 85-88
Aircraft maintenance and repair t AAAF, 3-J*; Condrbn
Field, WSFG, 18; contract
maintenance proposed for
HADC, 95-98, 12lt; HADC
(and HÄFB), 13-15, 18-19,
22, 28-29, chart following
28, 35-36, 39-1*0, 1*2-1*3*
1*6-1*7, 52, 55-56, 56, oil,
69, 73, 79, 108, lll*-117,
123, 125; major HADC problem area, 1955-57, 2, 8295, 99-102, 10U, 109
Aircraft modifications, 1213/39-1*0, U6, 62, 68, 77,
81*
Aircraft Support Austerity
Program, proposed, 93
Airfieldst Alamogordo, 1*5;
base proper, 15-16, 27,
35, l*l*-l*5i 1*9, 115; uprange, 16, 27, 1*5, U7«
See also Condron Field,
Air Force, united States i
calls in B-17*s, 58; Headquarters, 18; maintenance
manpower, 89-90; Project
Horns Front, 90; regulations,
60, 87* See also separate
cosmands and installations*

lliO
Air Force Armament Center,
Eglin AFB, Fla«, 1*3

Air Support Squadron. See
6580th Air Support Sq.

Air Force Flight Test Center,
Edwards AFB, Calif., 1*7

Alamogordo, N. Hex.: municipal airfield, 1*5

Air Force Special Weapons
Center. Kirtland AFB, N.
Hex., 1*7, 108
Air Installations« See
Installations Division.

Alamogordo Army Air Field:
2-3; bombing range, 3}
maintenance facilities.
3-bj missile program, 6;
use by tenant and outside
activities, 3-6

Air Materiel Command, 6, 8,
U, 1*0, 61*, 9li, 98

Albrook Air Force Base, Canal
Zone, 39

Air Proving Ground Command,
9, 20, 36, 1*1*, 1*6

Anderson, Maj. John J«, Chief,
• Operations Division, DCS/0.
HADC, v

Air Research and Development
Command, ll*, 1*3, 1*6-1|7, 52,
61, 77, 81, 85-86, 88-92,
9l*-95, 98, 102-101*, 106,
HO; commander, see
Partridge, It« Gen. Earle
E., and Power, It« Gen.
Thomas S.
Air support! AAAF, 6; HADC
(and HAFB). iv, 2, 6-17,
19-20, 25-^65* chart following 28, 68, 71, 119120, 12l*; major problems,
1955T57, 73-11$; prospects,
116-118; WSFG projects,
3-5,7,17-20,25-28,33,
36-37, 53, 60-62, 76-78
9b, 110, 120« See also
agencies providing HF"
support services (e.g., "
Flight Test Division),
projects using air support
services (e.g., Hike,
Falcon), and types of air
support (e.g., Chase,
Tracking).

Army, United States t Aviation
Branch (range recovery
service), 28, 32-36, 39, 65,
82, 102, 117; missile program, 3-5, 7, 17, 19-20,
25-27, 29, 36-37, 53, 60-62,
75-78, 9k, 116, 120, range
officials, 1*9, 110-111.
See also Condron Field, Fort
Bliss, Integrated Range
mission, White Sands Proving
Ground, William Beaumont
General Hospital.
Army Vulnerability Program, 62
AT-11 aircraft, 17
Atomic tests, 1*1*
B-17 aircraft, 3, 9, chart
following 30, 37-38, 51, 58,
82, 110. See also QB-17
drones.
B-17/F-80 project, 9, 1*1

Ha
B-25 aircraft, chart following
30, 61

Base Supply [Section], 88,
113. See also Supply.

B-26 aircraft, 19, chart following 30, 38, 75, 91

Bayne8, Col. William H.,
Cndr., HAFB, iz, 6-7, 20

B-29 aircraft, 3, 10, 13. 16,
chart following 30, 1*6.
51, 91*

Beechcraft aircraft, 1*5

B-36 aircraft, 1*0-1*2, 51-53
B-l*7 aircraft, chart following
30, 1*1-1*3, 1*6, 51-53, 6869, 92
B-50 aircraft, 9, 12-13, 15,
chart following 30, 1*0-1*2,
51-52, 55, 9fc, lOUi B-5QA,
B-50D, 92

Bell Aircraft Corporation,
12-13, 1*0, 1*2-1*3, 52, 69
Biggs Air Force Base, El
Paso, Texas, h"$$ 17-18,
20, 28, 1*7, 87
Bode, Cndr. Elton V«, Naval
Liaison Officer, HADC.
viii
Boeing Airplane 1Company.
1*2, 68
~wjr»

B-52 aircraft, U6
B-57 aircraft, 1*7, 52-53, 79i
. B-57A, B-57B, 52
Bailed aircraft, 11-12, 3912, 51-^2, 5J, 68-69, 75,
80, 96, 111, 116; maintenance of . 13, 1*2-1*3, 69,
93-91*, 96-98, U6
Baker, Col. laonidas, Director
of Aircraft Wssile Test,
BADC, Ul-012
Balloons, 7, 28, 30-32, 5859, 103

Bomber aircraft, 8-9, 5lj
crem training, 2
Bomber-Cargo Section, Flight
Test Division, HADC, 108
Borrowed aircraft, ll«0L2i
19, 37, 1*5-1*8, 59, 68;
79,91*
Briefings, pilot, 112-111*
Buell, Cmdr. T. C., Executive Officer, Haval
Ordnance Missile Test
Facility, «5P3, ix, 120

Baron, It. Col. Oakley V.,
Chief, Flight Test Division,
HADC, vi, 31, 80-81, 93,
111-112

C-4*5 aircraft, 3, 17, chart
following 30, 91, 91*

Base-community relations» use
of aircraft for hnaanitarian
purposes, 32, 3b

C-J*7 aircraft, l*-5, 11, 1617, 30, chart following
30, 58, 79, 87j VC-1*7,
72

11*2
C-5U aircraft*

See VC-51*.

Organization Division,
DCS/0, vili

C-131 aircraft, chart following
30, 1*5, 62, 71, 79, 81, 92;
VC-131, 62

Combat readiness training,
101*, 109

Cancellations and delays, Mission, 1*1, 1*7, 50, 73-79, 81,
110-111, 1Ü*

Connander, AAAF* See Stevens,
Col* Kermit D.

Captive flight testing, 8-9,

Connander, iRDC. See
Partridge, It* Ben. Earle
E», and Power, Lt* Gen*
Thomas S*

??
Cargo flying, l*-5, 10, 31, 33,
79, 86-87, 108. See also
Chartered plane service*
Carter, JohnW*, Chief, Management Analysis Division,
DCS/C, vlli
Chaff dispenser, 110

Commander, HADC, 33-31*, 93,
113, See also Davis, Maj*
Gen* Leighton I*
Commander, HAFB. See Baynes,
Co?., William H.j"ffelmijbk,
Col, Paul F,j Kelly, Col*
Thomas C,

Chartered plane service, hk1*5, 92

Commander, WSJG, 3l*

Chase support and aircraft,
7-8, 10, 13. 37, 1*0, 5U$8. 73-71*, 81*, 91, 93, 103,
Ho; photographic, 7-8,
3k, 37, 1*3, &r57, 61. 7?,
llll safety, 7, 11, 38, 5h

Commands, USAF* See Air
Materiel CommanSJ Air
Proving Ground Command,
Air Research and Development Command, Strategic
Air Command, Tactical Air
Command*

Cherokee project, 1*6
Chlmpansees, 31, 1*6, 79

Commendation Ribbon, for Lt*
Col, William F, Eaizlip,
101

China Lake Saval Ordnance
Tes$ Station, Inyokern,
Calif«, 30, 108

Conard, Lt. Col. Dean D.,
Cmdr*, 3225th Drone Sq*,
viii

Civilian plane operations, at
HAIB, 5, hh-hS

Condron Field, l*-5, 17-18.
27, 31, liU, 60, 117

Civil Service, 90, 96-97

Congress, united States, 62

Clifford, Harry, Manpower and

Consolidated Gunnery Training School, 5-6

11*3
Continental Airlines, h$
Contract maintenance, proposed for aircraft at HADC,
9$-?8, 1&
Contractors, mission, iv, viif

11, 13, 16, 39, U, IIWIS,
At A, 58, 79-80. 96-97,
102, 106, HI, 116, 12l»-12$.
See also Bailed aircraft,
Bell Aircraft Corporation,
Boeing Airplane Company,
Convair, Douglas Aircraft
Company, Hughes Aircraft
Company, Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation, Martin Aircraft Conpany, McDonnell
Aircraft Corporation, Hartin
Aircraft Company, Horthrop
Air craft Incorporated,
Radioplane Conpany, Republic
Aviation Corporation*
Convair [General Dynamics
Corporation], $2, 69, 111;
Fort Worth division, 1|2
Cooper, Samuel R«, Chief,
Scheduling Section, Systems
Test Division, WSFG, ix

Davis, Maj. Gen. Leighton
I., Cndi., HADC, 73-71*,
89, 93, 96-97, 101*, 106,
111*, 121*
Department of the Air Force*
tee Air Force*
Department of the Army, 77*
See also Army*
Department of Defense, 26,

37
Deputy Chief of Staff/
Materiel, HADC, 98, 101
Deputy Chief of Staff/Ope. rations, HADC, 29-30,
93, 106, 112, 115
Deputy Commander, HADC, 106
Detachment 3, 9393rd Tech. nical Service Unit
(United States Army
Garrison, WSFG), vlii,
32-35* See also Army
Aviation Branch«
DF-80 aircraft, 13

Conntermeasnres, missile, 1*1,
62

Director aircraft. 9. 13.
. 36-38, 1*1

Crash barriers, 107

Directorate of Aircraft
Missile Test, HADC, vii,
30, 78, 111-215

Crossbow project, lt3, £., 68,
93
Cross-country flights, 62, 81

Directorate of Manpower and
. Organization, ARDC, 89

Crowther, Mr* Eugene S*, Test
Director, Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation, rii

Directorate of Test and
Evaluation, HADC, chart
following 28
Douglas Aircraft Company, 5

11*1*
Drones, hh9 58, 119-120; development of, 9* ll*J
modifications, 82; targets,
9, U*-l5, 20, 36-39, 52,
61, 75-76, 93, 103. See
also 3225th Drone Squadron;
TFEäitj Squadron 3 (lavy).
Edwards Air Force Base, Calif«,

F-100 aircraft, chart following 30, 52-53, 55-58,
60, 77, 79, 81*, 91, 101*105, 109, 116; F-100A,
81*; F-100C, 8Ü; F-100F,
56, 60
F-101 aircraft, 52-51», 57,
. 116
F-101 project, 53-51*

Eglin Air Force Base, Pia.,

F-102 aircraft, 52-53, 69

Eighth Air Force, 5

F-102 project, 53, $$$ 111

Ejection seats, 32, 1*6

F-lOli aircraft, chart fol- lowing 30. 57-58, 60,
87-88, 116

El Paso, Texas, 1*, 11, 8?

FAT aircraft, 36
F-51 aircraft, chart following 30, 51*

Falcon project, U6, 53-51*,
56, 75, 77, 111

F-80 aircraft, 9, 11, chart
following 30, la, 5U, 57,
73; DF-80, 13; HF-80C, TF80, 109. See also QF-80
drones»

Felix Flying Service, 1*1*-1*5,
91

F-8U aircraft, 13-lU
F-86 aircraft, chart following 30, 51*, 57, 73-7U,
103; F-86H, 92
F-d9 aircraft, chart following 30, 53-5U. 58-59, 7l*;
F-89B, 81*; F-Ö9D, 1*6

Field Maintenance« See
Aircraft maintenance,
6580th Field Maintenance
Squadron«
Fifteenth Air Force, 5
Fighter aircraft, 7-10, 38,
52-56, 58, 93; centuryseries, 30, 1*3, 55, 60,
108
Fire control systems, 1*3, 53

F-9l* aircraft, chart following 30, 53-5U, 57, 60, 77,
91; F-9l*B, 92; F-9UC, 60,
79

Fire fighting, in Sacramento
. Mountains, 32
Firing error indicator, 1*6

li*5
Fisher, William T*, Electrical
Engineer, Drone Systems
Test Branch, vii

Frequency monitoring aircraft, 6l
Fuel, aviation, 35, hZ9 hk9

Flight crews, 16, 18.
also pilots*

See

Flight'operationst AAJF,
2-6 j Condron Field, li*5,
17-18. 27, 31», UU| 60^ 117|
HADC (and HAFB),6-20, 253u, 36-65, 71-87, 91-9U,
96, 100-120, 12li| hoar»
flown, hM9, 81, 66, 102,
107j use rates (aircraft),
80, 8U-85. See also Ala>
fields, Air Support "<*
types of flying (••«•,
Cargo flying, Conbat readiness training, Launch ope*rations)*
Flight Safety Council, HADC,
106
Flight support*
support*

110, U5
Fuller, H/Sgt, 3225th Drone
Sq., viii

QJß-1 program, 1*6•
Falcon*

See also

General Order 30, WSFG, 2627, 32
Gibson, Col* Richard C*,
DCS/0, HADC, 93, U2
Gray, Maj* William W., Jr.,
3225th Drone Sq*, viii
Qrism, Capt* Harley 1*,
Chief, F-101 Branch, vii

See Air

Flight Test Division, HADC.
29-31, l»9-#>, 53, 61, 78,
80-81, 108, 111-115
Flying safety, 19, 31, 33,
102-107, 109, 117j Branch,
Hq*, ARDC, lOUj Office,
HADC, chart following 28,
29-30,; 105-106 (see also
Patterson, Capt* Jack H.;t
special hazards, lfc, Ul$'.u$$
5U, 60-61, lOlj. See also
Aircraft accidents*
Flying Safety, magasine, 107

Guidance systems, 9-10, lil,
61-62
Guided missiles*
siles*

See Ms-

H-5 aircraft, chart follow. lUg 30, 59
H-19 aircraft, chart following 30, 59, 91, 93, 103H-21 aircraft, chart following 30, 59, 92$ H-21B,
108

Fort Bliss, Texas, 35
Frangible bullet project, at
AAAF, 3,5

Haislip, U. Col* William
F., Our., 6580th Field
Maintenance Squadron,

3JU6

99-101} Inspector General,
HADC, vi,. 09
Haney, Col« Otto R*, DCS/0,
HADC; 14748
Hangars, 15, 50
Hanson, Gerald E», Actainl*
stratlve Officer, DCS/M,
HADC, Till
Hardle, Capt* Robert L*,
Accountable Supply Officer,
6580th Supply S^., vi
Harmah, Capt* Kenneth E*, Flying
Safety Officer, HADC. vi
Hank project, 60-61
Helicopters, 7, 33-3fc, 59, 105,
108
Helmlck, Col* Paul P., Cmdr*,
HAFB, 11, 15
Hess, Lt. Col* Ulysses V*,
DCS/fr, H1DC, Ti
HoUoman Air Development
Centert air support problems and operations, iv,2,
25-31,36-65,68,71,73120, 12bt commander, 3*£k,
93, 133 (see also Paris*
' Haj* Gen. Leighton .1*)} organisation, 28«^, chart
following 28, 62», 90, 105106, 110-315
Holloman Air Force Bases air
support operations (to
creation of HADC in 1952),
6-20, 25-27, hPi commander,
see Commander, HAFB: organisaTion (to 1952), 28-29,

chart following 28, 6U*
See also Alamogordo Army
Airfield*
Holloman-Vhite Sands Integrated Range* See Range*
Home front* See Project
Home Front*
Hoover, Capt* Allan H., Radio
Control Pilot, 3225th
Drone Sq*, viii
Hospital, iAFB, See 6580th
USAF Hospital.
Hughes Aircraft Company, vii52-53, 56, 77-78.
Hard, Capt* Robert L*, Chief,
Army Aviation Branch,
HAFB, viii

Inspector General, HADC, 99
Installations Division,
HADC, 106
Instrumentation, range* See
Integrated Range Mission.
l&lll, 119
JB-2 jet bomb missile, U
Jet aircraft, 31, 1*5, 1*9,
51», 58, 81, 8t, 92, 107100,12$; engine repair,
101* See also distinct
types öT"jeTalrcraft*

3Ji7

Jet Flight Section, Flight Test
Division, HADC, 108
Joint use Agreement, Hollonsn
Air Development Center and
Detachment 3, 9393rd Technieel Service Unit, 33, 35
Judy, Col» Hubert S., (JT«, Dep.
Cmdr., HADC, 106

c
Kelly, Col. Thomas C, Cmdr.,
HUB, ri .
Kelly Air Faroe Base, Texas,
39,86
Kinny/MaJ. Archer V«, Jr.,
Asst. Sep. Ittr* Aircraft
Missile Test, HUB, Til

Irh aircraft, chart following
30
1^ aircraft, u, 7, 17, chart
following 30
L-16 aircraft, chart following
30
L-17 aircraft, chart following
30
L-19 aircraft, chart following
30, 32-33
L-2Ö aircraft^ chart following
. 30, 33, 38, 58, 91, 103105
laBarr, HaJ« Charles, Sir. of
Procurement, HIDC, vi
lacrosse project, 9k

Langley Field, Va., 19
LaPierre, A. F., Asst.
Chief, Kissile Countermeasures Division, vii
Latham, Maj. Raymond V«,
Chief, Flying Safety
Branch, Hq., ARDC, 10U
Launch aircraft and operations, 8-10, 16, 37-38,
liö-lil, 52-57, 68, 75, 79,
10ti| ground launching,
61. See also Parachute
targeCsT
LaVally, Cept. Herbert D.,
Chief of Technical Evaluation, Air Defense
Missile Branch, HADC, vii
liaison flying and aircraft«
. See Administrative.
link trainers, 109
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, vii, 13, 33, 55,
57, 9U
MacAaron, Maj. Kenneth A.,
Chief, Operations and
Plans Divis on, Dir.
Aircraft Missile Test,
HADC, vii
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, 52
Maintenance. See Aircraft
mal TTtcnance7~5580th Field
Maintenance Squadron,
6580th (and 652»Oth) Maintenance and Supply Group,

1U8
Maintenance Control Officer,
6580th field Maintenance
Sq., 101

Falcon, Hawk, Lacrosse,
Matador, MI-773, Hike,
Rascal, Shrike, Sidewinder,
Sparrow, Talos, Tarson,
Trizon, V-2, 1-7

Manpower* shortage, for aircraft maintenance, 2, lb»
88-91, 96, 116| shortage,
for* other HADC units, 108109, U2| spaces gained or
saved, in maintenance area,
29, 90, 9U-95

Missile Test Group. See
6580th(and :6Ä0th)REBsile
Test Qronp.

Martin aircraft Company, 12,
9U

Mission Control, 112, Uli

Martine«, Col* Gregorio P.,
jr., DCS/fc, HADC^vi, 98
Matador project, 12, 61
May, kaj. John C, Chief,
Manpower and Organisation
Mvision, DCS/Ö, HADC, viii

»

Missile Test Wing. See
65240th Missile TesTVing.

Mis sions, test: statistics
on, k9» 78. See also
Air support, Missiles,
Range.
Monkeys, Ik

Mice, hk

Moore, F. D., Range Facilities .Control Officer,
IHM, WSPG, ix

MiddCLetown Air Materiel Area,
108

'Morale, 63i in 6580th Field
Maintenance Sq., 99

Killer, Capt. Arthur 0.,
Staff Maintenance Officer,
HADC, vi, 101, 125

MI-773 ramjet missile, U

Minnesota, site of HADC balloon launches, 30, 58-59

Navy, United States* drone
detachment at HAPS, see
utility Squadron 3; missile program. 17, 36-37,
53, 75, 77-78, 110, ll6j
range scheduling representative, 1*9

Missile Coantermeasnres
Division, HADC» 111» 62
Missilesr recovery, see Recovery; testing anT^evelopment, ir, 2-17, 19-20,
25-28, 32-33, 36-39, U-*3,
53-57, 7k, 103-1&, 115«
See also Air support and the
following projects* B-17/ P-80, Crossbow, P-IXXL, F-102,

Nevada, atomic test«), hh
Hew Mexico Corporation Commision, kk
Hew Mexico Hational Guard.

35

11*9
Hike project, 5, 19, 76-77*
120

Operations Squadron* See
6580th Operations Sq«

93933rd Technical Service
unit. Detachment 3» ▼iü*
32-35« See also Army,
Aviation äraneiu

Ordnance Department, United
States toy, 3«J*

Northrop Aircraft Incorporated,
52

Organizations of air support functions, see
Holloaan; as air support
problem area, 110-115

Norton Air Force Base, Calif«,
lOU
Nullo flints, 37-38

Ordnance Mission, WSPQ, 76

Overell, Lawrence V«, Contract Specialist, Alamogordo Air Procurement
Office, vii

Ogden, Utah, 3
Oklahoma City Air Materiel
Area, 86
OQ-19 drone, lU
Operation BDI, 11
Operations, testt statistics
on, U9, 78* See also Air
support, Missiles, Range«

pjtf aircraft, 11
P-63 aircraft, 3, 5
Parabomb, 77-78
Parachutet drops, 57, 79;
missile recovery systems,
8, 10, 75, 103$ target*.
8, 1*3, 52-53, 77-78, Uh

Operations Division, DCS/0,
HADC, v^vi, 106

Pardon, Capt* Orin 7», Chief,
Alamogordo Air Pm^rement
Office, 125

Operations Office, Directorate of Test and Evaluation,
HADC, chart following 28

Partridge, It« Gen, Eerie E«,
Cmdr.^ iRDC, lU, 22

Operations and Plans Division
[Range], Directorate of
Aircraft Missile Test,
HADC, 30, 78, 111-112, lltt-

Passenger transportation
(air)* See Administrative flying, Chartered
plane service, Continental
Airlines*

Operations Policy Guidance
Number 1, 81

Patterson, Capt* Jack H.,
Flying Safety Officer,
HaDCf Aircraft Allocations Officer, DCS/0,
vi, 105-108
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Periodic inspections (aircraft), 18-19, 36, 71*, 8fc,
100-101, 108
Personnel. See Civil Service,
Manpower, Morale*

QP-80 drones, 37-38
Quintis, Capt* Jacob J*,
Chief, Operations and
Training Branch. TX3S/0,
HADC, vi

Riotographic chase* See Chase*
Radioplane Company, 1*3, 68
Pilotst APAC, 1*3] Biggs AIB,
U, 17] contractor, Hi, 9&9
106; 108, 111, 12tj HADC
(and HAFB), 16, 28, 31-32,
31*, 37, 56, 96, 10&.1Q5,
107-109, Ul-lll*j Havy, 37]
temporary doty, at HADC,
1*5-1*6] tenant units, l6, 31,
31*, 1*1} HSPQ, 5
Plans and Programs Division,
DCS/0, HADC, 135
Pogo-Lo, 53, 77-78
Power, Lt* Gen* Thomas S*.
Qair., ARDC, 92-93, 121*
Pritchard, Lt. Col* VUbur
D*, Bsp* for AF, IBM,
USFG, Till
Proficiency flying, 3, 31, 3l*,
37-38, 81, 101*, 309
Project Home front, 90, 95
Project officers. HADC Uli]
as pilots, 108, 112* Development projects at HADC
are listed alphabetically
under me project name*
Project Upshot, kk
Q-2 drones, 37-38
QB-17 drones, 15, 37-39

Ramjets, U, $$
Ranchers, 27
Hanget instromentation, 1*,
30, 36, 26, 116-117| integration, 17, 20, 25-28,
75] operations, 2-3, 3331*, 1*3-1*1*, 1*9-50, 68, 73,
78, U7j uprange installations, 16, 27, h$9 91,
116-117* See also Air
support, Integrated Range
Mission, Range scheduling,
Recovery*
Range Instromentation Development Division, IBM.
1*5,119Range Operations Office,
HADC, chart following 28,
29-30
Range scheduling (mission),
2, 26, 29-30, 1*9-50, 7**,
77-79, 311, 113-111*, 117]
Air Force representative,
1*9-50, 110, Ulu See
also Cancellations*
Rascal project, 8-9, 12-13,
1*0-1*1, 52-53, 75^ 93
Reciprocating-engine aircraft, 31, 51*, 83*
also distinct types o
non-jet aircraft*
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Recoveryt balloon, 28, 58;
missile, 1*, 7» 10» 1?» 20,
27-28, 32-3fc, U0, 65, 117.
See also Army Aviation
lEäncEToäd Parachute missile recovery systems.
Recovery Systems Division
(Branch), HADC, 7U-75

Area, 22, 87
San Diego, Calif., 36-37
Santa Monica, Calif., 5
Scheck, Capt. Grover J.,
project officer for subgravity stadias, viii,
*?-60

Republic Aviation Corporation,
11
HF-80C aircraft, 109
Rich, Edward £., Optical
Physicist, Hughes Research
and Development Laboratories,' vii
Roberts, Cspt. Milton R.,
Drone Director Pilot and
Adjutant, 3225th Drone
Sq., viii
Rockets* See Missiles.
Rogers, James 0., Asst.
Chief, Manpower and I
nisation Division, D
~HADG, Tiii

£

Runways, 15-16, 50-51, 10k,
107, 115-117
Rynkiewlcs. CHO Joseph V.,
Aircraft Maintenance
Officer, 6580th Field
Maintenance Sq.,.TU

Sacramento Mountains, 32

Scheduling. See Range
scheduling.
Shoemaker, It. James M.,
Historical Officer, 3225th
Drone Sq., viii
Shrike missile, 9-10, 52
Sidewinder project, 30, 37,
57, 89, 107
Signal Corps, Army, 33*
See also Unite Sands
Signal Corps Agency.
Simons, Maj. David 0«, Chief
Space Biology Branch,
viii, 58
6580th Air Base Group, HADC,
vi, 28-30, chart following 28, 81*, 106
6^80th Air Support Squadron,
28-31, chart following
28, 37, W*, 61*, 11U
6580th field Maintenance
Squadron, chart following 28, 29i 35, 90-91,
95^98^3^» 113, 115,
123; commander, 99-101

Safety chase. See Chase.
San Antonio Air Material

6580th Maintenance Squadron,
28
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6580th Maintenance and Supply
Group. 28f chart following
28

r~

6560th Field Maintenance
Sq., wi, 101

6580th Missile Test Groups 29,
chart following 28, 6o; ':■

Stelner, Maj. Mahlon A., Chief,
Flight Test Operations
Branch, vi

6580th Operations Squadron,
29

Stevens, Col« Xeradt D., Cmdr.,
AAAF, 3

6580th Supply Sqaadron, 87

Stevens, William A«, Aircraft
Allocations Officer, DCS/0,
HADC, wi

6580th TJSIP Hospital, 106
65140th Air Bass Group, chart
following 28
65liOth Maintenance Sqaadron,
chart following 2?

Stine, G. Harry, General
Engineer, Haval Ordnance
Missile Test Facility,
1BFG, ix
Storage of aircraft, 91-92,

65I|Oth MaintenanceendSupply
Group, chart following 28
651jOth Missile Test Group,
chart following 28

Stowell, Maj. Killiam M.,
Chief, Range Instrumentation Development Division, IBM, vil

651t0th Missile Test fling, chart
following 28

Strategic Air Command, 17

SNB5 aircraft, 36

Sabgravity studies, 59-60,
79

Space Biology laboratory, HADC,

58

Subsonic and supersonic aircraft, 55*56, 8U

Sparrow project, 37
Staff Halntenance Officer, HADC,
101
Standard Operating Procedure 25,
Flight Test DiTision, HADC,
61, 78
Stapp, Col* John P», Chief, Aero
Medical Field laboratory,
HADC,will, US
Steadaan, Maj* Fred4f L», Maintenance Control Officer,

Supply, 13, 39; aviation
fuel, 35, *i2f Wu parts,
lfc, 3Si hZ» 8U?88, 117.
See also Base Supply,
6580th (and 65Mtth) Maintenance and Supply Group.
Swanson, It« Col* Theodore
B., Dep. Wr# Aircraft
MissileTest, HADC, vil

T-29 aircraft, chart follow1 ihg 30} 6^,71i,922

153

T-33 aircraft, chart following 30, 37-38. 5U, 57-58,
7U, 8fc, 91, 108

Trainer aircraft (including
trainer models of other
types), $6$ 108-109

Tactical Air Command, 3

Training * AAAF programs,
2-3, i^y AFQC, for Rroject
Upshot, mt HADC officers,
ll5j maintenance people,
5fe 89^1 pilot, 108-109
(see also Proficiency

Talos probet, 53

0

Targets t aircraft, 3 (see
also Drones)) parachute,
targets.

Taxlvays, 116

Transient aircraft* AAAF,
>4*| Condron Field, 17)
HaFB,l*34U

Technical Operations Order 6,
USW# 27

Tow Target Squadron, Biggs
AFB, 17

Telephone service, H0B, 100

Trixon bomb, 16

Tenant activities, at HAFB,
2tl,~li8. Sec else Army
Aviation Era»E7"3225th
Drone Sq«, Utility Sq. 3,
watson Laboratories*

Tolarosa Basin, H. Max. 2

Tarson bomb, 8, 10

TF-80 aircraft, 10?
3225th Irons Squadron, viii;
9, 16| 20, 31, 3&39, Id»,
5Ö. 76-77, 82, 102-1D3,
106, 110, lll»,:119
TUlotaoh, John I«, Asst»
Maintenance Control Officer,
6580121 Field Maintenance
Sq.> vi.

Tinker Air Force Base, Okie.,
86

United States Air Force.
vSeo Air Force.
United States Army. See
United States Army Garrison,
wsrc, 32
United States Vavy. See
Havy.
Upshot (project), hh

Utility Squadron 3, detachment at HADC, 35-38

Tire Shop, 6580th Field Maintenanoe Sq., 301
Tracking missions, It, 9^10,
1°, 33, 37, 58, 60-62, 71,
77, 119

T-2 rocket, k9 7
TC-ltf aircraft, 72

lft
VC-5U aircraft, 93
VC-131 aircraft, 62

Watson Laboratories, li, 6, U
Weather* restriction» on
test' support flying, 61, 71,
78j service, 27

6580th Field Maintenance

Sq., Ti, loi
Williams Air Force Base,
iris., 11
World War Hj construction at AAAF; (HAFB), 15,
50} operations at AAAF,
2

"Vest Area,» at HIDC, Uii-U5

Wright Air Development Center,
Ohio, hi

Weston, *• A«, Asst. Aircraft
Allocations Officer, SCS/O,
HADC, vi

X-l aircraft. k6

White Sands Hatlonal McTCMWt, --

X-7project, 55, 57

White Sands Proving Ground,
viii, 3-5, 7r17-*0, 25-27»
29, 32, 3U, 37,, 53, 76-77,
81, 9U, HO, Uli, 117, 120j
ccsBander, 3k$ «issue prograas, see Aray, Wavy* See
also SsTacbiant 3* >9393w"
fecnnical Service Unit»
White Sands Signal Corps Agency,
62
Whoosh project, i|6
«.chita, Kansas, 68
Wilk, Ilr« Anthony J», Chief,
Haltisyvteas Application
Branch, Range Instrumentation TJsvelopment Division,

BM, Til, 119
William Beaumont General
Hospital, EL Paso, Texas, 11
«llians, Haj. Hubert S., Qadr.,

Zero gravity, 59-60

APPENDIX I
White Sands Proving Qroond Technical Order »umber 6, 7 October 1952.

APPENDH A
White Sands Proving Qround Technical Order Hunber 6, 7 October 19f>2,

HEADQUARTERS
WHITS SANDS FROVIHO GROUND
IAS CRUCES, NET? MEXICO
TECHNICS OPERATIONS ORDERS
NUMBER
6

-

7 October 1952
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1. Under the provisions of General Order No. 30, Headquarters,
White Send» Froving Ground, 22 Sep 52, the Commanding Offioer, Hollonan Air Force Base, will assume responsibility for the operation of all
air fields, airoraft and weather stations required for the integrated operation of the White Sands Proving Ground range! and, further, will
assume the responsibility for the provision of such other Air Force
servioes as may be required for guided missiles and aircrc *t supporting activities for the range.
2, In order for the Commanding Officer, Hollbman Air Force Base,
to properly assume the above responsibilities, the Commanding General,
White Sands Proving Ground, willt
a. Attach all Army pilots, airoraft and airoraft maintenance
personnel presently assigned to White Sa^ds Proving Ground to HQlloman^
Air Foroe Base for duty under the operational, oontrol of Commanding Offioer, Holloman Air Force Base«
b. Requisition throufh Army channels, pilot and maintenance
personnel required to operate and provide organisational maintenance for
army airoraft for integrated operation of the range»
«'. Provide (insofar as available through.army ohannele),.
equip, train and maintain adequate brash' fire-fighting and crash rescue
equipment at Condron Field as determined by the Commanding Offioer, Holloman Air Foroe. Base«
d. Determine requirementsandprovide justification, for aircraft required in support of the integrated range and/or Army and Navy
proJcot support*.
e. \ Assist in the maintenance of Condron Field and up-range
landing strips.on a oross-funding basis,
3« The Commanding Offioer, Holloman Air Force Baee, willi
a. Operate« maintain
and oontrol ail aircraft assigned to
c
Holloman Air Forpe Base for the support of the Holloman Air Force Base
mission«
b« .Operate,.maintain and oontrol ill Air Foroe and Army Aircraft assigned for"the support of the integrated range and/or Army and
Navy projoot support«

Technioal Operations Orders No. £, Hq, SSPG

7 October 1952

o. Provide base support as required for aircraft and supportinr activities of Other services for the integrated ranpe.
Ö>'

d. Provide personnel and technical Air Force equipment, except 'as noted in paragraph 2o above, required to operate Condron Field
as an auxiliary air field of Holloinan Air Force Base.

|
I

_

f

t '•

|

e. Determine and provide support facilities requirements for
Condron Field and up-ranpe landing strips.
t• Presoribe air traffic control procedures for Holloman Air
Force Base, Condron Field and the integrated ranpre.
p.

Accomplish the reoovery of all crashed aircraft,

h. Provide for the unified handling of weather services as
required for the integrated ranre.
1

il, Pendinp completed.action to consolidate the White Sands
Proving Ground - Holloman Air Force Base weather detachments, the Commandin« General, TThite Sands Proving Ground will attaoh Detachment 25^ Fourth
leather Group, to Holloman Air Force Base for administration and opera«
.tional control.
5, Army personnel and equipment, both civilian and military,
presently assigned to the operation of Cohdron Field, will be attached
for duty and operational oontrol to Holloman Air Force Base until they
oan be replaced in kind by Air Force personnel and equipment*
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APPENDIX B
Joint Use Agreement, Holloman Air Development Center and
Detachment HI, 9393rd Technical Service Unit, 1 September 1953*

C

HEADQUARTERS
1IOLL0MAN AIR DSYBLOPWEMT CENTER
Uolloaan Air Foroo Base, New Itoxioo

12X111 Jl&fi Afi&££U£]i2H
I
GENERAL INFORMATION

(j

1. Paroose. The purpose of this agreement is to define the reaponelbllitiee and delineate the support to be provided by tiolloraan Air
Development Center to Detachment III, 9393rd Technical Service Unit
(Ordnanoe) during the tenanoy of DetabhmeRt III, 9393rd,Technical Service
Doit (Ordnance) upon Holloman Air Force Base.
2» Authority. General Order No. 37, Headquarters, White Sand«
Proving Ground, 16 October 1952, Subjecti Organisation of Dotaohment III,
9393rd Toohnioal Servioe Unit (Ordnance) and Teohnioal Operations Order
No. 6, as amended Headquarters, White Sands Proving Ground, 7 October
1952, Subjectt Air Support Services.

n
1* General Provisions.
a. Holloman Air Development Center will provide base support
and faollities to Detachment III^ 9393rd Toohnioal Servioe «ait (Ordnance)
as delineated In the following paragraphs. All facilities so provided
will remain the property of the United States Air Forbe. Any fixed faollfctlss or Improvements to fixed facilities which may be provided by Detachment III, 9393rd Technioal Service Unit (Ordnance) will beoooe the property
of the united States Air Force.

O

b. No demand will be made upon base personnel beyond that
normally required during an eight (8) hour day or forty (AÖ) hour week,
exoept for normal operation of flying facilities, or as may be required
for range support«
o. Detachment XXX, 9393rd Technical Service Unit (Ordnanoe) will
comply with such Holloman Air Force BaseRegulations, Polioies and Standard
Operating Prooedures as may be directed by the Cornmander, Holloman Air
Development Center«

* This Agreement supersedes Joint Use Agreement dated November 1952.

2. Aflnlnlstration and PorvlceSi

,\j

a. Holloman Air Development Conter will provide normal administrative and personal services to inolude suoh services as Poj3tJ^hange,
Service Club, Offioers» Club, «CO Club, ijoualng, Conauniwtiono, Medical,
^Mtai,R*& Ü, Ground Safety, Commissary, etc. Housing will bo provided
for enlisted men assigned to Detachment III, 9393rd Technical Servico
Uhit (Ordnance), Spaoejiejleeiiiad necessaryand adequateJ^^ioJ^OCTBai^
der, Holloman AirJ^velopmcnt Ceriter, uWTtt ini$ü£X^Z<&M^te„
HannärnHb7^"^Üding tkuja&»Ifor operations an^jejteleäk^^
TneiJomm^d«7^toaioaan" Air DevelopmentrcenterV reserves the right to
transfer the living facilities of personnel assigned to Detachment III,
Technical Servioe Unit (Ordnanoe) from one building to another and to
change the assignment of original spaoe provided for operations and
technical eervloes at anytime, providing the transfer docs not interfere with or alter the assigned mission of Detaohment III, Technical
Servioe Uhit (Ordnance).
b. Holloman Air Development Center will provide messing
facilities on a reimbursable basis under the provisions of AFR 172*3*
o. Detaohmont IJI, 9393rd Teohnical Unit (Ordnance) will be
responsible for Its own administration, but will be attached to the
6580th Air Base Oroun for strength accounting purposes»
d. Courts-Kartial jurisdiction of personnel assigned to
Detaohment III, 9393rd Technical Sorvice Unit (Ordnance) will remain
with the Commanding General, Unite Sands Proving Ground.
e« Assignment to "fonliy-^uartora" will be made in accordance
with Air Faroe Regulativs and KADC Polioy.
3»

(

SttPDlV«

a. Non-5<pondahle Cosnon Subplios and Bauiraenti Accountability for Air Poroe equipment will be maintained by Holloman Base
Supply Officer«* Detao>aaeni Wig 9393rd Teohnical Servioe Chit (Ordnance)
will appoint a responsible offioer to requisition and be responsible
for aÜ Memorattdua Receipt Property Issued to" Detaohment III. 9393rd
Technical Servioe Unit (Ordnance), by BollomanBase'Supply Offleer,
.
by Ebtt^nAibl« Supplies. Expendable »applies will be issued
on. Air' Foroe For« Uf> on a reimbursable basis under the provisions of
A±r Foroe tenual 67-OV

o. yrananortattoQ. Ifetachment III, 9393rd Technical Service
Unit (Ordnance) will provide its own actor transportation«
d« Aireraft Tarts. All aircraft parts for Army aircraft
will be supplied, through Amy channels«

c

ultimativ« frifloline and lubricants. Gajoline and lubrU
e.
cants for motor vehicles in the custody of Detachment III, 9393rd
Teohnical Service Unit (Qrdnancs) will be issued on Air Force Fora
U6 and/or DA AGOibrm 10-113 on a reimbursable basis to accordance
with Air Force I'anual 67-1*
*- ATto^OT Iubficantet Lubricant« for aircraft of Detachment III, 9393rd Teohnical Service fait (Ordnance) will bo issued on
Air Force Font 4A6 on a reimbursable basis in aooordanoe with Air
Force Manual 67-4»
g. ftr^tthn ttial» Fuel for aircraft of V*****. *",
9393rd Teohnical Service Unit (Ordnanoo), will be provided through
Any ehanttels«
A«

t^lnlflHfff^Ca i

.. frfr!*!« Tfaintenanoe. Organisational «"* fl*ld maintenance
of assigned motor vehicles will be accomplished by Holloman Air Development (toto on a <^8B-8erviolng basia.
b.

AJToraft Maintenancet
(1)

Organisationaland field roaintenahoe of assigned
airoraft will be accomplished by Detachment IIX,
939^rd Technical 3^
accordancewith provisions of FM 20-100, Chapter 8,
Section 11; Par 192a(l), and (2). Organisational
airoraft mato^nance shal
tenanoe authorised foi^^^ ^formed by, and tte
responsibility of ;a using organisation ;^ Its own
equipsient» This i^
inspecting, cleaning, «orvictog, preserving, lubrip-

oattogY and ^ r
oonsist of^ainor p^
highly^ te^^ sltüls^
(2) Such assiatanoe as may W roofed-for field
maintenance of aircraft assigned Detachaeat III,
9393rd Technical Service Unit (Ordnance) will be

provided by Holloraan Air Development Center on a
reimbursable basis» In aooordanoe with the provisions
of TO 20-100, Chapter 8, Section 11, par 192a(2),
field maintenance shall inoludei "that maintenance
activities In direot support of (a) using organisation\s).
This category normally will be limited to maintenance
consisting of replacement of unserviceable parts, subassemblies, or assemblies. n

5. rxkht c?nttoi.
{~>

a. The Commander, Ilolloman Air Development Center, will bo the
olearance authority for all airoraft (local or cross-country) operating
from Holloman Air Force Base and/or Condron Field»
b. The Commander, Ilolloman Air Development Center, will prescribe
the local flying areas for Ilolloman Air Force Base and Condron Field*
o. The Commander, Holloman Air Development Center will provide
all normal Base Operations functions. Detachment III, 9393rd Teohnical
Service Unit (Ordnance) will oamply with all Air Force Regulations,
Standard Operating frooedures and HADC Regulations pertaining to Flight
Operations within the designated traffic control areas of Holloman Air
Force Base and Condron Field.
d.

Traffio Control Areas.
(1) Holloman Traffio Control Area shall oonsist of that
area within a five (5) mile radius of the center of
Holloman Air Force Base.
(2) Condron traffic Control Area shall oonsist of that
area within a three (3) mile radius of the center of
Condron Field.
(3)

("■-,
v

When operating airoraft outside the designated oontrol
area8, Detachment III, 9393rd Technical Servioe Unit
(Ordnance) shall conduct airoraft operations in
aooordanoe with Army Flight Regulations and applicable
CAA flight rules and regulations«

e. Army Aviation support will be furnished to White Sands
Proving Ground and Holloman Air Development Center on the following
priority basis i
(1) WSFO Integrated Range missile search and recovery«
(2)

U3P0 Integrated Ränge traoklng missions«

(3)

One-day search and recovery of balloons, paraohutea,
and other missions vjhlcharo deemed necessary by
the Commander» Ifolloman Air Development Center. No
extended missions lasting more than one day will be
flown without prior approval of Commanding Generalf
White Sands Proving Ground.

(A) W3SCA Missions.
(5)

Transportation of personnel a^^or supplies within
the. Integrated Range. .
":>^-.;;

(6)

Such administrative tä'/i^iüia&ilifäw'ti&ßQmaadL
necessary by the Corrwnding Officer, Detachment XII..
9393rd ^chnioal Service «hit*
Ä

f. Army aviators, provided they assume fall responsibility,
may land on Condron Field or boundary roads when personnel arr ■net
available for operation of Condron Field, and uhen suoh landing Is
necessitated by circumstances.
g. Detachment III, 9393rd Technical Service Unit (Ordnance)
will be responsible for Maintaining aualgnod individual pilot's flight
and aircraft maintenance records.
v?^
h. Responsibility for aircraft accident investigation and
reporting will remain with the Commanding General, Whit« Sauds Proving
Ground. Commander, Holloman Air Development Center, will provide
assistance upon request.
1. Training missions and cross-country flight» will be Conducted in accordance with Army Regulations, and under authority of the
Unit Commander, Detachment III, 9393rd Technical Servioe Unit.
J. Flying and ground crew personnel assigned to Detaohment
III, 9393rd Technical Servioe Unit, will participate in a Unit Flying
Safety Program under staff supervision of Holloman Air Force Oase
Flying Safety Offleer«
k. Army pilots assigned Detachment III,/9393rd TeohnioaJ
Servioe Unit, who possess a valid Army Aviator Fatlngy pay becomo -^
qualified to pilot Air Force aircrä*tKb^ ^
horsepower
through nor^ <jheclM>ut p^
Air Development Center Flight Operations. Pending clarification;'"'of Rertinönt Air
Foroe Regulations pertaining to qualified Array ^rsonnel piloting Air
Force aircraft of heavier olass and higher horsepower, qualified personnel assigned Detaohment III, 9393rd Technical Service Unit may be
assigned co-pilot duties In Air Force aircraft of heavier class and

higher horsepower th*n those assigned Army aviation activities. Air
Fore« personnel who possess an aeronautical rating of Pilot, Senior
Pilot or Command Pilot my beoome qualified to perform pilot duties
in aircraft assigned Detachment IJ!I, 9393rd Technical Sorvice ttolt.
1.. Th* linkTrainer located in Builrtin? -Wo. 316 vrill be
made .available for pilots of Detachment III, 9393rd Technical Jervioe
Unit, on a time aTailabli* basisi

(
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HOLLOHAN aXP. DEVELOPMENT CBNTHti

FRAWK D. iJHAKP
Colonel, USaF
Deputy Commander

*

fij^

FOR 9393RD 7EC!I!JI:\\L SERVICE initT:

RICHARD 0. CLATJT
1st Lt.,
TC
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WOTEt Following distribution made on this Agreement:
Original to HO) % filing
2 copies tO it Claris :9393rd TSU
1 copy-to Col Sharp »a files (tiDGV)
1 copy sent to all staff officers, Air Support Sq,
and Air Base Group for coordination
and return to HDG.
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Amaron c
Joint Use Agreement, Holloman Air Development Center and
Detachment, Utility Squadron 3, 1 December 1952*

C

HKlDqüARTBRS
H0LL0M1N AIR DWKLOPKENT CBTCSR
Holloman Air Foroe Base, Hew Mexico

ift'IKX US! AftfiifiESäl
1 December 1952
I

o

QSKSRAL INFORMATION
1.

Purposef

The purpose of this agreement is to define the responsi-

bilities and delineate the support to be provided by Holloman Air Development
Center to the Detachment, Utility Squadron 3 (Det VU-3) during the tenanoy
of Detachment VU-3 et Holloman Air Development Center*
2.

Authority!

Third Indorsement, HQ

ARäC,

4 Aug 52, to ltr, Dept of

the Army, Office of Us't C/S, G-4, Logistios, 27 Lay 52, sxtbjt

Support of

Army Quided Miaoile Tests atÄPG with Navy F6F-5K Target Drones and General
Order #30, HQ, «PC, 22 Sep 52.
3 • affective Datei

This agreement shall become effective on or about

1 Jan 53» and shall remain in effect until terminated in writing by the
Commanding Officer, Holloman Air Development Center or the Comuonding Officer,
Naval Ordnance kioaile Test Facility.

OKMIP).

H

TjBjys OF. AjsggysjT.
i» Qtm& ?f9TJ-rtopti
a.

HAW wiU provide baae support and facilities to Detachment,

Utility Squadron 3 (Det VU-3) as delineated in the following paragraphs«
All facilities so provided will remain the property of the USAF.

Any facili-

ties or improvements that may be provided by the Navy which are permanently
attached to or integrated idtb E"*i Property in such a manner that it cannot
be removed without causing substantial physical damage or changing the
designed standard or mission of the facility, will become the property of
the USA?.

b. Mo demand will be made upon Center pereonnel beyond that
normally required during en 8-hour day or 40-hour week, except for normal
operation of flying facilities or other operational requirementi of WSPO.
c. Detachment TO-3 will comply with such HADC regulations and
polioies as may be directed by the Oomuanding Officer, Holloman Air
Development Center«
2* IftiliV^fT^oqi «nfl flerviess..,,
a* Holloman Air Development ben r will provide normal base
(

administrative and personnel servioea, to include such services as finance,
Post Jäxchange, Service Club, Officers' Club, housing (except family
housing), communications, medical, postal, R 4 0, ground safety, commissary,
Air Police, etc Housing for enlisted men will be provided in Building
1-512, and such other buildings as necessary. Building T-10S0 will be
provided for operations and technical services*
b. HADO will provide messing facilities on a reimbursable basis
as outlined in existing regulations*
o. Detachment VU-3 will be responsible for its oi:n administration.
d. Courts martial Jurisdiction of personnel assigned to Detachment VU-3 will remain vdth the Commanding Offioer, WCKFP«
e. Laundry service will be provided by HADQ.
f• Assignment to family quarters «ill be made in accordance
with Air Force Regulations and HADC policy*
3* Suoülv.

f )

a* Non-axpendable oommon supplies and equipmentt
Accountability will be maintained by HADQ Supply Officer.
Detachment VU-3 will appoint a responsible property officer to requisition
and be responsible for all memorandum receipt property issued to the
detachment«
b. expendable suppliess
Will be issued on Air Force Form 466 on a reimbursable
basis under the provisions of Air Force Manual 67-1.

o.

TransportationI
Detachment VU-3 «ill provide its own motor transportation.

d.

automotive gasoline end lubricant»i
Gasoline and lubricants for motor voliicles of Detachment

VÜ-3 «ill be issued on air Force Fona 466 and/or Da aQO Form 10-113 on
a reimbursable basis in accordance with air Force tianual 67-1.
e.

aviation gasoline and lubricants I
Will be issued on air Force Form Mo on a reimbursable

(.

baeis in acoordanoe uith AFÄI 67-4*
4.

Laintenanoe.
a.

Vehicle Uaintenanoei
Organizational maintenance of motor vehicles trill be accom-

plished by the- BGMff*

dolloaan air Development Center will provide

field maintenance assistance, as required, on a reimbursable basis in
accordance ,ith alM 77-1.
b.

aircraft MaintenanceI
Organisational uaintenance of assigned aircraft -.Till be

accomplished by Detachment VU-3.

Such assistance as may be required for

field maintenance or aircraft will be provided by Holloaan air Development
Center on a reimbursable basis*
5.

Flight Control,
a.

The Commanding Officer, Hollooan air Development Center, trill

be the clearing authority for all aircraft, local or cross-country,
operating from Holloman air Development Center and will provide all normal
Center operations services.. Detachment VU-3 will comply with all aFR's and
HADC Regulations and SOP'a pertaining to flight operations at UADC.

;r. ■•.

b.

Detachment VU-3 will maintain its own flight records section.

e.

Responsibility for aircraft accident investigation and

reporting will be conducted in acoordanoe with Naval air Regulations.
This does not preolude Companding Officer HaDC from conducting his own

vvso».' i-.-v',■■■■■■'

accident imreatigation.

The Conaending Officer, MMEP «ill provide

an officer member for th« HUB Airoraft Accident Inreatlgating Board
if requested«
d.

Detaohnent VÜ-3 «ill participate in the HADO flying

Safety Program.
FOa BOLLOkAN AIR OB»EL0R02iT CBHTHU

c:

^fe'OAUL^
DON E. OSTRANDHt
Colonel, ÜSAP
Commanding

FOR THIS HAVAL ORDNANCE ÜISSILS TEST PACILITXl

?. D.
Captain, OSH
Commanding
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APPENDS D
BCS/Operationa Policy Quidance Number 3, k April ic-£6.
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HEADQUARTERS
HOLLOHAN AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Holloman Air Force Base
New Mexico
DOS/Operations Policy Ouidance
Number 3
SUBJECTt

c

k April 1956

Armed Fighter Safety for flights of Operational Drone Type Aircraft

PÖRPOSE:
1* This guidance is to confirm agreements between White Sands Proving
Ground and Holloman Air development Center, The Commander* HATX3 asemmes
responsibility fc? safety in tie operation of all dronea used for operational purposes* Those drones In an R&D or experimental stage are not considered
under this regulation« '■• Q2A» a are specifically exempt from this regulation
since no armed chase is required,
QUIDANCEt
1; Normal method of operation (ie, «hen sufficient armed safety aircraft
are available)* A .
a« Airborne armed safety escort is not required for any Nullo
operated in the Holloman Air Force Base' control sons. The HAFB control zons
is that air space below 5500 MSL and within a radius of 3 miles of the center
of the flying field,
b, Airborne armed safety escort is not required during QB-17 drone
climb to or descent fron altitude*-as long as the drone directors control is
functioning normally. An armed safety escort^ is r^^ired on stand-by status
on the ground during normal QB-1? drone climb to and descent from altitude.
The fighter will be capable of taking off within two (2) minutes after a
scranible notification from the Air Force Mission Controller,

c

c, Airborne armed safety escort is required for all QF-60 flights
outside the HAFB control sons« Normally the fighter will be positioned
close.to the director aircraft,
d, Airborne armed safety escort is required for all hot runs.
Vectoring the fighter to the drone director is the responsibility of the
drone radar controller. Positioning the fighter for safety pwpoaos or for
attack position will be the responsibility ofthe drone* radar controller,
A drone crippled 1^ a
require the fighter
in an attack position.

DCS/Operations Policy Guidance
Number 3

mm

mi

o

e« In the event the director loses oomplete control of the drone,
the Drone Squadron electronic poet Commander "Hot Point" will advise the
Air Force Mission Controller. At that time safety responsibility for the
Nullo flight passes to the Air Force Mission Controller« The Air Force
Mission Controller willdirect the drone radar controller to vector the
fighter into visual contact with the drone and will be responsible for
authorising an attack when the optimum conditions exist for safety to ground
personnel».,. ■ /'•':,/■-:'.' A. ■■>
f» When drone operations are conducted at King I the Air Force
Mission Controller will monitor themission progreae on the radar plotting
.boards at that station» If at any time the radar plot on the Nullo is
lost or is about to be lost, the d^one radar controller will immediately
vector the fighter to the Hullo, using the last known position of the two
aircraft» All missile launch operations are inaiediately ceased and the Air
Force Mission Controller will then decide whether to continue with the
mission, call a hold or cancel« '
'■
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2« Operational procedure when limited armed escort fighters are avail«

■able« ■■,'■'..'■"'•'

a« When only one armed escort* fighter is in commission ready to
go,' it will be »spotted" ready for immediate scramble as near as possible tc
the end of the active runway which from the take off is to be- initiated,
duringthe:period the NjiUo drone is airborne. It will take off when clear«
to. Scramble by the Air Force Mission Controller« It will normally remain or
the ground as long as radio control of the drone is effective«
b#* If there are more than one escort fighter ih commission ready
to go normal SOP win be followed regarding the use of armed escort for test
missions, with theexception that care will be exercised in scheduling of
fighters to retain at all
times the capability for compliance with Paragrar*
;

2a above« ;"•'-.,■..•'■■■'';.v '.

-o--r

3* Operational procedure whei no armed escort are in commission«
a« When no anoed escort filters are in coranission the decision
to continue to induct the te'ft will be made at the discretion of the Air
£2?* SS?4?1 Co^ppllÄri; Ifrtime permits this action will be clarified to
KDT and DCS/0^
. .U», Armed, sale^ej^^
of the »rene Squadron ^

request
is required for safety.

^
$• Immediately prior to a iot. missile launch the Air Force Mission
Controller will decide whether or not the drone flight path meets safety
and instrumentation criteria«
*V,'!-.-

:
vW

Jk#M&^<hMtäM-&^ i t-

DCS/pporations Policy Guidance
Number 3
This decision will be based on advice from the drone radar controller,
Flight Determination Laboratory (Operational Controller) and the Missile
flight Surveillance Office. A hold will be called by the Air Force Mission
Controller if any of the three offieea above advise that the tests cannot
be satisfactorily run«

o

FOR THE COMHatlDER:

Colonel, USAF
DCS/Operations

(.

>>;.
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AJH5NDIX I
Tenant and Baited Aircraft at HADC« list prepared about 2$
April 1$$7.
Note li Includes aircraft that are not technically
balled bat "conditionally accepted" by the Air Force
and In all ways treated aa bailed«
Note 2t All F-101B aircraft listed under McDonnell
Aircraft Corporation are among those "To come in PI
1958."
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* To coo» in later
«* To lose one B-36 soon
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TBULMT AHD
RAT^ AIRCRAFT AT HADC
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TENANT AND
BAILED AIRCRAFT AT HADC
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APPENDIX F
l/C «id Hanpower Requirements by Project«
lKarch 1957*
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APPENDIX 0
Ltr«, Col« Richard C« Gibson, DCS/0, HADC, to Cmdr#r
ARDG, subj.t "Support Problems for B-57 Aircraft." 22
Ootobar 19$6.
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SECRET
HDOO

22 Oct 19$6

SUBJECT« Stqpport FrobleB» for B-^7 Aircraft
TO«

o

Wanandtr
Air Research and Divelop»zxt Command
Poet Office Box 13?!>
Baltimore 3, Maryland

!• Althcoihthia Center has avalid requirement ibr a
IR>7B, Cor I, this letter ia submitted in explanation of «hy
we declijied the of fer by your Headqaartera (RDSTAP) of a RB-57A;
and tq reiterate the requirement for epacea, people and the airplane* "'
''^/"^r^-V
.Ö*-'-'-0Bi: 12 September 195& this Centex* received a phone call
frta Mr; J>; D« »rg^
test support* A prompt reply «as requested« A negative reply
vas submitted in HASCTfS HDOÖ-9-lii-E dated 12 September 1956
(See Inclosure Number 1). Ais refusal stated laok of maintenance people« and the requirements for a B-57B, C or X «ere
reiterated»

( >

3* In Kovember of 1&>U RADC requested a B-S>7B aircraft to
support test projects at Hbllöman* On U October 1^55 HADC*s
Ptojeeted Aircraft Inventory, Report« (k>ntrol Symbol 2-ARDC,
reflected the wquirenents for B-57 aircraft. ^ In a letter to
HQ, ARDC. Subjectj Maapoirer Authori»ation Request for Change,
dated lü Hoiember 19$5>HADC requested Manpower to maintain the
B-57 aircraft reflected in the projected aircraft inventory (See
Inclosure Kumber 2). Since -that time no spaces have been authorited for B-J>7 aircraft nor ham any people been assigned« On
10 April 19$6 the HADC Two aiid Om-Hftlf Tear Aircraft Requirements
Forecast «gain requested B-£7 /aircraft« The manpower"requirements
for these he« aircraft; ^ichi
«ere not the only planning attwyted by HADC to attain a
position «hereby a B-57B coiad be nudntained^ In August 19^6
HAW5 submittfd to Ä
(See
Inclosure lumber 3;* requesting the serial im^
aircraft to be provided Hollo«sn 4nord^J^at logistic support
people could reo^id^
¥e assumed that this «as a valid request si»
eighteen (18) months requested a B-57B, and this B-57B «as
reflected in the BQ A&DC SF«-57*2 as programmed.for HaSC in first
8BCBET
&£#£&&■

HHiflrT ■'

HQ HADC HDOO SOBJt Supportj^ens for B-^ Aircraft
quarter Fiecti learI#7« ; In^fe^ÄfelJÖff-jirt received ft»»
your BtadtyMorte^f* TI&
which stewed that although *B^7» *^
this did
not necessarily mea* that i B-Jft ;:*0ttld; be; aasigned to Holloman*

fl
^
^

U* latest document*
available to thi» Center indicate that
f
Only r sixtyRB-$7A 8 are intfce^SA^iAbnioiy» Forty of these
ere overseas and on^
our present personnel deficiencies in the maintenance area, and
in anticipation of difficu^inlthe logistics aw it is believed
that an HB-57Awoxild be moat unsatisfactory for this Center,
$• ^ain i^ Äwid 1^
for a B-57B, C or I for use on high altitude recovery system
testsi high altltadepar»«diüte target drop», trackii« missions
for; we ars^: lav^
tib«er%sr4*eWisJi^
of the projects
vAieh requiri theK^StBg^^^^^t^V--

1

HaW..l»iiB^^
Vi

Hrs/Qtr

BalaTJeVe^^
179$^ «Igh lÄUtoÄ-ÄsÄil^V'--:
201*rt^)fHi&^
20oX>(Fele©^,;H^
2129^(M0UKJ^ im
:tsi*i>{Äs^^
•■^•::~;Trae*injg^^Ä
^."'■■'"': •-•;' v/v^£.£v iii^:-^,^- ^

■v s

( )

.30
10
10
20
10

Total

i£
' "J

A toial of °^ ho^
for high altitude para drop mis Siena alone» An additional r^
B^7B^;C;;e#ie(t*moÄ
cKaae"aiai''tracking--ldS8Ä
the above figure;: for^i^granU,^
quarter« This
lndieatM?a^?eqi^cM
I* aircra^fo^thlstCeni
1#7« ■■•■•"-'■-••-■■— —■■■--•■—
"•" I s r6;':>An«ex»ii^

is

e$tft«^ti»tjBi^

project has roqaesto4 31^
by ^HWSs^Scl^^
oraftfcajpl^o^o^
eenceiae^beeaas*?^
-a*esionXo*:the^irig^^
• At

'lit

nenJsMlRSaeMianmm^^

'
'One

SECRET
HQ HADC HDOO SUBJt

Support Problens for B-$7 Aircraft

lack of suitabls drop aircraft could ems« a costly daisy to
the Talos progrsM*
7i Although the requirement tor B-£7 aircraft is urgently
needed, ve cannot accept these aircraft without additional authoriiations for spaces sad personnel to nan these spaces* Space
requests* based on the Two and One-Half Tear Aircraft Requirements
Forecast, here been submitted«

FORmt
•■>>:■

O

»!*«■(>■

opm»»t
RICHARD C. CUBSOH
Colonel,»USAF
DCS/Ops rations

It Ihels
1. THX HBOO-0-ll** /
2* Manpower Auth Req
for Change
*WX HD0O-8-25-I
TAX RBSTAP-8-ll»9-3

COPT

ADJ 56-6U89
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APPENDIX H
Flight Test Division Standard Operating Procedure Number
2$, Torsions as of 19 December 19J>6 and 17 May 1957»

0

'!

CO FT

STANDARD ÖPERATI» PROCBDÖRB )
NUMBER 2$
)

FLIGHT TNST DIVISION. 6$80TH AIR
BASB. GROUP, Holloman Air Force
Baa«* New Mexico 19 December 1$$6

IFR Hisaion Flignjbs
Purpose and Scope. ••♦«♦ . ♦ . * ♦ V ■• » •!
Rop^Ireajanta'4 • • • + • • • • • .* • ♦ ♦ • ••■. ♦*
O

1* Porpoeo and Soopo» The purpose of thia Standard Operating
Procedure ia to outline the requlrenente and define weather con*
ditionr which.will permit niesle» support aircraft to fly when
instrument©onditione prevail and the miesi^
fljing over
an overcaat. Thle Standard Operating Procedure pertains to ell
pilots who are cleared to HT teaft eupport adaeione* Section Chiefe
will be reaponeible to monitor compliance with the requiremente
outlined in thia Directive»
2* Requirements t
a» Test eupport missions will not be flown above an
overcast when a VFR cllmbout and letdown is not possible»
b» Teat support mission« will not be flown if the overcast condition ia below 10,000 feet KSL,
c» Test support missions will not be flown when the
overcast is in exeesa of 3*000 feet thick.
oV -Teat eupport missions will not be conducted closer
than 1,000 feet to the cloud formation*
e« Test support aissions flown over an overcast require
the accomplishment of AF Form 17$«'

^

f. Soring teet support niaeiona conducted over an
overcast, the AHN-6 radio will be on and toned to the Hoi 1 pram
homer * (221 kc) and the selector placed in the COMPASS position.

OAXHTW. BARON
^Colonel* 1JBAF
Director, Flight Test Division

■fi#Ü

DIRECTORATE OF AIRCRAFT MISSILE TEST
AND FLIGHT TEST DIVISION
HOLLOMAN AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
United States Air Force
Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico
17 May 1957

DIRECTORATE SOP
NUMBER

36

FLIGHT TEST SOP

25

NUMBER

IFR MISSION FLIGHTS
1.
Purpose; The purpose of this Standard Operating Procedure
is to outline the requirements and define weather conditions which
will permit mission support aircraft to fly when instrument conditions
prevail and the mission requires flying over an overcast.
2.
Scope: This Standard Operating Procedure pertains.to all
pilots who"are cleared to fly test support missions. Section Chiefs
will be responsible to monitor compliance with the requirements outlined in this Directive.
3.

Requirements:
a.

Test support missions will not be conducted in an over-

cast.
b. Test support missions will not be flown when the overcast is below 7000 feet MSL, and visibility is less then 2 miles.
c. Test support missions will not be conducted closer than
1000 feet to the cloud formation.
d. Drones or other remote-controlled vehicles will not be
chased by test support aircraft through cloud formations.
e. Test support missions flown over an overcast require
the accomplishment of AF Form 175 and the remark included, "Will
avoid all control zones and airways."
f. IFR climb-outs will be made from the Holloman radio
beacon (221 KCS) on a heading of 3$0 degrees. Aircraft will remain
on tower frequency during climb-out and advise when in the clear.
IFR descents will be on approval by Hollömah Tower and in accordance
with the published let-down chart*
g. No test will be conducted under IFR conditions when any
other test is still in progress. No test will be started when another test is being run under IFB conditions. Control of these factors will be exercised by Mission Control, so that no possible collision conditions can exist on-range between test operations and IFR
climb-outs and let-downs.

1

HOT Subjeoti
f
I

Dlrtotorat* SOP #36\ Flight Tost SOP #25.

h. During toot oapport mission eonducted OTor «a overcast
tho ABN-6 radio «ill bo tuned to tho Rolloaan radio beacon end the
selector placed in the Coapass position.
i. fuel miniaums for jet aircraft for IPR mission completion will be 2000 pounds.

I

h,

Ixcoptionot

a. HSSCA, KM, and other missions involving the uae of
(C-131 or f-29 type airoraft nay be conducted in or above an overcast.
Minimi* flight altitude for ouoh missions will be 14,000 feet MSL
and weather -fünf^y will be 5000 foot MSL- and 2 miles visibility.
.©

I
|
I

b. tracking missions may be eonduetod in or above an overeast. Minimum flight altitude for such missions wil* be 14,000 feet
MSL and weather minimums will bet
(1)

Oorventional - 5000 feet MSL, visibility 2 miles.

(2)

Jet - 6000 foot MSL, visibility 2 miles.

A*L. BAUER
I*
V
^Colonel, U8AF
Dlreotor of Airoraft Micelle Vest

I
|

C

OAKLIX W. BABOK
Lt Colonel, ÜSAP
Director, Flight Test Division

0
APPENDIX I
DCS/Operations Policy Statement Number h, 13 September

1955.

KB/OPERATIONS
HOLLOMAN AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Holloman Air Fore© Base
Hew Mexico

o

DCS/OPERATIOHS FOLICX
STATEMENT NUMBER
U

13 SEPTEMBER 1955

RESTRICTION OH USE OF CWL31B*S
1« Until further noticethe C«43XB aircraft are not to be flown to bases
other than ARDC Centers* Brsoptlone to this^policy vUX be made only «hen
2. This policy statement is * result of:| AH» message HDTO-8-6-JS dated
21* August 1955 concerning criticism received at ARDC tor the indiscriminate
use of test bed C-a&B's«
J
CLARENCE Lv ELVER
Colonel, USAF
DCS/Operations
DISTRIBOTIDHi
BEB 3 Copi'ii
HOT 12 Copies
HDL 8 Copies

APFEHDH J
Manpower Requirements for Aircraft Maintenance, Memo
from Manpower & Organization Division, Septenber 19J>6«

C

COPT
MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
1« Following are examples of requests from HADC for additional
manpower for the aircraft maintenance function which were
submitted to Headquarters ARDC during CT1955 and 56t
Pate Requested

(

Ho» and Type Requested

Action by ARDC

1 Apr 1955

18 Airman Spaces

None

1-May 1955

8 Airman Spaces

None

12 Jul 1955

12 Airman Spaces

None

lU Nov 1955

23 Airman Spaces
26 Civilian Spaces

None

30 Nov 1955

27 Military or Civilian None (Sidewinder)
i

2 Feb 1956

16 Airman Spaces

26 Jul 1956

7 Airman. Spaces
106 Civilian Spaces

None
Received 90 Spaces
on 1 Oct 1956

2# In September 1955> the ARDC, Manpower Management Review Team
recommended an increase of 13 spaces for the aircraft maintenance
function* To date, ARDC has been unable to provide any of these
additional spaoes for HADC» At this time, military AFSC*s were
removed from the manning document and civilians were substituted
under project "Home Front"• Sufficient civilians qualified in
aircraft maintenance work could not be hired in this area and
Headquarters USAF would not allow us to reprogram military spaces
back in to project "Home Front" AFSC»s.

/
'

3« In July 1956, we re-evaluated our total manning requirements
for the aircraft maintenance function based on ARDC ^«wii^g
criteria by type and number of aircraft assigned* As of 1 September
1956 we require a total of 586 spaces; as of this date, we are
authorized a total of 1*87 spaces. A deficit of 99 spaces still
exists after the addition of the 90 spaces received on 1 October
1956.
k» In our FT 57 Manpower Program we included a total of 86
spaces for the aircraft maintenance function. In FT 58 Budget
Estimate we indicated that we needed 109 additional spaces in the
first quarter Of FT 57»
, 5* The aircraft inventory has increased from 35 HADC assigned aircraft in January 1955 to a projected inventory of 62 assigned aircraft in July 1957»
COPT

c
APPENDIX K
Citation to Accompany the Award of the Commendation
Ribbon to William F. Haizlip.

C
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Citation to Accompany the Award
of the
Commendation Ribbon
to
William F. Haizlip

c

Lieutenant Colonel William P. Haizlip whose primary duty was
and still is the Inspector Qeneral for Holloman Air Development
Center was assigned the additional"--duty as Commander of the 6580th
Field Maintenance Squadron on 1 September 19f>6. Assignment was
necessitated by the fact that jäte deplorable condition of aircraft
maintenance was adversely effecting the overall mission of Holloman
Air Development Center. Colonel Haislip distinguished,himself by
meritorious service as Commander of the 6586th Field Maintenance
Squadron 1 September 1956 to 2 January 1957*
"In commission-time" is the criteria used
formance of an aircraft maintenance squadron.
percentage of '•in-commission-time" is 50£. By
the "in-commission-time" for aircraft assigned
in August 1956 to 62.1$^in December 1956.

in evaluating the perThe average standard
managerial improvements
to RADC went from 3U.8#

Managerial improvements initiated by Colonel Haizlip werei
a. Eliminated duplication and overlap of authority in the Maintenance Control Unit, Production Control Unit and Quality Control Unit
by organising a single Production Control Section under the direct
supervision of the Maintenance Control Officer.
b. Improved employee relations by establishing a "line-of-command"
whereby all employees are responsible to one individual.
c. Reduced aircraft inspection time from an average of 10 to 12
working days to an average of 5 to 6 working days.

( ;

d. Effected savings of 50 to75 manhours per day by having a PBX
switchboard, neceaaary additional telephones and an intercommunication
system installed« This oommunicatipns system lin^
Baoe
Operations, various aircraft maintenance shops and Maintenance Control
into one efficient operation whose primary effort was to improve "incommisslori-time".
Lieutenant Colonel William F. Haizllp's extreme conscientiousness
and devotion to duty reflects great credit to himself and to the Air
Force., ■

APPENDIX L
Qeneral Comments on the rHolloman] Flying Safety Program,
by Maj. Raymond C. Latham, Chief, Plying Safety Branch, Hq.,
ARDC, Hay 1956«

General Comments on the Flying Safety Program

1. The Flying Savety officer is located organizationally under the
Commander of the Air Base Group. He is physically located in Base Operations and is under the operational control of the Chief of the Flight
Test Division. As such, he does not have direct access to either the Base
or Center Commander.

f~

2. A Flying Safety Council, as required by ARDCR 62-10, has not been
established. It is believed such a council mould be a definite asset to
the center program. This would permit the F/S officer to present the problem directly to the action agency. These councils have been valuable to
other centers.
3. From talking to various pilots, the emphasis on the Flying Safety
Program seems to be in the wrong direction. An attitude of general fear
of retribution seems to prevail. This creates a very unhealthy situation.
Personnel assigned in the operations are all sincere and are doing an excellent job with the equipment available, yet, in the past this quality
Performance seems to have gone unnoticed and the unfortunate happenings
exploited.
4. The training program is adequate, although it is hampered by
lack of equipment and personnel and must be sandwiched in whenever the
mission permits. A jet upgrading program is being pursued but satisfactory
results will take time. With the increasing number of 100 series aircraft
due to arrive,, this program will have to be stepped up. The time requirements for upgrading are in line with others in the command.
5. Recently a rash of blown tire and parachute failures have been
experienced. As a combative measure, a policy has been established that
all landings by jet aircraft (except in an emergency) are m£de on the
12,000 foot runway. In addition, a more thorough investigation should
have been made to determine the cause. This will be done by the Flying
Safety Officer.

V

6. In line with the above, it appears that maintenance standards are
below par. This is probably due to a critical shortage of qualified personnel and supervisors (no maintenance officer since Jan.). Examples the generator and the F-86 fuel gauge.
7. The airfield itself shows a lack of preventative maintenance,
numerous holes and cracks are evident in the shoulders. It is difficult
to tell what is runway and what is overrun on 2lL. Ramp area was cluttered
with all types of equipment. The holes made by the F-102 undershoot in Jen.
still not filled.
8. Tower has little or no. cont' *>1 of vehicles operating on the airfield. Alert jeeps are not radio equipped and communications with crash

and rescue equipaent is through the fire station. Equipment is on order.
Due to the large number of vehicles on the airdrome, this equipment should
get priority.
9. The Personal Equipaent setup is still not adequate, however personnel concerned are well aware of the fact and making every effort to
correct the situation. It was also noted that of five authorized positions in this section, two were filled by Category 4 airmen.

c

10. Wo evidence could be found that reconmendations made as a result
of accident investigations were followed. Notably the recommendation
following the F-89 accident in June of 1955 as to the wearing of clothing
during flying operations. No procedures or policies could be found in
writing and spot check of pilots did not indicate compliance in another
recommendation as a result of the F-94 in December are not being followed.
RsQOsrosndations
1. That the Plight Safety Offioer be placed organizationally and
operationally under the Deputy for Operations.
2. That a Flight Safety Council beaappointed and the importance of
this Council emphasised.
3. That the. existing attitude toward Flying Safety be aligned with
the ooraiand policy i.e., the mission will not be compromised for the
«sake of Flying Safety, but our task is to perform the mission in the
safest possible manner. Our pilots are professionals and above average
pilots. They should be impressed with this and recognized for a job well
done. This should also be emphasized to all personnel connected with
aircraft operation. Play up the positive contribution to Flight Safety
and play down the negative side.
4. A more thorough investigation made and remedial action taken regarding the tire situation. This also applies to an* other accident
potential. Records soem to indicate this particular problem arose in
August of 1955 and has,been allowed to continue without too much action.
5. Assign a maintenance officer as soon as possible and increase
the supervision of this activity.
6.

Increase the preventative maintenance on the airdrome.

7.

Continue action to improve the Personal Equipment setup.

8. Insure that recommendation regarding safety of flight items are
not ignored or allowed to die.

' ^^»^A^WjtfS

UNCLASSIFIED

9.

Publicise the well done type flying here.

Suggestions - A column and pictures in the local paper. Submit
order well done award system. Tell the story at Flying Safety Meetings.
Give an award for well done (cigarette lighter, key case, etc.).

I
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